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STRESSES AND DEFORMATIONS'IN FLEXIBLE LAYERED 
PAVEMENT SYSTEMS SUBJECTED TO DYNAMIC LOADS 
by S. F. Brotur, B. Sc. 
Abstract 
Many of the proposed rational design methods for 
flexible pavements are concerned with the stresses and 
strains which occur in the various layers of the 
structure. The purpose of the work reported is to 
investigate, in the laboratory, the complete stress and 
strain distributions set up in the different layers 
under dynamic loads. 
Two systems have been investigated, a single layer of 
clay and a two layer system consisting of a granular 
base on a clay subgrade. The loading in each case 
consisted of a single pulse having a duration of loading 
between 0.1 and 2 sec. The load was uniformly dis- 
tributed over a circular area and of varying magnitude. 
In-situ measurements of stress and strain were made 
using pressure and strain cells, 
-, at various orientations. 
Surface deflection was measured. with'a rectilinear, 
potentiometer. 
Stress and strain distributions were determined by 
moving the load relative to the buried transducers. 
By superimposing results, values of principal stresses 
and strains and maximum shear were derived. By 
combining stress and strain measurements, values of 
in-situ elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio were 
calculated. 
Results were compared with elastic theory, both 
Boussinesq and layered system, the latter being computed 
using a recently developed program. Stresses showed 
good agreement with theory in both systems, but strains, 
being dependent on modulus, were less easy to predict 
theoretically. 
In-situ values of modulus were stress dependent for 
both materials. For the clay, at low stress levels, 
the modulus increased sharply with decreasing stress, 
while for the granular material modulus increased with 
stress level. 
In the two layer system results compared less 
favourably with theory, but the important values of 
tensile horizontal stress above the interface and 
vertical strain below the interface appear to be predicted 
adequately. The values of modular ratio were near to 
unity and hence Boussinesq theory was equally as 
adequate as the layered system approach for most effects. 
Strains were predicted with fair accuracy when local 
values of modulus were used i. e., those in the neigh- 
bourhood of the points concerned. The assumption 
of perfect roughness at the interface, used in most 
theoretical solutions, was shown to be valid. 
The stress dependence of modulus is thought to be 
one of the main problems at present in the application 
of layered system theory and, for the calculation of 
strains, in the use of the Boussinesq approach also. 
SYNOPSIS 
An experimental investigation to determine 
stresses, strains and deflections in model road 
pavement test sections is being conducted at the 
University of Nottingham as part of a major effort to 
establish a rational approach to the design of flexible 
pavements. - 
This thesis describes the second phase of the 
project and deals with a single layer subgrade of 
Keuper marl and a two layer system incorporating a 
granular base layer as well. 
A great deal of work has been done to investigate 
the behaviour of the earth pressure cell and the strain 
cell, both of which instruments were of primary importance 
in the main investigation. 
Measurements of stress and strain were made in 
both the systems described above, when they were subjected 
to dynamic load analogous to that provided by a passing 
vehicle. 
Both the clay and granular materials were found 
to have non-linear stress/strain relationships, but 
stresses were in general predicted well by linear 
elastic theory. For the prediction of strain by this 
means, a knowledge of the stress/strain relationship 
for the material is required. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The work described in this thesis is the Author's 
main contribution to a major experimental research 
project in the field of flexible pavement design, 
being undertaken at Nottingham University. 
The majority of highway pavements, today, are 
designed largely by empirical rules based on simple 
tests carried out on subgrade soils, and on experience. 
The most common design method is that based on the 
California Bearing Ratio (G. B. R. ) of the subgrade and 
is the one recommended for use in the U. K. 
l 
While it 
has been claimed that the C. H. R. design method, because 
of improvements made in recent years is a "rational" 
approach to flexible pavement design, 
z 
no one disputes 
the fact that it is largely empirical. There is some 
confusion, therefore, in the literature as to the definition 
of the word "rational" when applied to design methods. 
It is generally taken as'beingdescriptive of design. 
methods, not yet used extensively in-practice, which are 
analogous-to those used in the design-of structures, and 
this is the definition used in what follows. 
- 
z- 
The Nottingham University project is part of a 
worldwide effort now being made, particularly in N. 
America and Western Europe to try and evolve structural 
design, or "rational" design methods for flexible pave- 
ments. 
The main shortcoming of the C. B. R. method is that 
it takes little or no account of the strength of the 
upper layers in a pavement structure. Since it is based 
on experience under certain conditions, there is a danger 
in extrapolating the results to new conditions, 
either of climate, loading or type of construction. 
The best of the various proposed rational design methods 
aim to determine the critical stresses and strains in 
the various layers, and to ensure that these do not 
exceed permissible values for the materials being used. 
This is the usual approach in problems of structural 
design, but it is much more complicated when the 
structure is a flexible pavement, because of the 
complex behaviour of road making materials and under- 
lying soils. 
Most of the suggested rational design methods are 
based on the theory of elasticity and its, application 
to what is known as a "three-layer system". This, is a 
cýý. 
-3- 
LAYER No. 1 
u, d. Ioad, over a. 
circular area 
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FIG. 1 THE THREE LAYER SYSTEM` 
simplified model. of an actual pavement (Fig. 1) and' 
expressions ; for stress and deformation resulting from 
the application. of a circular uniformly. distributed' 
load were first derived by Burmister. Most'theoretical* 
: 
-, änalyses.. have used his equations, or-their T numerical'-' 
solutions, to calculate". the important values of stress, 
strain 
or 
, 
deflection.; 
The;; oritical points inMthe struo ture Would -appear 
tö` be °the toi of' 
.. 
the 
, 
subgrade 
_and 'the bottom of-, the, 
upper layers. If,. the vertical' strain 'in the *subgrade 
is excessive, large deformations of the. wholestructure 
result,.,. causing_an, uneven riding, surface 
, 
and probably 
-- 
cracking in the upper layers. Road making materials, 
particularly unbound granular bases, cannot carry very 
much tension, 'particularly in the case of bound bases 
when subjected to repeated loading, because of the 
possibility of fatigue failure. Tensile stresses, which 
have their maximum values at the bottom of the surface 
and/ base layers, must therefore be limited to avoid 
cracking. Apart from the obvious structural weakness 
caused by the presence of cracks, they also allow 
moisture to enter the pavement resulting in additional 
weakness, particularly to unbound bases, and to all 
materials in the event of frost. 
These theoretical design methods have, in many 
cases, assumed elastic behaviour of the pavement without 
sufficient justification. Bituminous materials are 
known to be visco-elastic5 and most fine grained soils 
and-granular materials have non-linear stress-strain, 
relationships, 
6`so 
the assumption of, linear elasticity is, 
on the face of'it, a sweeping, one. Whiffin. and Lister7 
in a paper concerned with the applicability of elastic 
theory showed that under dynamic conditions i. e.. 
vehicle speeds in excess of 15 m. p. h.,: pavements appear 
to, behave elastically, provided that failure is not 
imminent. 
-5- 
If pavement materials are approximately elastic 
in behaviour under traffic loading conditions, then 
there is justification for using theories based on 
this assumption. At the present time these are the 
only ones available, although work is progressing on a 
visco-elastic approach, which would more completely 
describe the behaviour of the bituminous materials 
in particular. 
8 
Two elastic constants are used to define each 
material in the theory of elasticity approach. These 
are Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (v). The 
effectiveness of the theory then depends on how well 
these values can be predicted, and various suggestions 
have been made for methods to determine, in-particular, ' 
the in-situ moduli of pavement materials. 
- 
Poisson's 
ratio has less effect on stresses in a layered system 
than modulus, Peattie9 having shown that a reduction. 
from 0.5 to 0.35 only seriously affects horizontal 
stress at the bottom of the top layer. 
There are three main interdependent topics which 
require investigation before a rational approach'to'the 
design of flexible pavementscan be successful. There 
needs to be an adequate theoretical understanding of, the 
-6- 
behaviour of layered systems, and this subject has 
already received a good deal of attention although 
it has been somewhat isolated from experimental, work. 
Secondly controlled laboratory testing of model pave- 
ments and paving materials needs to be conducted. The 
validity of theoretical approaches can be checked, by 
comparison with measurements on model pavements. The 
strength characteristics of soils, and base and surface 
layer materials subjected to repeated dynamic loading 
can be evaluated using suitable specimens. This could 
provide the appropriate elastic constants for use in 
theoretical analyses and also indicate safe working 
stresses-or strains. Finally full scale road tests 
are required to check whether design procedures evolved 
from a_combinations of theory and laboratory. testing. are 
satisfactory in practice. 
The-main; aim of the Nottingham University project, 
of 
_ 
which. this. thesis describes ar part, ; 
is. to,, check 
the, validity,. of_linear_elastic, solutions to three 
layer, systems 
,, 
_by, 
testing model pavements in. the 
laboratory..:,. The procedure consists essentially of 
applying, a single dynamic., load, pulse. to., thew structure 
,, 
and measuring, by_means of; buried. transducers, 
wstresses 
strains and deflections_at. different locations. 
-7.. 
By testing a model pavement made up of typical 
road making materials, important information can be 
obtained about the performance of different types of 
material. The present programme includes a typical 
clay subgrade, a granular material which may be used 
as a sub-base on main roads or a base on minor roads, 
and a bituminous material found in surface and base 
layers. Several typical materials have therefore 
been catered for and others could be included in future 
pavement structures. 
While endeavouring to make the pavement as 
realistic as possible, it has been necessary to make 
certain compromises.. The granular base layer was of a 
smaller particle size (I in maximum) than found in 
practice,. so., that the transducers which were developed 
for use_. in clay, could. work, satisfactortly. This thesis 
does-not-deal with the bituminous layer, but it.. is 
possibler. thatya, 
_sandsheet. mix--would have to be used, 
again-to facilitate Instrumentation, 
-,. ,. t_. 
Since_theoretical, solutions. were to be, checked, 
it was 
-necessary , to make... the , pavement follow, as , ,. 
closely as. possible, the assumptions.. involved-in-these 
solutions.,, The loadingasystemäwas,. therefore.. arranged 
so that a 
. 
uniformly distributed load was applied over 
-8- 
a circular area through a flexible platen. In practice 
7' 
the contact area is usually ellipticall0 although 
it depends on the type of tyre and its inflation 
pressure. 
If a wheel load were applied to the model pavement, 
it would be difficult to control the load and especially 
the rate of loading if the wheel was to be rolled across 
the surface. The circular platen which was adopted 
is kept stationary and a single load pulse applied. 
This produces the gradual increase, and then decrease, 
of stress at a point in the pavement as occurs when a 
wheel passes over it. The difference between the two 
types of loading is greater at the surface since under 
a rolling load there is an instantaneous increasein 
contact pressure as the wheel arrives. Another 
difference is that of rate of loading which beneath a 
rolling load decreases with depth, while for the 
stationary pulse it is constant. 
ll Early work on this project was described by Tory 
and his contribution consisted mainly of developing 
suitablelapparatus and techniques for tackling the 
experimental work. An important contribution was the 
development of a soil strain cell for measuring in-situ 
.n-, 4' i«z.. i ,: h "3 , 
,. 
at..!. zS 4.. " rMw". - 
f, 
a 
.... 
..... 
.... 
' 
g. 
-9- 
dynamic strains, and it was realised that this instrument, 
in conjunction with the less novel earth pressure 
cell, could provide important information-about the 
in-situ moduli of subgrade soils and possibly granular 
bases, as well as indicating strain distributions. 
This thesis deals with tests on single and two 
layer systems. The single layer work is an extension 
of Tory's contribution. He obtained stress, strain 
and surface deflection measurements but they were not 
comprehensive enough to-calculate many other effects. 
The present work includes measurements' from. which"the 
complete description of stress and-strain at a large 
number of points has been obtained-. both-, for-the single 
and_two layer systems. - Other, more important-derived 
results, were values of-modulus and-Poisson's ratio 
at these : same points, so that the 'variation of, these : 
-' -, 
elastic "constants" could'be"studied; - 
.. 
st Prior. 
-to Tory ts work, 
_ 
in-situ- strains had not 
been "successfully 
. 
measured.:: 
--The main'contribution 
-of 
this.. thesis-is, 
'therefore, -to present in-situ--dynamic 
strain measurements 
. 
and, values. of. principal, strains 
and also; values of elastic constants fora clay and a 
granular material calculated-from--in-situ; 
-measurements 
of stress and strain. These items have not previously 
- 
10 
- 
been presented, but other workers have produced 
comprehensive information about stress distributions 
although not under dynamic conditions, and only for 
either a single layer system12'13 or the subgrade of 
a two 
1491.5 
or three layer system. 
16 The-work herein 
presents measurements at the interface and within the 
base layer for the first time. 
Incidental to the main project but equally important, 
is the 'work described in Chapters 3 and 4 on calibration 
of the pressure and strain cells used'in the main 
investigation. These instruments were originally 
developed-by Sparrow and Tory, 
17 
and they'-have now 
been thoroughly 'tested and their performance' assessed 
i'n a clay and'a granular material. '-" The most important 
point illustrated bythe'pressure cell tests is that 
since the instrument has`to work in a three dimensional 
stress field it`must`not'be'cross-sensitive i. e.; 
stresses other-than normai-to the direction of measurement 
should have-no-effect on' the cell output. This point 
is emphasised because` it is believed `that' many' öf--the `I 
, 
pressure cells' which have' been used in' thepast`are 
cross-sensitive. -.. 
::;: 
 
- 
11 
- 
CHAPTER 1 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
PROBLEM OF LAYERED SYSTEMS 
1.1 Theoretical solutions to layered systems 
Almost all the papers published in the last twenty 
years dealing either theoretically or experimentally 
with the problem of layered systems have used as their 
starting point the important paper by Professor 
Burmister published in 1943.3 In this paper, Burmister 
applied the principles of the theory of elasticity to 
a two-layer system and later extended his work to the 
more useful three-layer problem. 
18 Details of these 
two systems are shown in figs. 1 and 1.1. Since the 
appearance of Burmister's paper a good deal of work has 
been carried out in several countries to try and 
establish a rational approach to the design of flexible 
pavements, but now, over twenty years later, the semi- 
empirical 
-. -. 
ý; f. ti,. ý 
.. 
ý 
-.., ...,. -....: -.., ., -.. ._ 
California Bearing Ratio method is still the 
most widely used, 
With the increasing use of the electronic computer, 
theoretical solutions based on Burmisterls original 
equations have become more numerous and general, while 
experimental work on component materials and model 
pavements has provided a better understanding of the 
. n. pmltwaýnNrwý»-rnng-ron+n+isu+^e+isrs-R'T^^rvsns'g'.; -ýcr. -Ra-. a.. -. r _;,,, 
-a 
CIL. 
t 
I5 
8 
12 2ý 
--u. d. load over a 
circular area 
LAYER No. 1 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY E1 
LAYER No. 2 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY E2 
N 
FIG 
. 
'. I*1" THE TWO LAYER SYSTEM 
,. _- , -- .a __, ... ýý 
behaviour of flexible pavement`., structüres: under dynamic 
°load. :. -wý.; ... 
Burmister3, used his=two layer equations, ýý to., calculate,,, 
surface deflections ~ in 
_various 
'cases, '= butx Foxl9 in "1948 
was the 'first to 'evaluate`, stresses in, a- two, `layered: - 
,- 
system 
-for various values of; -the governing' parameters',, 
-,, 
El/E2 and a/h. 
. 
These results' were- restri'cte'd to positions 
on ". the , axis of. the ' ; load, ' `but 
he also used., a" relaxation- :. ' 
method 
-to 
provide more 'comprehensive information' `about 
stresses, at, various 
. 
depths' and" raadii' in four' different 
two 'layered systems: 
The same year. Hank, and Scrivner20 also produced a 
limited number of 
., 
solutions 'to the rBurmister equations', ' 
- 
13 
- 
calculating vertical and radial stress just above and 
below the interface for various two layered systems and 
also either side of the top interface of a three layer 
system. 
Three years later, Acum and Fox21 extended Fox's 
original work to a three layered system by calculating 
stresses on the axis for several different systems, 
but'the values were only those at the two interfaces, 
just above and below in each case. The important 
parameters were k2 = El/E2, k2 = E2/E3, a= = a/h$ and 
H= hl/b2. They considered 6 values of k1,5 values 
of ka, 2 values of ai and 4 values of H, producing 
results for most combinations of the chosen values. 
It was not until 1962 that more comprehensive results 
were published by Jones2,2 who with the aid of a digital 
computer, the Ferranti Mark I, extended the-work of 
Acum and Fox. Jones increased the number of values 
of the four parameters and his results occupied'28. tables 
against the 8 of Acum and Fox. 
Despite this apparently comprehensive, set of_results, 
the three layer problem was still not completely-solved, 
since the available values were restricted to those, at 
the interfaces and on the axis of the load. While 
maximum and therefore critical values occur on the axis 
- 
14 
- 
under a single wheel, for a dual wheel the worst 
condition may occur midway between wheels and this 
effect can only be calculated by superposition of two 
results off the axis, A further restriction to the 
use of these tables is that they are only suitable if the 
dimensions and elastic constants of a particular pave- 
ment correspond to those tabulated. It was, however, 
clear from Jones' paper that complete tables of results, 
universally applicable, would not-be practicable and 
that the computer should be programmed to solve the- 
particular problem required. 
This was further'illustrated by the even greater 
volume of results, mainly for two layered systems produced 
23 11 by-Mehta and Veletsos. They computed stresses and' 
deformations atrvarious"depths and radii for'systems- 
with 8'different values of a/h`"using an"Illiaa computer. 
Poisson's ratio was taken -aä'0: 25 'in`bothlayersq 
whereas -'Jones ' et al had used' 0.5. ' "' Mehta-and Veletsos 
did, 'however, produce 'some-'stress'results' on the 
-axis, 
for varying Poisson's ratio, the`values taken`'tieing. 0, 
0. '25 and 0.. 59- "Their: '44"table's"'ýof"r'esults'"included--'some 
for "three, -four` and' five "layered systems`änd, 'they also 
considered'some"problems'with`perfectly smooth conditions 
at the interface. 
- 
15 
- 
Jones 24 also produced in 1962, tables to calculate 
vertical surface deflection for three layered systems. 
The parameter values he used were slightly more 
numerous than for his stress results published earlier 
and he took Poisson's ratio as 0.35 instead of 0.5 for 
each layer. Results were again restricted to the axis 
of ( the load. 
The equations for calculating the stress distribution 
in a semi-infinite soil mass, as opposed to the more 
complicated layered systems, were originally presented 
by Boussinesq. 
25 His theory has however been used to 
predict stresses beneath a pavement, although it ignores 
the greater stiffness of the upper layers. Fröhlich26 
overcame this by including a concentration factor to take 
account of the extra strength of these layers. A lot 
of interest over the years has centred on the original 
Boussinesq problem with a view to trying to verify his 
equations by experiment. This "single layer" system 
has been studied in detail by several workers as well as 
the Author, but the Waterways Experiment Station made a 
major contribution both experimentally and theoretically. 
27 
Again with the aid of a computer, Ahlvin and Ulery 
produced a very comprehensive and useful set-of tables to 
calculate- stresses, strains and displacements in a semi- 
- 
16 
- 
infinite mass subjected to a circular U. D. load. 
Values of modulus and Poisson's ratio for the material 
are not built into the tables, but can be chosen appro- 
priately by the user. Because of the smaller number of 
variables involved in this single layer problem, a set 
of tables is suitable for solving most systems whereas 
for two or three layered systems it is not., 
When work on the Author's two layered system was 
in progress, Shell made available a computer program 
developed by. Jones28 using a UNIVAC 1107 computer to 
solve the multilayer problem completely. The only 
drawback was_that of all elastic solutions, namely the 
assumption of linear elastic behaviour for all layers. 
A program dealing with"a variable-modulus is being 
developed at the time of. writing. 
29 The. program, which 
'was 
used, can deal with any number of layers, up. to about ten, 
although in practice, anything greater;, than, four occupies 
a great deal, of computing time, but this snag is being 
29 
overcome., Values of modulus and Poisson+s. ratio can 
be, specified for each layer and results, 4consisting. of a 
full. description. of stress and strain, plus, vertical and 
radial displacement, can be computed for any. desired 
location, This is hence, a, major advance_on. previously 
published_solutions,.. which were necessarily, restrictive. 
17 
The future development, of Jones' program=to. cater for a-- 
variation of=modulus. with depth should be-even more 
useful, since one of the major conclusions of this thesis 
is that the granular base layer and subgrade materials 
have-, stress dependent moduli. As shown in Chapter 7 
and elsewhere, modulus can be taken-approximately as 
-_ 
varying with depth, provided the radius=is restricted to 
less than that of the loaded area. 
- 
An approximate 
method for dealing withtthe; variable modulus-problem, has- 
also been, outlined-by Cummings and Gerrard. 
30 
1.2 : Experimental-determination of-stresses in, 
-.. , 
rlayered " systems 
Useful : and relevant laboratory testson model, pave- 
ments, havesbeen comparatively; few in: number.;,; 
-, 
One, 
-reason 
for this: is., the practical.; difficulty,. of measuring in-situ 
stresses ; and 
-strains. -A:, The : single -layer, system, was 
.I 
dealt 
-. 
with rin }a:, fairly 
.:, comprehensive 
. 
sway 
, 
bya. the Water- 
12.11 
ways; Experiment'Station. 7, They studied-two, test 
sections,: one of sand sand -the :. other of,, silty : clay:; and 
produced. stress distribution», plots, which showed, goodk; ' 
agreement 
-_with the ,, Bousainesq solution: ;, r,. There 
-`were two 
main shortcomings;, to; this. work. when thoughtNof. in. terms 
of pavement behaviour. Firstly, no reliable strain 
- 
18 
- 
measurements were taken so that in-situ values of modulus 
and Poisson's ratio could not be calculated direct and, 
secondly, the loading was applied statically. 
Work on pressure measurements in sand as a single 
layer system, beneath a base layer and beneath a base 
with asphalt surfacing has been carried out by Allwood, 
31 
Hu32 and Buck33 at Birmingham University. Again static 
loading was applied and no strain measurements were taken, 
In the single layer system studied by Hu, a lot of stress 
measurements were taken on various planes and the results 
presented in the form of pressure bulbs. A lot of time 
was spent in calibrating the pressure cells, but as 
pointed out by Tory 
ll 
alluding to Allwood's work with 
the same cells, no attention appears to have been paid 
to cross-sensitivity, which could introduce large errors 
particularly to horizontal stress measurements, 
In the two and three layer systems which Hu and 
Buck worked with, no measurements were taken in the 
upper layers, the argument being that in a pavement 
structure the layers above the subgrade are stronger 
and, therefore, any failure will take place in the sub- 
grade, This argument clearly ignores the different 
modes. of failure which are possible in the more highly 
- 
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stressed upper layers. 
An artificial interface in the form of waterproof 
paper was introduced between the-layers which departs 
from practice, and makes comparison with layered theory 
difficult, since perfectly rough conditions are generally 
assumed at the interface. 
Although stress measurements were superimposed in 
order to calculate shear stresses and principal stresses, 
no check appears to have been made on whether stresses at 
a point produce an equilibrium condition, This is 
particularly necessary since Hu concludes that the sand 
is not homogeneous or isotropic and presumably. superposition 
introduces-, errors, which-. 
-need correcting before using the 
stresses to derive-other values. 
One of. the_main-conclusions of Hu's, thesis is-that 
since the 4 sand. behaves Fin - an - "elasti'c-plastic" manner, = -' 
no solution As possible , by I: the theory of elasticity. ý 'While' 
this 
. 
may. well , be 
. 
true ý for 
-static "conditions', -under idyn'amic 
traffic,. loading, the theory of elasticity may well be 
valid, : and: because. of this-it-, ': Ls important that' conditions 
of-loading, on model 'pavements should 
-be -dynami: c in", -, 
character. : r- Buck, however,: pointed' out` the possibility 
that , results, under static: conditions' may not 
- 
be `applicable 
for. "live, loads" 
- 
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McMahon and Yoder 
14 
measured vertical stress 
resulting from the application of a static load-through a 
rigid platen. Both single layer-(clay subgrade) and 
two layer (granular base on clay) systems were tested, 
but the results did not correlate particularly well. either 
with Boussinesq or Burmister_two. layer solutions. Again 
only subgrade stresses were measured. 
Sowers and Vesic16 also, measured vertical subgrade 
stress beneath various types of base layer subjected to 
static load applied through single and dual vehicle tyres. 
They concluded that for unbound bases, Boussinesq*s 
_t 
theory predicted vertical stresses adequately, but for 
bound bases with significant tensile strength two layer 
, 
theory was more accurate. The systems they tested were 
in fact three layers although the theoretical solutions 
were based on two layer theory. The values. of modulus 
used to determine theoretical values were based on laboratory 
tests and were not necessarily the appropriate values for 
the materials in-situ. 
, 
Measurements of vertical stress in a sand subgrade 
beneath different types, of base layer were also reported 
by Trollope, Lee and Morris. 
15 Repeated static loading 
was applied, and the stress distributions were compared 
with Boussinesq and with Burmister two layer theory. In 
- 
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order to apply the latter a rather curious method was 
used to obtain values of modulus for the two layers. 
For concrete and soil cement bases, modulus was determined 
from beam tests and using this value in conjunction with 
measurements of surface deflection, the subgrade modulus 
was calculated using two layer theory. - Armed with the 
values of modulus. thus-obtained, -two layer theory was 
used to predict vertical subgrade stresses. Very good 
agreement was not surprisingly reported. 
.- 
A-teat of the 
applicability of two layer-.. theory would-have been demon- 
strated betterby calculating Fýa-. from the vertical stress 
measurements, and then using them to predict surface, w 
deflections. The reason. for 
-this is . that defleotion; -- 
is 
-far more 
dependent on modular -ratio 
. 
than. 
_vertical. stress. 
Either 
. 
way,. the approach,. is: not very, satisfactory and, 
emphasises the need-for. in-situ measurements of-modulus, 
for 
-bothlayers..... ý_ 
,,, 
1.3 
---Determination of In-situ Elastic Constants 
, k. -, 
_;. 
-. 
Because in-situ strains have not, 
-been successfully 
measured : in the past -(except 
. 
by 
. 
Tory), values ; of: modulus 
for the pavement materials have not been calculated from 
stress'and strain_measurementsand hence, other. methods 
have had-to be adopted., 
-Three approaches -have been used 
22 
0 
by various experimentors in this-field. ' They are = 
repeated load triäxial tests on undisturbed samples, 
usually of subgrade soil, plate loading tests, both static 
and dynamic, and vibration testing of pavements. 
A considerable amount of work on'repeated loading of 
clay triaxial specimens has been carried out=at`the 
University'of California under'Professor Seed: He and 
his colleagues have pointed out the various factors 
3 
affecting the modulus of clay, not least of which is 
that of stress level, a conclusion also reached by`the 
Author from in-situ measurements. One'criticism''of 
repeated load'triaxial"testä"is that the-specimen'is not 
subjectedto the same"sequence-of stress- °as occurs under 
a pavement. -`_The passage of a wheel load produces a 
shear `reversal , which cannot `be' reproduced'-in a,: triaxial "' 
cell: Sp. row 'has designed"an apparatus whichxis an 
attempt-'to 'overcome 
-this difficulty: '-, -ý'm 
: Repeated"load. ýtests. havealso been' carried out on 
granulär `'materials under , Seed6 and; elsewherei5 and, here -1, § 
again the' stress ý-*dependence `of °modülus, makes =the" 
applicationof'triaxial'tests-tozpivement. {performance 
very difficült: ýý., 
Not much°work", appears to 
- 
have`, been done ; ön =-bound 
base `-course ='mixes, but -'tho=behaviöur of `=asphalt , surface 
-23- 
layer materials has been extensively investigated. The 
stiffness of asphalt mixes can be obtained from the 
Nomograph presented by Van der Poe1,36 which was the 
result of testing a considerable number of asphalt speci- 
mens. The most important factors affecting the modulus 
of asphalt mixes are rate of loading and temperature, 
both of which are likely to vary significantly in an 
actual pavement. 
Static plate load tests have been-used extensively, 
particularly by Burmister, 
37 to determine values of in- 
situ modulus, both for a homogeneous soil mass and--for 
a two layer system. For the latter, modulus is cal- 
culated with the aid of Burmister's theoretical work 
on two layered systems. 
Vibration, or "non-destructive" testing of pavements 
and pavement subgrades has been carried out by-the 
Koninklijke-Shell Laboratorium. in, Amsterdam38 to 41 and 
42 to 46 
. 
by. the Road Research Laboratory, in-England. 
Shell have. used two. methods to. evaluate. pavement strength, 
using 
.a heavy vibrator at relatively low frequencies 
(5 to 60 c. p. s. ) and alight electrodynamic vibrator , 
'1 
.. 
4 w 
.. r. , 
at higher frequencies, 
-(up to 3,000 c. p. s. ). The heavy. 
vibrator has been used to determine the stiffness of-a 
pavement structure simply by relating the applied force 
- 
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to the deflection. It has also been used as a source 
of deeply penetrating waves, from whose velocity of 
propagation, the subgrade modulus can be calculated. 
The high frequency light vibrator with very much lower 
penetration was also used as a source of waves to 
determine the dynamic moduli of surface layers, or of 
the subgrade when placed directly thereon before con- 
struction. The Road Research Laboratory have also used 
this latter method and extensive work on the problems 
of wave propagation in layered systems has been done by 
"1 42 to 46 Jodes in~ connection with' their test programs. 
A' convenient, - if somewhat approxiniate, result of they Shell 
work'is`ai simple relationship between dynamic modulus and 
C. B. R, of' subgrade namely E= 1400-' (C. B. R'. (lb/sq. in. 
. 
Although vibration methods can determine the in-situ 
modu1usofeäch'layer in a pavement, since neither stress 
nor strain have been measured in the pavements tested, 
it is not yet clear whether these values'of modulus can 
be used in layered system theory to accurately predict 
41 
stresses and'strains. " Heukelom and Klomp have checked 
the deflection measurements taken with their heavy 
vibrator against calculated. values 
. 
based-_ onwave. propagation 
measurements of modulus, rwith some}success. } This type 
- 
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of-vibration iss however, not-exactly analogous-to- 
traffic loading because the rate of loading is constant 
with-depth, 'whereas under traffic it decreases with- 
depth. The rate of loading may also be faster than 
the worst conditions in ,a real'pavement. 'Since it 
appears from results by Seed et al6`as--well as-those 
herein, that the modulus-of both fine grained and 
granular materials-is stress dependent, results, from"-the 
light vibrator are open to question, because little or 
no stress is applied to the system. 
Cyclical plate. loading;, tests47'have also been carried 
out, since-these were considered to`represent--traffio 
loadingýbetter. thanYeither. static plate load_"tests or 
vibration methods. ' 
-Once 
-again, . however, the values. 
_ 
of', 
modulus which resulted-have-. not been proved-to. be reliable 
for-=use'- in layered' system , theory, °-except 
. 
inu some-"cases 
for the calculation of surface-- deflections. 
. °=., :. 
ä"-_-The determination 'of in-situ values= of' modulus from 
stress-and-strain-measurementsrvis likely "to: be more"'" 
accurate Iand. `realistic than any of- the° methods= detailed 
above, '-and! this'is, the approach`adopted`herein. '---The 
values of modulus-thus obtaine&"hav_e been'used'in, both= 
single"and-two layer'theory'in-order, -, to-determine-I stress 
and:: strain distributions-which=werelthen'compared-with? 
- 
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measured values. - This approach does not produce unique 
values of modulus for the construction materials being' 
used,, but allowsa study of the variation of modulus 
and, incidentally, of Poisson's ratio to be made. The 
results may well be only applicable for the particular 
installation from which they were obtained, but a 'good 
deal of fundamental information aboutthe applicability 
of layered system'theory to actual-layered systems-has 
been obtained. 
1.4 Proposed Rational Design Methods 
The method which at present comes closest to the 
ideal- structural design approach-'is that developed' by , ä,.. 
Shell and-presented by-PeattieZ and Dorman, 
8. 
appropriately, 
at the, International--Conference_on the Struotural: Design 
of Asphalt. Pavements -in 1962. ->,:, - It was improved by.. ' 
Dorman' and. Metcalf. 
": in 1964 'andl: has, been presented in 
5C' 
other, forms. elsewhere. 
-. 
51. 
The Shell, design methodis< based- on. 
-the, three, zlayer 
elastic-ýtheory -results. `of. Jones2 , and-their-,, interpretation 
. 
by Peattie. 52 The latter. tsuggested 
, 
that 
, 
pavements. 
'should be., designed in-, order to, limit 
-.. 
vertical,, strain 
, 
in 
the {subgrade and tensile stresses and 
- 
strains- -in 
=upper layers. The design method also-.. uses,, the; results 
-- 
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obtained by Heukelom and Klomp41 for dynamic moduli of 
typical bases and subgrades from vibration testing, and 
in particular the correlation they reported between 
dynamic modulus and G. B. R. 
The permissible vertical strain in the subgrade is 
taken as 650 micro-strain. 
48 
The problem of fatigue 
arises as the result of repeated applications of-. tensile 
stress to the bituminous layers, the suggested permissible 
tensile, stress being 700 lb/sq. in. Dorman-and, Metcalf 
improved the design curves based on the--above-. criteria 
to allow for different traffic intensities, by inoor- 
porating fatigue, life.. results. 
Burmister37 has proposed a design methodywherein the 
critical effects are deflection. 
-and, shear-. stresses.. -,, : on , z: 
the 
_, 
reasonable. assumption,. that-there is. perfect"ýcontinuity 
at interfaces q, he points-. out ,,. 
that, if,; the. modular ratios., 
between. adjoining layers are high,.. then- large : shear_: - '. 
stresses4will. result. ; These shear... stressesewillionly 
be mobilised by_-deflection`. taking=place.,, °°Plate-bearing. 
tests 
,. are iused° to : calculate: elastic 'moduli 
- 
and° then, using 
layered system theory vertical: and, shear stresses are, 
calculated. , 
_: -, 
These, 
- 
and- the"overall° deflection; should.:, 
not exceed 
. 
certain, permissible., values. as; A, -small difference 
insmodulus,. between, adjacent. layers-is recommended: '; r: s. _. 
- 
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In Burmisterts approach there is no mention of the 
important fatigue aspect, although many-writers, in 
particular Hveem, 
53'have 
shown that there is a correlation 
between transient deflection and. the occurrence of 
surface cracks, which'are explained-in-terms of fatigue. 
This deduction is based on-the fact-that. -the pavement 
is adequate in other ways, there being no permanent 
deformation of any magnitude. 1, 
Most papers, other than those mentioned above, 
have admitted that while a , rational design-method is 
desirable it is not yet attainable, 
- 
and -the 
-majority 
-of 
contributions have therefore not attempted to"present a 
complete design procedure, --- The difficulty-. with the 
Shell approach is that-their-design is based onitheoretical 
calculations of stress and in particular=, strain, -., which 
have in the past been-very. difficultý to measure. in-situ. 
Checks `on the design. figures have not 
. 
'. therefore 
, 
been 
. 
reported yet. 
- 
This =problem is being, overcome lbyý_the 
Nottingham University project andlby, Shell laboratories.:: 
in. Holland and Germany. 
- 
Papers are tobe-presented: at, 
MY.: 
_1 the ', Second Internation Conference on the Structural,,. -, 
Design of Asphalt Pavements8:. showing strain; measurements 
in bituminous layers. The measurements : so 
-far at 
Nottingham are those presented herein-dealing'. with.. an 
- 
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unbound base and a clay subgrade. 
From a selection of'the many papers contrubuting 
to the problem of flexible pavement design by rational 
methods, several points emerge which are of interest. 
In North America, particularly, State Highway Authorities 
have recently revised their design procedures in the light 
of developments, and in particular as a result-of the 
A. A. S. H. O. road test findings. The-Asphalt-Institute 
have produced revised recommendations-for{thickness 
design, 54 the background to which was described by Shook 
and Finn55 and extensions have been presented-byýShook. 54 
The main short-coming, of the A. A. S. H. O. `, test is that 
while surface ° deflections " were measured, ', very =few" in-situ 
-stresses, -and no strains, were: recordedo57= -Typical' of 
the present'outlook is-that' of 'Northt Carolina and 
58-Massachusetts. 
=' . Hicksdescribes-howthe thickness of: 
pavements-in-'North-Carolina is 
-determinedh by=rising,. 
'Boussinesq` stress`-distributions. '`, --The'-väriation", ofz-stress 
, 
with-depth =is `plotted, for- the'`required wheel aload, ---` The 
, 
depth ät ; which` the stress »equals`"the `-allowable `bearing'4i= 
stress for the soil, is-noted and-"the pavement-constructed 
to--a thickness"equal: toythis depth. 
_-This-ýprooedure 
". 
is --; little better than '. the C : B: R.. r approach; t since '' it ignores 
the 'strength of °the 
-pavement 
. 
structure -, itself: ý" ýIn rR°; >°° 
- 
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Massachusetts, 59 layered system theory is used as an, 
indication of pavement thickness but details are based 
on the A. A. S. H. O. test findings. Current design 
practice in England is based on the recommendations of 
Road Note 29.1 This method depends on subgrade C. B. R. 
values, which are tabulated. for". a variety-of soils. 
- 
These=recommendations are based on-experience and onfull 
scale tests carried out by the Road Research Laboratory. 
Several writers have expressed, doubt-about: the 
validity of elastic. layered system theory, 
2! 6,0 
one 
important criticism being that since road making materials 
are-very weak in. tension, 
_theAtensile modulus, is; nearly 
zero. 
- 
Elastic. theory}assumes it, to be equal: inftension- 
and compression... t- Another criticism: is that, the: 
- 
materials, 
are.: not elastic, but°visco-elastic, 
-, -and; Baker6has 
suggested ; that a, visco-elastic_ theory, when available,, -_ 
should, be33-more: accurate than-. the, present, elastic. ono., 
The programme ; for. the. Second International; Qonferenceýat 
8 
Ann=. Arbor Iists; several: papers on this topic. Any 
visco-elastic'theory is. 'going, 
-4to,, be,. moreý-complicated;,, than 
the-already-., complex elastic; approach,,, and>while! an exact 
theoretical. model., is: desirable, it, is doubtful 'whether_-. 
a, visco-elastic=solution. will be practicable; at, this- 
stage.:,,. Thisýpoint; is emphasised-, by;, the fact that visco- 
- 
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elastic materials will behave elastically, if the rate 
of loading is sufficiently high, and the applications 
of load frequent enough. 
41 
Heukelom and Klomp have shown that an unbound 
base is not likely to have a modulus more than twice 
that, of the subgrade, although they show that theoretically 
it could be three times larger. The strength of the 
base layer can be improved by using a binder and there 
is now an increasing trend towards bituminous bound bases. 
McLeod62 has pointed out that the choice could well be an 
economic one depending on the availability, of. suitable 
aggregates for unbound construction. If there is a 
shortage, then a thinner bound layer is likely to be used. 
The possibility of wastage of aggregate is also illustrated, 
since there would appear to be an optimum thickness of 
pavement above which the-load-carrying capacity per inch 
is greatly reduced. This optimum thickness, which is,; 
the. total pavement depth,, is, given as 1.5. to 2 times the 
radius of the loaded area. 
_,,, 
A great deal of effort, particularly in the United 
States has been put into. investigations concerning 
deflection of, layered systems.: 
_, 
This. is__chieflybecause 
of. the 
-ease : with :: which 
_it can be , measured, usingsuch,,. 
means as the Benkelman beam, and hence checked against 
63 
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theoretical predictions. It also follows from the 
correlations shown by Hveem53 and also the A. A. S. H. 0,57 
and W. A. S. H. O. tests between deflection and the incidence 
64 
of cracking. 
The University of California6 have extensively 
investigated the factors affecting deflection and the 
way in which it can be accurately predicted. They have 
used elastic theory, but realised-the problems involved, 
particularly in regard to the correct' choice of values of 
modulus for each layer. A thorough review of the factors 
affecting modulus of various pavement materials is 
presented, the main conclusion being that modulus varies 
within a'layer, whereas elastic theoryassumes it tobe 
constant. 
If the radius' is 'restrioted, - Seed' et äl "showt that 
modulus may 'be taken's as "varying with 'depth' alone. ' In 
predicting the deformation of a two"layer system consisting 
of an unbound granular base'on a 'fine grained°sübgrade, 
the structure is--divided'intolayers of different, ' constant 
modulus. "" ' Since' modulus` is stress dependent, the stress 
levels are firstdetermined using Boussinesq, theory. ' 
The-corresponding modulus' is 'then determined 
- 
from' 
relationships between stress and modulus for each material 
- 
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obtained from repeated load- triaxial tests and plate 
loading tests. By considering points at the top and bottom 
of each layer an average value of modulus for the layer 
is found. The vertical deformation of each layer is 
calculated as the difference between vertical deflections 
at top and bottom of the layer. These calculations are 
performed with the aid of Ahlvin and Ulery's tables. 
27 
The total pavement deflection is then obtained by summing 
the contribution of individual layers. 
The procedure used, for the two layer system is based 
on Boussinesq stress distributions since other workers-have 
shown this to be appropriate for an unbound base. A 
three layer system was also tackled, but in this case 
Boussinesq theory was not considered adequate, because of 
the greater. stiffness of the: top layer. =A method of 
successive approximation was used to determine surface 
deflections in this case. The procedure involves 
estimating_. the modulus of each layer, calculating, the 
resulting stresses above and below each interface from, 
_ 
Jones' three-layer, tables22 and then checking the assumed 
moduli by, reference to-. the relationships; between stress 
and modulus. >,;; If there is a discrepancy,. then new values 
of modulus are taken and the procedure repeated., Seed 
et alb showed that there was good correlation between 
. 
--- 
x., 1 ... , .. ".,. .4 -V. 
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deflections calculated'-as described above and those 
measured on trial pavement sections. One of the points 
arising from this excellent paper is that since the 
modulus of granular materials increases with stress and 
that of clays decreases, there'is a possibility that, 
for thick base layers the granular material may have 
a lower modulus at the subgrade interface than the under- 
lying soil. Increasing the thickness of base layer 
will not under these circumstances, greatly reduce 
deflection, and this effect provides a possible explanation 
for the "optimum" base thickness described by McLeod. 62 
Many other contributions have been made on the 
subject of pavement deflection and the Association of 
Asphalt Paving Technologists held a symposium on the 
subject at their annual meeting in 1962.65 
While not wishing to dispute the wealth of information 
relating transient deflection to pavement cracking it 
should be pointed out that if cracking is caused by 
fatigue of the bituminous material, deflection is not the 
beat measure of likely fatigue failure. Considerable 
work on the fatigue 
and others68'69 has 
maximum principal t 
strain in a surface 
of bituminous mixes reported by Pell66967 
shown that failure is related to, 
ensile strain. The maximum tensile 
layer for instance, occurs. at its 
i 
- 
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underside, but its magnitude is not proportional to 
pavement deflection. Dehlen70 has shown that radius 
of curvature is a better criterion, but Pell71 has 
pointed out that this too is not an accurate guide, 
since the tensile strain will depend on the thickness 
of the layer. This argument lends support to the need 
for more in-situ measurements in pavement structures under 
appropriate conditions. The work described herein is 
intended to be a small contribution to this end. 
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CHAPTER 2 DETAILS OF THE SYSTEMS INVESTIGATED 
2.1 Test pit and loading head 
A full description of the test pit, in which the 
model pavement was constructed,. as well as the loading 
head, used to apply the dynamic load pulse, has been 
given by Tory. 
ll A brief description is, however-, 
included here for the sake of completeness. 
The test pit was 8ft, square in plan and 5fto deep, 
the top being level with the laboratory floor, Side 
pieces were made in order to increase the'depth by a 
further 12 in. In fact the subgrade was'made 5ft. deep 
and a 12 in. thick base layer placed above this., The 
pneumatic loading head was mounted at the base of a large' 
portal frame, as can be seen in, fig. 2.1, which shows a 
general-view'of the apparatus as'it appeared'for testing 
the single layer system. The loading head was-capable 
of delivering, a uniform pressure over a circular area in 
the form of. a single: -pulse having a maximum possible 
amplitude', of 5 tons and a fastest time to peak of 0.05 
sec. approximately. The load could be applied almost 
anywhere on the surface of the pit, by moving the loading 
head transversely along the base, of the portal frame which 
in turn, could be cranked along, the_rails in the 
- 
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FIG. 2.1 TEST PIT AND LOADING HEAD 
- 
SINGLE LAYER SYSTEM 
1V 
- 
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perpendicular direction. Once in the desired position 
both the trolley and the portal frame could be clamped 
by a pneumatic system connected to the control circuit 
of the loading head. in such a way as to provide a safety 
device, since the load could not be applied unless the 
clamps were on. 
A system of cartesian co-ordinates was used to 
locate positions on the test pit as shown in fig. 2.2. 
One unit on each axis was equal to 11 in., this module 
being chosen so as to arrange for all likely reference 
points to be at a node, i. e. to have integer co-ordinates. 
The loading head was operated by remote control from 
a small room off the main laboratory. All the control 
equipment was located here, and a general view of the 
apparatus for the two layer system is shown in fig. 2.3. 
The loading head controls are-on the left of-the photograph. 
The load was-, applied to the pavement through a 
flexible platen devised by-Tory 
ll (fig. 2.4). The, 
object of this ' arrangement, was to ensure"ýthat, the contact 
pressure was uniformly distributed over the circular 
area. Three different sizesiof.. loaded area, were used; 
6 in. 
,9 in. ,_ and,. 12 ; =in. ýradius., ,. . The ý total' load. applied 
to the pavement was determined by a load cell mounted 
above the rigid platen and the pressure of water within 
1 i 
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the flexible platen, being equal to the contact pressure, 
was recorded by a diaphragm type cell as shown in 
fig. 2.4. Both these instruments were calibrated 
before each series of tests, the results being almost 
identical each time. 
Two systems were investigated using this apparatus, 
a single layer consisting of a clay subgrade and a two 
layer system obtained by laying a granular base over the 
clay subgrade. 
2.2 Measurements taken in both systems 
The main object of the experimental work carried 
out on the test pit was to check the validity of linear 
elastic theoretical solutions to the layered system 
problem. 
. 
In order to do-this, measurements of stress, 
strain and deflection were taken at various locations and 
in different directions_so, that three main, methods. could_, 
be used : to achieve the desired ends. -. Firstly, the 
distribution of stress, =strain and, deflection as measured 
by, appropriate 
- 
transducers=could be compared with 
theoretical predictions. Secondly, these measurements 
could be analysed to determine principal stresses and strain: 
and the 
. 
directions, in which they act.. 
-, -, 
Finally, stress 
and strain measurements could be 
-combined to calculate -" : 4- 
- 
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values for the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio 
of the materials in-situ. 
Fig. 2.5 shows the measurements intended to be taken 
on the single layer system. A full set of results at a 
point consisted of vertical, radial, tangential, 450 and 
135° measurements of both stress and strain. Similar 
results were taken for the two layer system, but in 
addition, certain important effects were measured at the 
interface. These interfacial measurements consisted of 
vertical strain in the subgrade, radial strain just above 
and below the interface and radial stress in the base layer. 
Arrangements were also made to measure vertical stress and 
deflection in the subgrade, but the relevent instruments 
broke down before any results were obtained. The object 
of these interfacial measurements was to check certain 
effects which are believed to"contribute to-the-failure 
of flexible `pavements'- and to decide "whether `the, -theoretical 
assumption of-a perfectly rough interface-is justified. 
Large vertical-strains-''in the- subgrade. soil - and-, -tensile ' 
stresses at the bottom`of the'base layer-are believed'to 
be possible_causes'of failure and the-measurement. of 
horizontal strains either side-of°the-interface`-could 
check the theoretical assumption of perfect roughness. 
Excavation°of, ý=the""transducers-carried'out just before 
- 
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completion of this 
. 
thesis. showed that the instrument 
measuring vertical strain in the clay'at a depth of 
12 in. 
_, 
(cell is). was 12 in. out of position in plan as 
shown in fig. 2.2.:; This meant that full-sets of strains 
at this depth 
, 
could not be: obtained, 
. 
although stresses 
were 
. 
unaffected. By the time-this discovery. was made, 
_-calculationsbased. on, the assumed. position of-cell 13 
had-been completed: ':.. These-have-since'been=corrected and 
., 
their effects as far 
, 
as possible eliminated. 
-44- 
Stress measurements were obtained by the use of a 
number of diaphragm type pressure cells, strain was 
determined by use of a strain cell and surface deflection 
by a rectilinear potentiometer. These instruments were 
developed by Sparrow and Toryll917 and the pressure and 
strain cells are dealt with in detail in Chapters 3 and 4. 
It would have been impossible to obtain all the 
various measurements outlined above at such close spacing 
by loading the soil in one place. Instruments, even 
when present singly, upset the stress distribution, so 
that clearly a large number of them close together would 
be valueless. -*'_ It would also be impossible to measure 
more than one effect at one point. The procedure 
m therefore adopted was to install almost a miniAum number 
of instruments separated. by. 12 in. -horizontally-ande9 in, 
vertically.. '-';, '.. The instruments at the interface in the two 
layer`rsystem`are-closer`than this, being in some cases 
only 6 in. 
-'apart . This-could not be easily avoided as 
rm 
". - « a. -. r .. 
__ 
+w. w! u-vr-.. "-..... -... .> w»«. +r. '. 
ý"r 
nf r 
... 
'L-d ri il v. 'l sý ^.. H 
a study of. fig. 2o6-indicates that-theyr had to 
- 
be, dis- 
placed_in-"plan, from'themain arrangement of; instruments. 
The load,, was moved 
-relative-, 
-to , the instruments and"-, applied 
in a. sufficient "number -ofpositions to be able"'to obtain 
the. desired results-by-", superposition. Hence, the effects 
shown in fig. 2.5 were obtained by superimposing results 
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taken in different parts of the pit, their positions 
being determined by reference to the loaded area. Radial 
and vertical distances are expressed as fractions of the 
radius of the loaded area as indicated in fig. 2.5. 
By using different sizes of loaded area, one absolute 
depth assumed several different "effective" depths. This 
was the main reason for varying the radius of the loaded 
area. In the two layer system, it also meant that the 
thickness of the upper layer took different values when 
expressed in this way. It was clearly far simpler to 
adopt this procedure than to install more instruments on 
the one hand, or change the thickness of the: base layer 
on the other. This procedure also depends on superposition 
of different systems, but this in itself is something; 
which is possible in the theoretical approach and had. 
therefore to be checked. 
2.3 The Single Layer System, 
The single layer system consisted of a clay subgrade 
of Keuper Marl. This soil is an inorganic clay of medium 
plasticity and occurs widely in the midlands of England, 
its distribution being roughly in a diagonal band between 
the Humber and Severn estuaries. The properties of the 
material were discussed by Tory' who'carried out standard 
-4+7- 
TABLE 201. PROPERTIES OF KEUPER MARL 
Liquid Limit 41% 
Plastic Limit 18% 
Plasticity Index 23% 
Optimum moisture content 13.2% 
Maximum dry density, 122 lb/cu. ft. 
C. H. R. at O. M. C. 12% 
Apparent cohesion 34 lb/sq. in. 
Angle of shearing resistance 9.5° 
In-situ moisture content 14% 
In-situ dry density 121 lb/cu. ft. 
In-situ C. B. R. 9.6% 
- 
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tests to define it. The only one of these tests which 
has been repeated"is, that to determine the Atterberg 
limits, since the liquid limit in particular, can assume 
a wide range of values depending on the sample chosen. 
The properties of the Keuper Marl used in this investi- 
gation are summarised in Table 2.1. "In-situ" values 
quoted in the table are based on tests carried out on 
samples in standard moulds. No in-situ measurements of 
dry density were made due to an oversight. The 
assumptioniis, therefore, that the compaction was the, 
same in-situ as in the moulds, which is not necessarily 
true. 
The original installation of the single,. layer-'system 
has been described. by Tory. 
-- 
When the author started, 
work on the project a, large number, of the transducers 
had failed, chiefly because the : apparatus had lain idle 
for about: 12 months.,:. 
-Abrief testýprogram: was carried 
out with.. this"original, installation, the,: only useful 
results beingverticalI, stress, measurements. 
- 
The=, 
decision was then taken to.. excavate-all,, the cells,. 
- 
, 
Investigate-the failures and; install a new., arrangement. 
The" newý. installation is,. 'shown, in fig., 
-, 
2.2 and., was 
arrived at: in- the : iightý., of_ experience ;, gained byt Tory..., 
The chief, differences=between his, installation and the 
,., Y 
- 
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new one can be summarised as follows: 
1. Cells were installed at 3 in. and 12 in. depths 
only, instead of basically 9 in., 18 in. and 
27 in. The original test results 
-indicated 
very small measurements, particularly of strain, 
at the lower depths. 
2. The strain cells, which were largely experimental 
in the original layout, proved reliable so that 
in addition to measuring vertical and horizontal 
strain the new layout provided additionally for 
450 strain readings. 
3. Vertical deflection in the-old-layout was 
measured at, the surface and at 
. 
a. depth of 131 in. 
thus allowing a check. to be made. on. the vertical 
strain cell readings. --, 
- 
Because of, the success 
_:.. = of_ these cells and-, the., 
failure of one of the 
linear,, potentiometers used for: measuring, vertical 
deflection,. 
-. 
the 131 in., deep 
-measurement: was 
abandoned., 
-, ý, The actual results, obtained, by., Tory 
with 
. 
this: instrument were, too- small to- be: "_of 
-use. 
4. Because of: possible, pressure cell failures,. 
layout, included, duplicate cells to measure 
vertical and horizontal stresses. These extra 
cells, also provided additional stress measurements, 
- 
.- 
-' 
- 
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thereby making for more reliable results. 
The compaction procedure for Keuper Marl involved 
placing a6 in. layer of the clay in well broken form, 
the maximum size of pieces being approximately 2 in. 
across. Two pneumatic tampers were used, one with a 
single 5 in. diameter head and the other with three 5 in. 
diameter heads. This latter machine was particularly 
effective. The surface was sealed with polythene 
sheeting to keep the moisture content constant, at about 
Samples taken from various depths in the test pit 
a few months after testing indicated a higher moisture 
content at the surface, a much lower value, 2 in. 
below and a slight increase down to 10 in., which was the 
maximum depth investigated, (fig. 2.7). The average 
value was 14+. 1%. 
. 
The 
-large . value at the . surface was 
caused by condensation forming on the underside of the 
polythene cover where it was not completely in contact= 
with the soil. When the cover was removed, moisture 
tended to be deposited on the jsoil surface. Further 
samples taken at the surface nearly Aa year later indicated 
this same above average figure of over 16%. 
2.4 The Two Layer System 
The only specification originally laid down for. the_ 
- 
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upper layer in the two layer system was that it should 
consist of an unbound granular material, about 10 in. 
thick. Certain other requirements followed when a 
material had eventually to be chosen. 
It was desirable to be able to use the same trans- 
ducers as for the Keuper Marl, and this dictated that a 
small particle size should be used. The interface 
should be as realistic as possible and this meant no 
artificial membrane of any sort. If the clay subgrade 
was to remain at the same moisture content as in the 
single layer tests, the moisture content of the upper 
layer had to be chosen so as to'arrange for equilibrium 
of soil suction across the interface. It was decided 
that this requirement should-be satisfied in order to 
compare measurements in'the clay for both systems. ' The 
material had to be as realistic as possible while still, '' 
satisfying these- requirements so' clearly a-compromise 
had to -be reached. ' 
°- Oneof the requirements of a road base material 'is 
that 'i't should have 'a gräding curve approximating to'-that 
72 
derived by Fuller which provides a`maximum dry density for 
the 'largest particle size chosen. This-curve is` based ''' 
on `'the 'relationship: 
The apperture. size of the ? sieve passing'äny ,s eve 100 
Largest particle size' 
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upper layer in the two layer system was that it should 
consist of an unbound granular material, about 10 in. 
thick. Certain other requirements followed when a 
material had eventually to be chosen. 
It was desirable to be able to use the same trans- 
ducers as for the Keuper Marl, and this dictated that a 
small particle size should be used. The interface 
should be as realistic as possible and this meant no 
artificial membrane of any sort. If the clay subgrade 
was to remain at the same moisture content as in the 
single layer tests, the moisture content of the upper 
layer had to be chosen so as to arrange for equilibrium 
of soil suction across the interface. It was decided 
that this requirement should be satisfied in order to 
compare measurements in-the clay for both systems. The 
material'had to be as realistic as possible while still- 
satisfying these requirements so clearly a compromise 
had to be reached. 
--One of =the requirements of a road base material is 
that it should have'a grading curve approximating to that 
. 
7z 
derived by Fuller which provides a maximum dry density for 
the largest particle size choäen. This'curve'is based- 
on'the relationship: 
i f[ý The apperture size of the-sieve % pass ng ariy eve 100 NL 
Largest particle size 
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A sample of Meldon Dust, which is a crushed stone of 
I in. maximum particle size, was obtained from British 
Railways Research Department. It is a material from 
the B. R. quarry near Okehampton in Devon which has been 
used extensively as a blanket material beneath rail 
tracks. Geological details of Meldon Dust are given 
in reference 73" 
The first test conducted in the laboratory on this 
material was a sieve analysis and the resulting grading 
curve, shown in fig. 2.80 was considered near enough to 
the Fuller specification tobe satisfactory. 
One of the requirements to be-satisfied for this 
material was that it should develop the same soil suction 
as already existed, 
-in 
the clay. During tests on. the 
single layer system, a horticultural soil tensiometer had 
been used to'monitor,. any-changes in-moisture content, so 
that the soil suction for the'clay, was known and was equal 
to 20 cmo of Mercury (3.85 lb/sq. in. ). Since a unique 
relationship exists between soil suction and moisture 
content for a particular-, soil, 
_, 
this. relationship was 
determined for the Meldon Dust,, to decide whether the, 
moisture content required to balance soil suctions at the 
interface was a sensible one. 
The horticultural soil tensiometer was used for this 
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purpose. It was "planted" in a specimen of the Meldon 
Dust as shown in fig. 2.9. The surface was sealed 
to keep the moisture content constant and the apparatus° 
was left until a steady reading was obtained on, the 
tensiometer. This usually took about 24 hours., The 
reading was noted and the moisture content determined,., 
before the procedure was repeated at a different moisture 
content. The resulting curve is shown in fig.. 2.10. 
It was clear that the soil suction near, the value 
which was being aimed at (3.85 lb/sq. in. ) was very.. 
sensitive to slight changes in moisture. content, but it 
appeared that a value of 5.7%. was the one to be used. 
It-was-also clear-that if this happened to be the wrong 
value to use. in the test pit, a very small transfer of 
moisture from one layer to-theý other would. cause, equi- 
-. 
librium tobe established.. This conclusion-twas,. confirmed 
by. 
-:. carrying, out tests ; on -the Keuper.. -Marl. using a: suction 
plate-. apparatus. 
_ 
-. 
-: The. results, -, shown in 
_ 
fig.,. 2.11, 
-. 
did 
not, -coincide with measurements from the test pit, but 
the steepnessý. of. the curve. indicated'the-same. character- 
istics 
-. as. for,, the= Meldon Dust, 
-- 
Once 
: 
the 
-desirable .:, ,, 
moisture: content. had-been-determined, ". standard strength. 
-., 
and,, compaction tests could;. proceed.. 
- 
-, 
. -- ,-.: g 
:. 
-, 
It was thought that, when, compacting, a granular_-, ; 
-_ 
;gy 
3 
<g 
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material in the test pit, a vibrating plate would give 
the best results. Standard laboratory tests for compaction 
and C. B. R. were, therefore, conducted using this compaction 
technique. The vibrator which was normally used for 
compacting concrete, was fitted with a 5-1 in. diameter 
plate which just fitted into the standard 6 in. diameter 
C. B. R. mould. Specimens were compacted in three layers 
allowing one minute's vibration per layer. Results of 
compaction and G. B. R. tests are shown in fig. 2.12, and 
the properties of Meldon Dust are detailed in Table 2,2. 
Undrained triaxial tests to failure on standard 
1- in. diameter x3 in* long specimens indicated that the 
materiallhad an apparent cohesion of 8 lb/sq. in., based 
on total stress. These tests were carried out at 5.5% 
moisture content, being the working-value indicated from 
soil suction tests. Stress/strain curves obtained from 
similar samples indicated that the secant modulus was 
approximately 9,000 lb/sq, ino under a confining stress'of 
10 lb/sq. in. } 
The; Meldon Dust was approved for use in the upper 
layer of the two layer system, on, the basis of the tests'- 
described above which were carried out on--a sample of. the 
material:: When the bulk delivery arrived, It-, was found-.: °... 
to have a different grading curve-from thei sämple, (see-fig. 2 
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TABLE 202 PROPERTIES OF MELDON DUST 
Maximum particle-size in. 
Optimum moisture content 8.2% 
Maximum dry density 136 lb/cu. ft. 
C. B. R. at O. M. C. 28.8% 
Apparent cohesion 8 lb/sq. in. ' 
Angle of shearing resistance 
In-situ moisture content + 5.4% 
In-situ 'dry density 113 lb/cu. ft. 
In-situ C. B. R. 20% 
I 
N, B "In-situ values Jrefer to the material''which 
was 
'supplied 
'for the pit, ' thisý being' LL 
slightly different "from that used for 
,.. ý preliminary 'te stäye 
- 
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and because its grading departed from the Fuller curve 
on the large side, poorer compaction and a slightly 
weaker base layer resulted. Tests conducted some 9 
months after laying this material indicated a lower 
moisture content than had been thought necessary for 
soil suction equilibrium, a lower dry density in-situ 
and a poorer C. B. R. All these findings were in line with 
the behaviour suggested by the grading curve and details 
are shown in fig. 2.13. 
The thickness of layer eventually chosen was 12 in. 
This arose from considerations of the geometry of the 
system, so as to allow tabulated values of theoretical 
results to be used. This criterion became unnecessary 
later on when Jonest multilayer computer program28 was 
made available, since any dimensions could then be 
catered for. A view of the test pit, with: theýtwo 
layer system installed, is shown in'-fig. 2.14. 
The arrangement of-instruments in the two layer 
system is. ', shown in fig. 2.6. It consisted of a pattern 
identical in plan to that already installed at two levels 
in the subgrade and was placed-in-the centre 
-of "the--- 
layer, i. e. 6 in. below the surface.:,, 
-.. 
In addition, 
certain instruments were arranged just above or below 
the- interface as- discussed" under OY. 2. 'Since one-layer 
- 
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of cells in the subgrade was only 3 in. below the inter- 
face, interfacial cells had to be displaced in plan and 
were therefore. arranged on a lft. square grid about 
the centreiof. the pit. 
It was impossible to take measurements exactly just 
above or-below. 
-the 
interface, the positions used in 
theoretical analyses, but to get as. close as possible 
with the horizontal strain cells, the two instruments 
which were used had end plates of a , smaller diameter than 
the standard model. 
The rod attached to the-base of the pit which was 
used by Toryll for mounting a deflection gauge to take 
measurements at a depth of-131-in. was extended and a 
new. gauge_attached to. measure surface deflection. for the 
two layer system.. 
. 
The gauge: used-for. this measurement 
in. the, single. layer: tests-, remained to: measure: the deflection 
of,: theinterface. ' -. Unfortunately. both these- instruments 
failed. before; any-. tests. were'Scompleted, so no deflection 
measurements--were--. taken-lin the two layer system. 
The,.. failure,.. of several pressure : cells:. in- the, upper-', 
layer., was more:,, disconcerting, since 
. 
waterproofing- and-. 
insulation_were, considered., far better-on these-instruments 
than 
: on 
_the deflection gauges..:, When., they were.. "exhumed" 
12 
, 
months after: 
-installation " the -strain . gauge - cement . was 
- 
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found to have failed. 
A soil tensiometer was installed to measure soil 
suction and hence monitor moisture content in each 
layer of the two layer-system. Before sealing-the 
top of'the pit, 
-the-Meldon-Dust was dried -and-ýsub- 
sequently wetted until the suction in each layer was at 
20 cm. of Mercury, the value measured for-the single 
layer system. With time, however, readings from the 
two gauges fluctuated and eventually diverged, but this 
happened well after the-tests had been-completed.. The 
variation of soil suction and-. moisture content during: 
testing is dealt with in, Chapter-5. Despite the 
indication of-the tensiometerý, that. the Meldon_Dust had 
dried-out, samples taken-.. from-a few inches-beneath. the 
surface 9 months after installation had-a-moisture 
content of=5. k%. ' 
-Tests-on-: the samples of-Meldon Dust 
had--indicated 5.7% for equilibrium, 
-. 
but 
-. 
the 
- 
material 
used in-the pit being-slightly;, coarser, would require a 
smaller, -moisture- content.: » ,.. :-, 
- 
Because of-the, problem ofýcondensation on--the under- 
side---of--the polythene sheet, care,. was. -. taken to_keept it, 
flat 'and"hence. 'in` contact--with'- the: 
-surface as much as 
possible. `--I --When the pit 
-was; outý-of 
-use old sacks and 
similar weighting were used to improve the situation. 
- 
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The procedure for installing both. strain and pressure 
cells in the Meldon Dust was generally similar to that 
used in the Keuper Marl and is described in detail in 
Chapters 3 and 4. The material was compacted to a level 
about 2 in. above that at. which the, instrumentsýwere to 
be installed, and recesses were then dug to accommodate 
them. The main difference in procedure with Meldon 
Dust was that fine material, passing-a No-, 7-sieve, was 
used. next to, the instruments, to-prevent large; particles 
from causing false readings. Since this same procedure 
was used for the calibration tests described in Chapters 
3 and 49 the presence_of. this finer material should not 
itself have, caused` errors in the measurements. 
A vibrating plate about 12 in. x 6'in. was used to 
compact the Meldon Dust. This was done in layers 3 in. 
(uncompacted) thick and measurements" of in-situ dry 
density have been shown to be comparable with-values 
obtained in a G. B. R. mould (fig. 2.13). 
The equipment used during installation of the layer 
of Meldon Dust is shown in fig. 2.15. A close up of 
a pressure cell being installed is shown in fig. 2.16, 
its correct position and orientation being ensured by 
means of the plumb bob and spirit level. 
- 
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FIG. 2015 INSTALLATION OF BASE LAYER 
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FIG. 2.16 INSTALLATION OF A PRESSURE CELL 
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CHAPTER 3 THE PRESSURE CELL 
3.1 Introduction 
The pressure cell used to determine stresses in 
both the single and two layer systems was developed by 
Sparrow and Tory11917 and its design embodies the 
74 
principles suggested by Peattie and Sparrow. Details 
are shown in fig. 3.1. It is a diaphragm type cell, 
21 in. diameter x 0.43 in. thick, the sensing device 
consisting of a four arm active Wheatstone bridge circuit, 
each arm made up of a 200 ohm'"Tinsley 1 CF" strain 
gauge. 
At the outset of his work, the Author was, therefore, 
provided with a pressure cell' well 'proven In practice, 
having been used by British Railways 
as 
well as on this 
project, and which appeared to"satisfy the'värious' 
theoretical requirements for'pressure cell design,, - The 
most important of these may be enumeratedas: 
-1) 
A smäll'depth"to'diameter ratio, ' 
'2) High stiffness' relative to the - soil, 
3) A `sensitive area of ' cell face less than 4+5% of 
',. 
'the total 'area, 
and 4) The'cell should be'insensitive'töwstresses'other 
than normal to °the diaphragm, i. e. not cross- 
sensitive. 
- 
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The first three of these requirements were fulfilled 
and from the construction of the instrument the fourth 
was assumed to be satisfied also. The investigations 
into pressure cell performance described herein show that 
in its original form, the cell was in fact cross- 
sensitive, and steps were takn to correct this. 
Most investigators have appreciated the need to 
fulfill the requirements listed above and even to cali- 
brate their pressure cells in specimens of the soil to be 
used for a particular project. 
l4916 In general, however, 
calibration--tests have consisted either of applyingg 
a uniaxial stress at right angles to the diaphragm, 
sometimes with the cell in the appropriate- medium, or, of 
applying a hydrostatic pressure with the cell not necessarily 
in'the soil to be used in practice. There appears to 
have been no satisfactory check on whether a particular 
pressure cell was cross-sensitive. Dunn and Billam76 cali- 
brated"a modified Redshaw pressure ce1177 in a'large triaxial 
specimen of an appropriate soil, but although they list 
cross-sensitivity as something undesirable in pressure 
cells, ' their tests'do not establish whether this is 
present in their: instrument. 
Cross-sensitivity is of particular importance-when 
measuring stresses equal, or approximately equal, ' to-, the- 
minor principal stress, since in this case-the cross-stresses 
_7z_ 
will be large and there is the possibility of introducing 
a significant error to the measurement. Dunn and 
Billam related cell performance to the ratio pl/p3 but 
the minimum value of this ratio was taken as 1 i. e. the 
hydrostatic case. Hence the most important values from 
the point of view of cross-sensitivity, (pl/p3 < 1) were 
not investigated. 
To emphasise the. fact that most pressure cells, 
which have been used by various investigators in the past, 
are probably cross-sensitive, the Road Research Laboratory 
have shown that their piezoelectric cell, which is very 
stiff in the plane of the diaphragm, is cross-sensitive. 
This cell is stiffer than most which have been reported 
on, but it is thought by the R. R. L., that the weakening 
effect of the cable entry may have some bearing on the 
problem. 
78 
The pressure cells used in this project were, only 
subjected to a simple calibration test-prior. to their 
installation in the test pit. This test involved 
applying a uniaxial stress normal to the diaphragm using 
oil pressure, and hence no check on possible cross- 
sensitivity was obtained. ' Further, since. tho test was, 
performed by applying pressure directly to-the cell, no 
information was-obtained about-the cell's. performance 
- 
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PLAN OF CELL WITH UD REMOVED 
FIG. 3.1 DETAILS OF. PRESSURE CELL 
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_ r __ "- ," , fir - "' 
when installed Ina soil mass'. 
Thus it was proposed to calibrate 'the cell by 
installing it 'in' a'9 in, diaG triaxial' specimen, 
-'and 
subjecting this to various 
,, 
combinations of ambient 
. 
pressure- and axial, %stress. A number-of such tests, 
were carried, out with"the, cell at 
- 
various' orientations 
relative to " the'vertical' axis 
-of'. the soil' specimen, and" 
', installed in each 
- 
case,,: using. '-the same procedure, as *that 
adopted in the. te6t pit"' 
SECTION THROUGH CELL 
_74_ 
The method used to convert cell output current 
into stress involved switching a 500 k0 calibration 
resistor across one arm of the Wheatstone bridge circuit. 
The stress producing an equivalent deflection was 
determined at the time of the uniaxial calibration-test, 
and thereafter, cell readings were calculated by com- 
paring the actual galvanometer deflection to that caused 
by the 500 k0 resistor, which was switched in 
immediately before taking a reading from the pressure 
cell. The advantage of this system is that any-changes 
in voltage or temperature on the bridge, affect both 
the calibration deflection and the reading in the same 
way and are therefore eliminated. 
3.2-- ist Series 
-of Calibration Tests 
The 9'in. 
-= 
dia. soil specimens were made by mounting 
a three piece'-split perspex mould around-the triaxial.. 
cell'-'pedestal, and compacting-the soil in-layers-after 
'first placing 'the lower, loading. platen. in. position. 
The inside surface of'. the mould was smeared with a; thin 
ýläyer"of silicone grease before use, to prevent-adhesion 
with the soil. 
zt "The first` series " of,:. tests were 
. 
carried out. on 
-18 
. 
in. 
long-specimens, with the pressure cell installed horiz- 
- 
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ontally in the centre. The soil was compacted-in 3 in. 
(compacted) layers using a pneumatic tamper with a 
rounded hammer head, so as to provide an uneven surface 
in an attempt to prevent interfaces forming between 
layers. After compacting 3 layers of soil, the pressure 
cell was installed, diaphragm up, in a slight recess dug 
in the surface of the soil. Selected fine soil was 
compacted by hand around and over the cell and cable, which 
passed through a hole in the perspex mould. When a 
layer of about 11 in. had been hand compacted over the 
cell, the remainder of the specimen was made up in-3 in. 
layers pneumatically. tamped as before. 
The pressure. 
-cell. cable. passed. through a special 
waterproof cable-entry-in the rubber membrane around the 
specimen, 
-and 
then through another cable entry in the 
triaxial cell base. 
The object. of the tests-was to., compare the-pressure 
cell output with that from a , load cell measuring the 
direct_axialtstress. applied. to the'specimen and'hence-to 
the-. pressure cell..,. This, procedure. was adopted with'-: 
- 
varying ambient pressures: between7 0 and, 10 lb/sq. in. 
The results "of this 
-first' test'. series showed, 
.'.. 
apparently, that., theapressure. 
-cell was under=registering 
by,. 30%, 
-whereas previous 
,. 
test results from 
-the 
. 
pit 
-and'= 
a 
- 
_76_ 
4 
the theoretical analysis 
11 indicated that the cell should 
over-register by 0 to 10%. One test was carried out 
by applying increasing ambient pressure alone, to the 
specimen, and this resulted in the pressure cell indi- 
cating the applied pressure almost exactly. 
At this stage, the low figure obtained when applying 
axial stress to the specimen was put down to the possible 
effect of soil "arching" across the cell diaphragm, thereby 
relieving the stress at this important point. This 
argument was reinforced by the fact that the various 
layers of soil tended to separate very easily when dis- 
mantling the specimen after testing and-also, as a result 
of'-using a rounded-head on the tamper, the surface of 
each layer tended to, "creep" up the side of the mould 
during compaction thereby forming the-layer into an- 
"arch". 
The next>few-. tests were carried-out-on. specimens 
9 in. `long. `' These were quicker to make and, since 
greased loading platens-were used, no "end effects": were 
expected-to interfere with the stress distribution in 
., 
the centre of the: specimen. 
79 In order to try and. prevent 
the "arching effect" from taking-place, 
-the soil layers 
were compacted using a flat ended tamper and after-- 
compaction the-surface was levelled and roughened slightly 
- 
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to try and form a key for the next layer. The test 
procedure was, otherwise, the same as before and again 
a very low result was obtained with the pressure cell in 
the centre of the specimen (50% of applied stress). 
A test was carried out with the pressure cell 
mounted near the edge of the specimen, but still horizontal 
and at mid-height. This indicated, as had been 
anticipated, a higher result; in fact the pressure cell 
registered the applied stress exactly. 
Hence it had become apparent that the stress dis- 
tribution across the soil specimen was not-uniform as 
had previously been assumed. Having eliminated-the 
arching effect, the reason appeared to be differential 
compaction, causing the soil to be stiffer at the edge 
than'in the centre, thus causing anon-uniform stress 
distribution across>a-section, 
-high at the edge and low 
in the centre. 
- 
"A different-method" of compaction. was "' 
therefore` adopted for the next series of tests. 
- 
By compacting the-specimen-statically using a stiff 
plate, it was-hoped"to"eliminate the previous troubles. ' 
Again 
-a9 in. 
-long, specimen was used and this was made 
up-in-4 layers, with'the cell-again installed in the 
centre:, -,,. ". The compacting procedure, was to mount the 
- 
triaxial- cell-.. base with the mould in position, *in the 
.. 
s. -. rýr. w.. i. a... c. sý. 
_7g_ 
testing machine, place the soil and apply a load by 
means of a substantial piston which fitted closely in 
the mould. It was found necessary to apply 100 lb/sq. in. 
to each layer to obtain the required degree of compaction, 
the load being determined by proving ring. Before 
placing in the mould, the soil was broken down into small 
pieces in a slicing machine, whereas, in previous tests 
it had been considered sufficient to cut up the soil by 
hand to pieces up to 2 in. dia. The. top of each layer 
was well pitted and roughened using a trowel and no 
trouble resulted from separation of the layers. The 
pressure cell was installed by. placing itdiaphragm up 
on the flat surface resulting. from the compaction of the 
second layer, and-then. compacting fine soil around and 
above it by hand as, before.: 
, 
The soil-.. surface around 
the cell was-roughened before. compacting a. thin layer 
,_ 
by 
. 
hand 
. 
to bring the level 
- 
about 
_I, 
in., above, the pressure 
cell diaphragm, The remainder of the specimen was then 
made up in two , layers ain the usual way. 
After, compacting 
, 
the, 
, 
top layer the usual, procedure 
had. been- to l 
. 
trim the end of,, the specimen level with the 
_top. of .. the ; mould leaving :a flat horizontal. surface on 
which to, place the loading platen. -, 
-. 
Afterýcompacting-a, 
specimen, statically the-resulting surface 
, 
was, smooth, 
- 
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but slightly convex.. While this curvature was observed, 
it was not corrected for in the first two tests, with 
the result that an uneven stress distribution resulted. 
A specimen with the pressure cell centrally placed gave 
a result indicating an over-registration of 11%, while 
a similar specimen with the cell installed near the edge 
showed it under-registering by 18%.. A further two tests 
were carried out on specimens whose tops had been trimmed 
flat and level, and again by placing a central cell in one. 
and a cell near the edge in the other, it was possible to 
check the stress distribution across the central section 
of the specimen. This time the cells gave almost the 
same result, indicating-over-registrations of 3% and l% 
respectively. Thus it was considered that a statically 
compacted specimen with flat ends was suitable for cali- 
brating the pressure cells, 
-since 
the stress distribution 
was sensibly constant across the central section. 
3.3 'Second Series of Calibration Tests_,. 
. 
The two unconfined. tests on statically compacted- 
specimens described. abovel constituted the first tests 
of the second series..., There followed-a further seven 
tests, three with 
. 
the cell vertical, three at,. 45°:, 
. 
to the 
vertical axis arut'a further one with the cell horizontal.. 
-80- 
TEST 21' TEST 22 
SERIES 3 "TESTS 
C, 
9"dia 
4 
1" 
SERIES 2 TESTS 
TEST 23 
FIG. 3.2r CALIBRATION-TESTS. ON PRESSURE CELL 
-cell-was installed"at; the-centre of In all-cases-the" 
the soil specimens as,, shown in fig, 302., 
general"'the., `axialstressýwas', cycled, from-0 to 
30 lb/sq. in. twice; before taking results. 
"'The out-. 
put 'from , both_'pressure - cell'- and loadý-'cell were ; "fed' onto 
an Ultra-Violet recorder and. =a -proving-ring , was , used 
.. 
to-'. 
- 
determine : visually'; theapproiimate <load increments 
, 
f.. ,'P-7-. 
..., 
%- 
" 
. 
`" 
-r 
'.. Three , 'sets of 'results were generally taken. for , 'e'ach test' 
- 
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using ambient pressures of 0,5 and 10 lb/sq. in. 
Having applied the ambient presure, which was, for the 
sake of convenience, air pressure, the axial stress was 
increased in six increments to 18 lb/sq. in. and reduced 
similarly. 
When dismantling the specimen the orientation of 
the cell was carefully checked to give°-"an indication of 
how accurately the cells in the test pit may have been 
installed. This was particularly important in the 
case of the 4+5 cells, as discussed later when con- 
sidering the apparent lack of equilibrium in the test 
pit results. It was also important--in:, these triaxial 
tests, since the results at 45° were more sensitive to 
orientation-than those with the pressure cell either 
vertical or horizontal. 
Since the load cell calibration- was based f` on the 
load.; being"applied{toýan, "area 9 in. " in"diameter, the 
circumference of each specimen at-mid-height was checked 
after testing, so as to provide a correction t" e 
figure for applied'stress. 
From these results plots- of load cell Output against 
pressure cell output were obtained, and hence a. figure for 
stress-as indicated ' by'p.: cell"-" 
true stress 
- 
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TABLE 3.1 2ND SERIES OF PRESSURE CELL CALIBRATION TESTS IN 
KEUPER MARL 
- 
PRESSURE CELL-P. 17 
Test Nominal Result Moisture 
No. Ambient Pressure Cell output Cell Position 
content 
of soil (lb/eq. in. ). True stress 
3/1 - 1.05 
3/2 unconfined 1.03 
Horizontal in 
centre 
15.0 
5/5 1.02 
6/1 1.01 Horizontal. 
"6/2 unconfined 1.00 
Edge IN from 
side of 
15.3 
6/5 1.02 specimen 
7/5 1.11 
- 
7/6 unconfined 1.08 43° to 
7/9 1.06 horizontal 15.3 
7/10 5 lb/in' 1.10 in centre 
7/11 10 lb/in° 1108 
8/3 1.30 45° to 
8/4 unconfined 1.26 horizontal 15.2 
8/7 1.26 in centre 
9/3 unconfined X0.24 89° to 
9/6 S lb/ine- 0.23 horizontal 
9/7 10 lb/iä 0.28 4 in centre Ve 
e 
10/3 unconfined 0.10 4 
i1 
10/4 5 lb/in' 0; 12 ° Ver c l. 15.1 
10/3 10. lb/in° 0.14 m 
i ti a 
0 o 
11/3 unconfined` 0.11 0 
11/4 j lb/in 0.14 92 horizontal 14.7 
11/5 10 lb/in 0.11- in centre 
12/3 unconfined `1.02' 470 
- 
12/4 S lb/in9 1.00 horizontal 15.2 
12/5 10 'lb/in -- 1.04 in centre 
13/A ' unconfined`' ""1.07 ' 
13/E S lb/in'r 1.02 Horizontal 
. 13/0 10 lb/in° _ 
r. 
1.03 
in centre 
' amb. press, 
g loading 0.94 Horizontal 
- 
amb. *press. 
loading 0.92 Vertical 
- 
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These results are presented in Table. 3. l. and 
discussed in detail later in section 3.5. 
3.4 Third Series of Calibration Tests 
In the light of results from the second series of 
tests, a further three tests-were carried out'with the 
pressure cell installed vertically. It had become 
apparent that the pressure cell was cross-sensitive and 
that the orientation of the cell in the plane of the 
diaphragm had an important bearing, on this. 
, 
Hence in, 
these three tests this orientation was varied., It was 
also thought that different, cells may behavelslightly 
differently, so a different pressure cell_was, used. 
The. only difference in test procedure from series 
2 was, that an additional, test was performed whereby each 
specimen 
, 
was-loaded--by increasing ambient pressure alone 
up., to: 25 
_lb/sq. 
in. 
__ 
:'..: 
ý. Aäfurther.: direct: calibration. test, was; carried out "= 
on-. each 
, 
of, 
-. 
the--two cells, -which, 
-had been 
-used in-the 
triaxial. specimens..:, This: involved subjecting the cell 
to ambient.; air: pressure. by placing it in the triaxial 
cell, '-'- It ' was this possible'to compare the results of 
this test with the triaxial tests on the pressure cell 
in soil and with the simple uniaxial tests carried out 
originally. - 
- 
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Results from this series of tests are summarised in 
Table 3.2. 
3.5 Discussion of Calibration Tests in Keuper Marl 
All readings-taken from the pressure cells were 
based on the original uniaxial calibration figures, and 
over or under registrations are, therefore, relative to 
these figures. 
The ambient pressures indicated in Tables 3.1 and 
3,2 are those registered by the pressure gauge attached 
to the pressure control system. Subsequent calibration 
showed evidence or__conslderable cross-sensitivity. '. The....; 
results-. are--expressed in' the forms 
pressure cell output 
of this instrument showed that it had a substantial zero " 
error, and'in fact the two values of'ambient pressure 
used were 7.0 lb/sq. in, and 12.1 lb/sq. in. 
In the seoond_series,. tests carriedout with the 
cell horizontal gave consistent results indicatingýan' 
overregistration'of-3%. With the cell i'nstalled` 
vertically, -inconsistent results were, obtained, but they 
"out of balance" cross-stress 
ý. rý. ýi cross-stiresae8 are ,, 
t 
pZ and pwhere pz > pY 
'ý; 
- 
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TA's TABLE 3.2S PRESSURE CELL CALIBRATION TESTS 'ION 
IN MELDON DUST 
- 
PRESSURE CELL P. 18 
Cell Position 
sture Moisture 
Test 
Result Orientation Orientation content 
No Ambient Pressure 
Cell sul of plane of in plane of ('J6) 
. 
(lb/sq. in) Cross stress diaphragm diaphragm 
2 Ambient Pressure 1.46 
loading 
10 1,08 Horizontal - 6.9 
10 1.02 
in centre 
20 1.02 
3 Ambient Pressure 1.33 
loading 
10 0.94 Horizontal 
- 
6.9 
15 0.89 
in centre 
20 0.85 
4 Ambient Pressure 
. 
1110 
, 
loading Vertical Cable 
Cell output in centre entry 7.0 
Cross stress horizontal 
10,15 and 20 - 0.035 
5 Ambient-Pressure 1.15 
loading 89° to Cabe entry 
Cell output horizontal 45 below 6.8 
Cross stress in centre horizontal 
10 and 20 - 0.02 
6 Ambient Pressure 1.28 
loading 45° to 
10 0.95 horizontal 
- 
6.9 
20 0.93 in centre 
7 Ambient Pressure 1.14 
loading 48°" to 
10 1.02 horizontal 
- 
6.4 
20 0.95 in centre 
8 Ambient Pressure 1.38, 
loading Horizontal 
- 
6 8 10 0.98 in centre . 
20 
- 
0.89 
9 Ambient Pressure 1.21 
loading Horizontal 
10 '-0 `90 near. - 6.6 
20 . 0.81 edge 
- 
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"out of balance" cross-stress = (pz 
-py). 
Mean results show pressure cell output = 25%, 12% and 
12% of this cross-stress. For no cross-sensitivity 
these results should all be zero. 
The results of tests with the pressure cell set at 
45 ° are again inconsistent showing over-registrations of 
9%1,27% and 2%. The orientation of the cell was 
correct to 
12. 
The third series of tests confirmed that the cross- 
sensitivity was dependent on the orientation of the cell 
in the plane of the diaphragm, relative to the direction 
of maximum cross-stress. Mean results from the three 
tests gave 
-5%, 33% and -4i% of "out of balance cross- 
stress" with the cell cable entry making angles-of 6°, 
" 
45° and 135° with the horizontal in each case respectively 
(see fig. 3.2). 
in 
Each individual test Aseries 2 and 3 was generally 
repeated three times at different ambient pressures as 
described elsewhere. The procedure adopted, was to 
apply the ambient pressure, take a zero reading and then 
increase the axial stress on the specimen. ' The-results 
show no variation with ambient pressure, and consequently 
final"mean figures quoted above refer to`the average 
result of the three'tests'in each case. 
- 
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Five tests were carried out (3 in series 3, and 2 
in series 2) by applying ambient pressure only, to the 
specimen, and the mean value-obtained for 
pressure cell output 
was 0,87. There were differences 
applied pressure 
in the results obtained from the two cells, P. 17 (series 2) 
giving 0.93 and P. 16 (series 3) giving 0.83. 
When the cells were loaded directly by ambient air 
pressure P. 16 indicated 0.97 and P. 17 1.02 giving a mean 
Of 1.0. This means that calibrating the cell under 
ambient air pressure gives the same result as the 
uniaxial test. Fig. 3.3 shows these calibration. 
The maximum values of cross-sensitivity were obtained 
when the cross-stress was applied at 45° to each side 
of the cable entry; positive to one side and negative 
to the other. These directions correspond with the 
diameters on which the diaphragm strain gauges are mounted. 
Fig. 3.4 shows the disposition-of these''strain gauges, 
with one pair about the centre and one pair at opposite 
edges, of the diaphragm. With the stress applied in. 
direction l, cell output-= 
-0.4l x (cross-stress) and-in 
direction 2 cell output = +0.33"x (cross-stress). 
Because of the stiffening effect of the outer ring of the 
cell, 
-most, of the-deformation will be concentrated at the 
i 
- 
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STRAIN 
SECTION THRa PRESSURE CEIl. 
PLAN VIEW OF PRESSURE CELL 
WITH LID REMOVED. SHOWING 
STRAIN GAUGE POSITIONS. 
3. 
-0.06p. 
pa APPLIED CROSS STRESS. 
FIG*` o4 PRESSURE=CELL CROSS-SENSITIVITY : 
centre of the diaphragm, causing'the gauges mounted 
there to govern the electrical output. The results 
indicate that -the centre of the diaphragm _is , 'subjected 
to direct"compression in, the direction of the applied 
_-stress 
and tension due to ýthe Poisson's ratio effect, 
at right angles to. this. Hence, when'the stress., 
-is, 
."-_- 
applied- in -direction. 
"1 the central strain gauges go into 
` 
... ß. 'ä; "ßd.. ;-z,! : "- ... -:. . 
-- 
,-. 
- 
compression and indirection 2 they go into tension. ', `. 
-. 
-9o- 
The diaphragm may also be bending, although the 
strains caused must be much less than those due to 
direct compression. With the applied stress in direction 
2, the positive output would appear to be high if caused 
by the Poisson's ratio effect alone, however, if the 
diaphragm bends inwards as is likely since this happens 
in use, the outer strain gauges would assist in indicating 
a positive output. The same effect with the stress in 
direction 1 would tend to reduce the size of the negative 
output. recorded. 
There was a large discrepancy between the cell output 
under ambient. pressure in air and, in soil, (fig. 3.3), 
the latter giving an under-registration of 13%e If the 
equal all-round. radial cross-stress is replaced by two 
equal stresses. acting along the critical diameters of the 
cell, by superimposing the two relevant-results, of. series 
3 tests, the net. output is =-8! %. 
-- 
This figure cannot be 
compared directly, with the, -13% of 
-the ambient pressure 
tests, 
-because of superposition -effects, ' inaccuracy,. in 
the position, of strain gauges and. orientation of-the cell 
in the : "soil z specimens, - but the fact , that , 
they, are, of the 
same order does help to explain-the-results of the tests: 
under}all-round pressure. 
-Also, -by considering-the 
result-of loading in direction 3 to apply also in, a- 
91 
direction at right angles to this the net output would 
be 
-10% if two equal stresses are applied in these 
directions. This again is comparable with the 
-13% 
recorded under ambient pressure. 
The results for cross-sensitivity observed in tests 
2 and 3 were confirmed by a simple dead-load test on 
each pressure cell. A weight of 11 lb. was applied to 
the cell on edge on a bench with the cable entry in the 
three positions used for series 3 tests. This point 
load of 11 lb. was very roughly equivalent to a U. D. 
load over the cell's projected area of 10 lb/sq. in., 
being the mean value generally. used-in the soil tests.. 
The apparently high errors caused by cross-stresses 
acting on the cell may be. partly caused by "cell-action". 
The cell has a , very adverse depth: -breadth-ratio in the 
direction of-the cross--stresses and hence-there°will be 
a build up of. stressýon the edge of'the cell, so ', that- 
the: actual-cross-stress will-be higher than that recorded 
during the, tests, ''-Thesimple-"dead load tests, while 
indicating the, same behaviour as the tests in soil, "'gave' 
slightly smaller results. While the application of. a 
point load-would-probably tend to indicate-higher-results, 
the'; fact. that there is no cell action operating more than 
nullifies-this. 
- 
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The inconsistent results obtained during series 2 
tests with the cell vertical and at 45° were presumably 
caused by varying the position of the cable entry. No 
record was kept of the orientations in this direction, 
but the cable entries were, probably nearer horizontal 
than 450 
. 
The two cells (P. 16 and 17) used in these calibration 
tests had the same disposition of strain gauges (fig. 3.4) 
and the results of the dead load tests described. above 
were, in fact, similar for both cells, in keeping with 
this strain gauge arrangement. It is possible,. however, 
to arrange the gauges in the same-position relative to, 
_ 
each other, but 900 removed relative to the cable entry. 
(They are always placed on diameters approximately J 50 
each side of the, cable entry. to factlitate, wiring. ) Thus, 
it can-be seen,, that the strain, gauge positions-on the 
pressure cells installed in the test. pit may.. or. may, not 
be the same as P. 16 and P. 17. When the. test pit was. 
- 
instrumented, no record was kept of the. side,. on which the 
diaphragm was placed on vertical cells,. or the angle made 
between the cable entry. and the horizontal, since it was 
not 
, 
considered. important at that stage. Cells, placed- 
horizontally, and 
.. 
at 4-50, will also be subject-, to cross- 
sensitivity, and while they were all placed "diaphragm 
up", the exact orientation of their cable entries'is also 
- 
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unknown. It thus becomes apparent that the stress 
measurements taken from the Keuper Marl in the test 
pit cannot be corrected for cross-sensitivity with any 
accuracy. 
The cross-stress causing the greatest cross- 
sensitivity error will not necessarily be the largest 
stress acting in the plane of the diaphragm, since the 
error is also a function of the direction in which the 
stress acts relative to the strain gauge arrangement. 
Consequently a large stress acting at right angles to the 
cable entry may have less effect than a smaller stress 
acting at 45° to this. Hence, even if more information 
were available about the orientation of the cells and 
their strain gauge positions, as only two cross-stresses 
were measured, and these were obtained by-superposition of 
? 
ufficient results, there would still beinformation to 
correct the stress measurements accurately. 
3.6 Approximate method for correction of stresses 
in Keuper Marl 
Despite the foregoing, remarks, which present the 
various problems baring an accurate application of the, 
results of these calibration tests-to the single layer 
system results, an approximate method to determine likely 
- 
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errors in stress results can be evolved. 
The following assumptions need to be made: 
1. That cable entries to vertical cells and 450 cells 
are horizontal, and to horizontal cells are perpendicular 
to the grid layout. The cells likely to be most at 
variance with this assumption are 2 and 3 
(see fig. 2.2). 
2. That the result from series 3 tests with the Gross- 
stress applied in position 3, applies equally well in the 
perpendicular direction. 
3. The principle of superposition holds. This is a 
general assumption in this work to obtain stress dis- 
tributions and to perform calculations on stresses in 
different directions at a point. In the present context 
it is likely to cause some error, so the assumption is 
repeated here. 
These assumptions provide the simplified condition. 
of the two known cross-stresses acting perpendicular to, 
and in line with, the cable entry, i. e, in the direction 
dealt with in assumption 2e_ This means that for a cell 
measuring vertical stress, for instance, the two Gross- 
stresses will be the radial=and tangential-ones, whose 
values are known, and whose effects on-theýceli. reading 
r 
-are 
known by virtue of the directions in which they act. 
i 
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TABLE 3.3 ESTIMATED LIKELY ERRORS DUE TO CROSS-SENSITIVITY 
FOR STRESS MEASUREMENTS IN KEUPER MARL 
Test S/A 
- 
Results at the 3" depth 
Measured Stress, Error Percentage 
Radius P. Error Direction (in. ) (% of contact 
-. 
05(JZ-p) 5(J, 
-P)% of stress 
pressure) p 
0 89 
-4.4 -5 
3 84 
-3.7 -4 
6 42 
-1.7 -4 , '', ti 
9 2 
-0.9 -45 
12 0 
-0.6 - 
0 48 
-6.5 -13 
3 46 
-5.6 -12 H Cd 
6 39 
-1.9 -5 
a 9 26 +0.4 +2 
12 14 +0.3 +2 
o 43 
-6.7 -16 
3 28 
-6.5 -23 td 
6 
-3 -4.0 -133 ao 
9 
-8 -1.4 -18 
. 
12 
-3 -0.7 -23 
0 65 
-5.6 -9 
3 76 
-4.1 -5 
6, 54 
-1.1 -2 wn 
9 18 
-0.1 -10 
12 8 
-0.2 -7 
0 65 
-5.6 -9 
3 5o 
-5.4 -11 
6. 18 ..: ý.. 
-2.9 
-17 
0 
9 3 
-0.8 -27 
12 5 
-0.3 
-6 
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The appropriate result from series 3 tests indicates that 
the cell output due to a cross-stress in the direction 
concerned is 
-5% of that stress. Hence the error in 
vertical stress 
-. 
05 pr 
- . 
05 pe 
-. 
05 (Pr + P0) 
0=-. 05 (J1 
- 
pZ) (where J1 = pZ + pr + Pe 
_ 
P45 + P135 + P0) 
:. Corrected vertical stress = pz +, 0; 05 (J1 
.. 
pz) 
= 
o"o5(Ji + 19p 
z) 
with similar expressions for the other stresses. 
In general thiserror.. will, be negative since J1 is 
greater than, individual stresses (although there are 
exceptions to this),. indicating that, the pressure cells 
are under-registering nearly all stress measurements. 
The 
-stresses from 
_test S/A -at . the 3 in. depth have 
been analysed by the above method and the results are 
shown in Table 3.3. The only positive errors-ap'pe'ar 
for radial stress away from the loaded area, where the 
1st stress invariant is small, because of negative 
tangential stresses. 
-, 
A study of these results indicates that the most 
- 
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accurate stresses are pZ under the load, pr away from 
the load and p45. The least accurate is pe. 
Values of errors in p, and p3 have been calculated 
for the same results of test S/A as used in Table 3.3. 
These are shown in Table 3. kß and they indicate smaller 
errors for pi than for p3. This is in keeping with the 
general trend of smaller errors in stresses which are 
large relative to the cross-stresses. 
Two other quantities are calculated from the 
measured stresses in the pit, these are maximum shear 
stress and elevation of major principal plane from the 
horizontal. The effect of cross-sensitivity errors on 
these quantities can-be determined as follows: 
Maximum shear stress =T max 
where T max = 0.5 (pi 
- 
Ps) 
Corrected T max" = 0.5 [0,05 (Ji + 19p1) 
- 
0.05(J1 +, 19p3)] 
0.5 x 0.95 (Pi Pa) 
_... _=0.95 xT max ....... 
i. e.. IError in maximum shear stress'is'constant at +54. 
The, angle_of elevation 
-of_the.. major. principal. plane is 
given by 
tan 2a 
= 
2p45 pZ 
- 
pr 
pz pr 
- 
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;. corrected value of tan 2Ct 
= 0.05 [2(J1+ 19p45) - (J1+ 19pz) - (J1+ 19pr)] 
0,05 [(J1+ 19pz) 
- 
(J1+ 19pr)] 
2p45 pz pr 
- 
tan 2a 
zr 
i. e., it is unaffected by errors in stresses. 
3.7 Calibration tests in Meldon Dust 
The granular material to be used for the second, or 
base layer, of the model pavement was chosen partly with 
the intention of using the same transducers as for the 
I 
clay subgrade. Details of this base layer material have 
been presented in Chapter 2, and it will be noted that 
it is of relatively small particle size, thus enabling 
the existing instruments to be used. Because of the 
different properties of this material however, calibration 
tests on the same lines as those described for the cell 
in Keuper Marl, were conducted. 
The pressure cells to be used in the Meldon Dust 
were modified in order to reduce the effects of cross- 
sensitivity, present with'the cells used earlier. A 
different arrangement of strain gauges on the cell 
diaphragm was adopted as a result of the findings in the 
3rd test series, and this-is shown in fig, 3.5" Since 
- 
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STRAIN GAUGE POSITIONS SHOWN DOTTED. 
. 
''FIG. 3.5 NEW PRESSURE CELL 
STRAIN GAUGE ARRANGEMENT 
cross-sensitivity: is caused mainly by the central strain 
gauges registeringdirect.. compression, of. the cell 
diaphragm, =these gaugewwere'now mounted at 9Ö to one 
another. 
-', 
This-, meant that; one-would'register compression 
under""ai cross-stress' as 'before, , while 
_ 
the 
" other was 
registering tension; 
-, 
tending, to cancel theýeffect: of the 
first,, Similar' relative' posits 's were 
used for the 
strain gauges; at the='edge of the diaphragm. 
-Eight-, triaxial -, specimens in. 
. 
'di 
,"9 in. long 
, 
were tested with', a pressure cell installed at different 
orientations 
.{ in` the centre. - In ener 
aý"fj 
"_g ral', after 
three 
preloading cycles, ea_chi specimen was loaded, thr 
" 
ý ee orfour 
times, firstly-by. 
-ambient 
--pressure alone and' then 
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applying an axial stress at three different ambient 
pressures. Details of the results of these tests are 
shown in Table 3.5 and typical calibration plots in 
figs. 3.6 and 3.7. 
Compaction of the triaxial specimens was by vibrating 
plate in approximately 2" (compacted) layers, allowing 
one minute continuous vibration per layer. The cell 
installation procedure was the same as used in the test 
pit, material passing a number 7 sieve being placed over 
the diaphragm to avoid larger particles from causing false 
readings. 
The results were generally satisfactory despite the 
very high over-registration obtained when the specimen was 
loaded by ambient pressure""alone. The-'Mean value for 
- 
stress as indicated by thejpressure-cell divided by the 
applied stress was 0.9k i. e. 6% under-registration. The 
mean value for this function-when applying ambient-pressure 
alone was 1.33, however, as soon as any deviator stress 
was applied-this relationship disappeared. On the cali- 
bration plot *'iä"_fig; "3: 7 the -deviator- stress has'-been--- ""'-- 
applied initially invery small°increments. and this-plot 
shows that there was no transition from the higher over- 
registration to-the normal behaviour.. ` Some ' meIchanism is 
presumably presentunder'hydrostatic-conditions, possibly 
- 
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as a result of the compaction technique, which breaks down 
as soon as any shear stress is applied to the system. 
It was assumed that since there will always be some shear 
stress present in practice, however small, this high 
calibration figure may be safely ignored. It seemed also 
to depend do the orientation of the cell since mean 
results with the cell horizontal gave a figure of 1.42, 
at 45°, 1.28 and vertical 1.19. The 45° result is 
approximately a mean of the other two. If the effect 
is caused indirectly by the compaction procedure, the 
above variation can be appreciated since the quantity and 
distribution of hard compacted material around the cell 
was different in each case. 4 
The test results have also shown the new strain 
gauge arrangement to be successful in almost eliminating 
cross-sensitivity. One draw back of"the arrangement is 
that it, reduces<the sensitivity of the cell by, about 30%,. 
as:. the, two central strain gauges are not so close to the' 
centre, of,, the'diaphragm as previously; thus reducing-the 
bridge-circuit output. 
- 
This can'be overcome by, super-" 
imposing, the-two central gauges,. thus making theýcell'more 
accurate than before. This was not done originally, `-'-, -, 
there was insufficient time to check whether the 
arrangement worked satisfactorily. 
- 
io6 
- 
The accuracy of the results taken in the calibration 
tests in Meldon Dust may not be as good as for the 
Keuper Marl. Less care was taken in ensuring that a 
uniform stress distribution existed across the section 
of triaxial specimen where the cell was installed. One 
test (Test 9) was conducted with the cell situated near 
the edge of the specimen, and the results indicated a 
lower mean calibration figure, 0.859 than for other tests 
with the cell placed centrally. This suggests that the 
compaction was better at the centre than near the edge 
of the specimen, and, therefore, the mean calibration 
figure of 0.94 may be slightly high. This is not 
particularly significant in the context of applying these 
results to stress measurements from the-test pit. The 
scatter of results on stress distribution plots, 'presented 
in Chapters 7 and 8, is much greater than the error 
introduced here. The calibration figure was in fact 
considered near enough to unity to use the original uniaxial 
calibration tests, which are much easier to. carry out. 
A further reason for this is that only one pressure cell 
was calibrated in the granular. material', and hence not 
too much emphasis was placed, on the absolute value of the 
result. 
- 
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CHAPTER 4 THE STRAIN CELL 
4.1 Introduction 
Since the development of suitable instruments for 
measuring earth pressures in-situ, it has been realised 
that a strain measuring device would provide a considerable 
amount of useful information, both on its own and in con- 
junction with pressure cells. Measurements of stress 
and strain when combined could produce values for the 
elastic constants of the material and these were of 
particular interest in the analysis of layered pavement 
systems. The, various studies of layered system behaviour 
have in the past adopted indirect or approximate methods 
for determining the modulus of the various layers as 
outlined in Chapter 1. 
In view of the great need for information about the 
in-situ modulus of pavement materials it is surprising 
that an. effective strain measuring device has not previously 
. 
been developed. The Waterways Experiment Station, 
realising the need for such an instrument when investi- 
gating the behaviour of their homogeneous test sections, 
developed, 
- at their Ohio River Division Laboratory, a 
rather large strain cell which in practice gave 
- 
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disappointing results. 
80 
This instrument was 10 in. long, 
having at one end a differential transformer and at the 
other a perspex disc. The disc was connected to a rod 
which moved one of the transformer coils. Because of 
their lack of success with this instrument which was only 
used in the sand test section, the W. E. S. relied on an 
indirect method of vertical strain determination from 
surface deflection measurements, 
To the best of tho Author's knowledge, no other, 
even moderately successful, strain cell was reported on, 
ll, 
until Sparrow and Toryl7 began work on the early 
stages of the present project. The strain cell developed 
by them has been described in detail elsewhere, 
11 but a 
drawing of it is included here in fig. 4.1. The main 
requirement for a successful strain cell"is that it should 
be very flexible relative to the soil in the direction of 
measurement, in order not to provide any reinforcing 
action but. to move with the soil. 
When the Author began work on the project, the strain 
cell had been developed and used successfully in, a single 
layer system of Keuper Marl. There was, however, not 
much information about its actual performance whey. buried 
in a soil mass. Before installation in, the single layer 
system described herein, the strain cells had only been. 
-1o9- 
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subjected. to. a simple mechanical' calibration-test. This 
involved mounting the cell *in ma 
. 
special' bench micrometer 
and applying a known deflection while measuring the 
electrical output. In order-to translate' this`"deflection" 
calibration' into `one*'' of 
. 
"strain", ' 
.a. gauge clength""häd'. to i 
be ' assumed, and this was " taken- as-lin. 3ieing- : the ; over- 
% 
all length, of the instrument in its mid-travel , position, 
- 
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To decide whether this was in fact the gauge length when 
installed, and to generally obtain more accurate 
information about the behaviour of the strain cell when 
buried in a soil mass, a series of tests were carried out 
by installing the cell in a9 in* dia. triaxial-specimen, 
adopting a procedure similar to that used for the pressure 
cells. It was necessary to calibrate the instrument 
both in tension and compression and a total of five 
different tests were performed on two instruments, in 
unconfined specimens of Keuper Marl, once the experimental 
procedure had been satisfactorily developed. 
4.2 Calibration tests in compression 
The strain cell was installed in the centre of a 
q 
'in. 
dia. triaxial, specimen as shown in fig. 4.2. An 
18 in. long specimen was used because of the larger size 
1I 
-t - 
of the strain cell compared with the pressure cell. 
Greased loading platens were again 
, 
adopted, and with the 
longer specimen, it was thought that the neighbourhood 
of 
. 
the cell. would be free of end effects. The soil 
specimen was compacted statically, in 
, 
the manner described 
for the pressure cell calibration tests. 
The procedure for installingya cell. in_a triaxial, 
specimen followed that adopted in the test pit.. For 
-111- 
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FIG. 4,2 CALIBRATION TESTS'ON STRAIN CELL 
this 'reason, it ' was'fortuitous , that 
-''experience with these Jt 
cells in the test pit had`in" fact'preceeded"calibration 
tests.. 
.... ,-. 
r_. 
- ,.. 
' During 
` 
compaction- and' subsequently 'during the' first 
few load , cycles; "large`residual'strains*were' set'up''in'° 
the ' soil, -- so it was - necessary, to 'ensure 'that, 'the strain' 
cell` was not fully 
.- 
compressed"before' calibration' tests "' 
were started. This - was done by, monitoring the' cell- 
output on a spot -galvanometer" during installation arid`° 
arranging for, the `' cell-to- be 'in its `f "fully. ' open" "position 
before completing, the soil specimen. (The equipment for 
TEST IN 
COMPRESSION 
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this type of installation is shown in the background of 
S 
fig. 2.14). After the instrument had been covered by 
soil, it could be opened or closed by tamping the soil 
to one side or above the instrument respectively. 
Before installation the central tube of the instru- 
went was well greased and fitted with a pliable rubber 
sleeve. The function of this sleeve was to prevent soil 
penetrating into the sliding fit between the end plate 
and the central tube and also to act as a shear break 
between the soil and rigid tube. This is further disc 
cussed later in this chapter. In order to facilitate 
compaction of soil around the instrument, the Mend plate 
0 
was removed and replaced by'a cap-with the ' same dimensions 
as the hub of the end plate - (see fig. '-'4.8). " 
The-cell was installed in'ä'recess'about 3 in. deep 
with sloping sides in the-centre of thefsoil specimen. 
The'-end containing the measuring beam was placed downwards 
and 
-the =cable allowed =to. pass along 'a small trench in the 
soil'and-thence through a hole in, ``the. split mould. "'After 
checking its position and- level fine'soil''was pressed* 
around the'base by hand and'this was followed by further 
layers, compacted using a"light tämpero When the soil' 
had been compacted almost to the top 
-of theIinstrument, 
the temporary cap was removed and-theýend'platescrewed 
- 
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on. Soil was then carefully pressed around the end 
plate and a layer about 1 in, thick was compacted over 
it. 
Each specimen was left for at least 12 hours before 
testing, to allow the moisture content to become uniform. 
About three load cycles were then applied-before taking 
any measurements, to allow residual strains to be 
eliminated. 
The object of each calibration test was to compare 
the strain as indicated by the cell, assuming a3 in. 
gauge length, with the true strain which was present in 
the soil. The problem was-to obtain a reliable measure 
of-this "true" strain. Early tests involved the measure- 
ment of overall strain in. the. conventional-way by using 
a dial gauge outside the triaxial cell for 
,a confined 
specimen. An-attempt was. made, to obtaina plot of, 
strain cell output_against overall deflection of the 
specimen directly,,. by using an X-Y.. plotter. In. this, case 
the overall-deflection was measured using. another strain 
cell acting 
_ 
as_. a, deflection; gauge and feeding its. out- 
put, onto one axis while that from the strain cell under 
, 
test: was. amplified and. fed onto the other axis. The main 
difficulty with this method was that the-travel on the 
strain cell: used, for overall deflection measurements. was 
- 
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too small (0.1 in. ). 
All the methods involving the measurement of over- 
all strain suffered from the same basic errors, those 
introduced by the end fittings and end effects in the 
specimen, which though minimised by using lubricated 
loading platens, were doubtless present. It was thus 
decided that an unconfined specimen would have to be used 
and the true strain measured over some suitable gauge 
length about the centre of the specimen, where the 
measurements would be free from the inaccuracies previously 
encountered. 
Once again various methods of measuring the 
deformation over this new gauge length were tried. The 
-first, rather crude, method involved driving: 
S in. xI in. x} in. brass spikes, suitably pointed, 
into. the 
, -side of, the r soil specimen at each end of two 
-6 in. 
-. 
vertical gauge lengths: diametrically opposite one. 
-another. '-, 
_-'Deflection measurements were then affected by 
the use: of four dial gauges, one. on each spike. There 
were several-errors involved here..,. It was difficult 
to drive 
., 
the spikes- in; accuratelyI so, that they. usually 
ended 
. 
up 'other than horizontal, making satisfactory 
°contact with the dial gauge probes difficult. There 
was also the obviously dangerous practice of introducing 
- 
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these spikes into the specimen, since this could have 
upset the strain distribution where it most mattered. 
A travelling microscope was next tried. The 6 in. 
gauge lengths were marked by pins stuck into the side 
of the specimen, the microscope being focussed on each 
in turn as successive increments of load were applied. 
Originally this microscope could measure to a thousandth 
of an inch, but plots of the results indicated that this 
was not sufficiently accurate. The range of. strain over 
which the strain cells were being calibrated was about- 
4,000 microstrain, so that over a6 in. gauge length this 
produced a deflection of only 0.024 in. (24 thou. ). 
To overcome this inaccuracy the travelling micro- 
scope 11 was fitted with a special`eye-piece permitting 
direct 'readings of 1/300 mm. -(0.00013-in. )-to'be obtained. 
It-was focussed, 
-on a pin stuckinto the side of the soil 
specimen`and, suitably illuminated. The final procedure 
adopted for-"true"-strain was, therefore, , to measure the 
deformation'of two 6-in. =diametrically opposite vertical 
gauge lengths (fig. 4.2) and-take-the means thus eliminating 
any `bending -strain and ýýreducing -any -local " effects, which -"- 
may have been present. " Ideally, four - microscopes, should 
have been used, one at' ea h, 'end of ' each'gaüge"`length. ' '- 
However, only `two of "these instruments=were ävailable; " so 
- 
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two tests had to be performed, taking readings first on 
one gauge length and then on the other. The experi- 
mental set up is shown in fig. 1.3. The repeatability 
of the two tests had to be demonstrated, so that the two 
sets of "true" strain measurements could be considered as 
coming from the same test. This was done by measuring 
the overall deformation of the specimen each time, using 
two dial gauges mounted at each end of a diameter of the 
loading platen, and taking their mean readings. This was 
plotted against the strain cell output for each test and 
consistent results indicated sufficient repeatability to 
justify the procedure for obtaining the "true" strain 
measurements. 
- 
The strain cells were calibrated over the range, O to- 
4000 microstrain which corresponded to a range of stress 
from 0 to 16-lb/sq. in. The stress was recorded during 
these tests both on a proving ring and, from a load cell 
(fig. 4.3) so as to obtain a stress/strain (relationship 
for the soil. The range of strain was covered in eight' 
increments of stress, since it was easier, to-read stress 
directly using the proving ring. The various measurements 
described above were' taken'after each increment, both 
during loading and-unloading. '. = A summary of the-results 
of these tests-is'given in Table 4,1 and typical plots 
.d 
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FIG. 4,3 APPARATUS FOR STRAIN CELL CALIBRATION 
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are included in figs. 4.4 and 405. 
4+, 3 Calibration Tests in Tension 
In the compression tests, the unloading half of the 
cycle was considered analogous to a tensile test, but 
in order to confirm the results thus obtained, "true" 
tensile tests were carried out on the strain cells. 
For these tests the strain cells were installed 
horizontally in 9 in. long soil specimens (fig. 4.2). 
The true strain on the diameter of the specimen which 
coincided with the cell axis was measured using the micro- 
scopes. Because of the reorientation of the strain cell 
for these tests the shorter specimen was considered 
suitable since, with the lubricated loading platens, no 
end effects were expected to interfere with the results. 
The procedure for installing the cell was again as 
used in the test pit. The end plate was screwed on 
before installation, since it no longer inhibited com- 
paction and again the cell.. output was monitored to_keep 
the instrument in the appropriate part of its travel. 
With the cell in the horizontal position, the residual 
strains were less-and this-did. not present. such, a problem 
as in the compression tests. 
During installation, care was taken to mark the ends 
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of the diameter on the cell axis so that the microscope 
targets could be placed as accurately as possible. 
Overall vertical strain was measured during one test 
in the same way as for the compression tests, in order 
to obtain an approximate value of Poissonts ratio for the 
soil. The resulting value was 0,37, slightly lower than 
the 0.41 from in-situ measurements (Chapter 7). 
The results of these "tensile" calibration tests 
are shown in Table 4.2, typical plots appearing in figs. 
4.6 and 4.7. 
4.4 Results of Calibration Tests in Keuner Marl 
The strain, as indicated by the cell, was based on 
its original mechanical calibration. This test involved 
the application of a known deflection to the instrument, 
while measuring its electrical output, strain being 
introduced by using a3 in. gauge length for the cell. 
This figure is the overall dimension of the instrument 
in its mid-travel position. The slopes of the calibration 
plots obtained on, the, testsin soil are, therefore, a 
measure of the accuracy of this initial assumption 
regarding gauge length.. The 
. 
figures; obtained. are fairly 
consistent from test to test,. in tension and compression 
and using two separate instruments. This part of the 
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calibration testing was considered satisfactory and 
presented little problem. 
The causes and magnitude of the zero error, defined 
as the intersection of the straight line of the cali- 
bration plot with the x-axis (see fig. 4.7), were more 
difficult to assess. Cell S. 8 in compression con- 
sistently gave no zero error, whilst indicating an error 
in tension. Repeated tests on S. 9 (tests 5) in the same 
specimen showed the zero error to grow successively 
smaller reaching zero in compression but remaining con- 
stant at 78 micro-strain in tension. The calibration 
figure (strain as indicated by cell/true strain) also 
diminished with successive tests. A delay. of-at least 
4 hours was left between these tests. At the end of 
tests 5 it was decided to try the next tests on a specimen 
with the protective membrane removed for: the-duration of. 
the test. ` It. was considered possible: for the membrane 
to have affected the movement of'the pins used for 
measuring the true-strain. °For, ýtests 6, longer-pins. 
were.; used, than before when there had beenýa. penetration 
of only--about. 
-}-in. in-the-radial. -direction, although 
the pins were in fact pushed 7 into"' the 'soil- about' I in. 
(Each., pin was-fixed'normal to the line of sight-xof-the 
microscope). 
w, ý. ryr-. ý. e_ fý.., rwc ._m, r"-. w. v. R-ýs" ýo. aonrrmw"FVýn.. r gym- 
:., .. m. x 
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Tests 6 showed similar behaviour to tests 5, although 
there was still a zero error even after more cycles had 
been applied, and in tension, the reduction of zero 
error with successive tests was not wholly consistent. 
Tensile tests A and B did not follow consistently 
the pattern of reducing zero error and calibration figure 
with successive tests. However, cell S. 8 in compression 
showed no zero error. In an attempt to reduce the zero 
error, when present, the rubber sleeve fitted to the 
cells was replaced in tests B with two thin pieces of 
rubber membrane wrapped around the central tube and end 
plate hub, which were first coated with a layer of 
silicone grease. Grease was also applied between and 
outside the membranes. 
4.5 Discussion of Calibration Test Results in Keuper Marl 
Results taken during the unloading half of the 
cycle in. compression, tests-have"been taken as equivalent 
to applying a_ tension, and; vice versa for a tensile test. 
The: justification for this is that, the. instrument, has no 
fixed-predetermined zero position. Zero is taken as 
the point in its, travel which it happens to. occupy after 
compaction and preloading-of., the specimen,, i. e. at. the... 
beginning of a calibration test. ý,,, The-strain cell, thus, 
- 
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measures relative strain, as is required under test 
conditions in the pit. 
During a calibration test in compression for instance, 
a zero reading is taken and the specimen is compressed 
in increments over the range being studied. If the 
last reading taken is then regarded as a new zero, sub- 
sequent unloading must be tension relative to this new 
zero. 
Results indicated similar behaviour in tension and 
in compression, both when the test was nominally com- 
pressive and when the loading half of the cycle produced 
tension, (i. e. nominally a tensile test). 
The best example of this was the compression result for 
cell S. 8. 
The magnitude and cause of the zero error was the 
chief concern of these tests since the calibration figure 
was fairly consistent and close to that assumed from the 
mechanical tests. The zero error is considered to be 
caused by friction between the soil and the central tube 
of the instrument. Once this friction is overcome, 
linear behaviour is obtained.: 
As a necessary result of'the installation procedure, 
soil is tightly packed around the rubber sleeve' covering 
the central tube (fig. 4.8). When the soil is strained 
- 
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END PLATE 
MEASURING BEAM IN THIS END 
ftU08ER SLEEVE- 
.. 
.t. 
NTPAL TUBE (CROSS HATCHEDI 
FIG. 4.8 STRAIN 
. 
CELL SHOWING RUBBER-SLEEVE 
movement-of the soil, 
-In the direction of, measurement is 
spread evenly throughout its leng`th, 
' 
and: consequently. 
the soil immediately adjacent,. to'the, rubber, sleeve'will, 
- 
attempt to move-uniformly. '' However; ' movement:. of, 
-the-- 
instrument is concentrated-at-, one point,, namely,. where 
the 
_hub of the end plate. fits " over. the 'tube Therefore,, 
either, the soil-movement' has: -to alsoý_ be _concentrated' 
-at this, one place, -which is, difficult to conceive -, 'or' 
La. 
"_ 
there- has to Jbe 
" 
relative 'movement between the soil 'and, 
the central tube over, its entire length, 
. 
'which' is. "thought 
to be-more`likely6 Some of ' this. movement. may be taken 
- 
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up by the rubber sleeve shearing, but the majority of 
it must occur between the metal tube and the inside of 
the rubber sleeve. Friction on this surface was 
reduced to a minimum by the use of grease when fitting 
the rubber sleeve, but clearly there could still be a 
frictional force acting here, because of the pressure 
of soil around the tube. In tensile test B, an attempt 
was made to reduce the friction between the soil and the 
tube, without much success as the results indicate zero 
errors of similar magnitude to the other teats. 
With this possible explanation in mind, the 
variation in zero error between tests can be appreciated, 
since it depends on the degree of soil compaction around the 
cell. The fact that the error appears to diminish with 
successive load cycles is less easy to explain except 
perhaps in terms of the friction reducing with use. 
It should be borne in mind throughout this discussion 
that the movements referred to are very small and that 
the maximum strain, of-0.004 only represents"a-deflection 
of OA2 in. on the strain cell. 
ZJhile the "values 'of zero error varied ' from' teat to 
test when using `cell` So9; '`the `other cell:, `So8, "in , com- 
pression con'siätently `'showed n6 zero error: -' A satisfactory 
explanation cannot ' beu advanced' for 
-this, but it does' under- 
- 
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line the fact that the zero-error varied from cell to 
cell and, therefore, cannot be predicted with any 
accuracy for a particular cell in the test pit. The 
negative zero error in Tests 1 on call S. 8 is the only 
one of its kind, and no better reason than experimental 
error can be advanced for this. 
From the results of Tables 4.1 and 4.2, one set 
of figures from each specimen has been used to arrive 
at a suitable calibration. Because of the'trend in the 
results with successive load cycles, the last one is 
taken in each case, since the cells-In the test pit have 
undergone a large number of cycles. The means of these 
chosen figures are: 
- 
Compression Tension 
Strain Cell output 0.97 0.96 True strain 
Zero Error (micro-strain) 21 98 
If these results are applied over the range of 
strains indicated from the test pit results, the cali- 
bration graph shown in fig. 4+. 9 is obtained. 
Clearly the zero error in compression can be ignored 
without causing any substantial error to the strain. 
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readings. Ii tension, 
- 
however, "-the- mean error obtained 
from the two cells '"tested was " 98 , micro-strain , and : is 
'of significant-magnitude Since, a large, number'o 
, 
'strain 
results from -the [pit are-'of ,. this-; order-'of magnitude or 
ess. However, as mentioned above, 'this error varies 
from cell to'. ý cell 'so ý rather 
- 
than, apply the value obtained 
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from tests on only two cells, a straight line calibration 
has been used, bearing in mind that the test pit strains 
are minimum readings, particularly in tension, and that 
they could exceed their apparent value by about 100 micro- 
strain, This procedure, 
-clearly, allows a simpler 
calibration figure, namely'the slope of 0'. 97 to be' 
applied to all strain readings. 1 -1 
If a zero error of 100 micro-strain (say) is 
assumed when correcting strain readings', then the minimum 
reading of the instrument becomes 100 micro-strain. 
There are a large number of strains less than 100 micro- 
strain, and by introducing a-correction of the same 
order of magnitudesor larger, it'is possible that a 
greater error will be introduced than exists already. 
A study of a typical calibration plot, fig. 4.7, shows 
that the, zero-error*has been taken-as'the intercept formed 
by extrapolating the 'straight'line portion of the plot. 
While-this approximationxis'good enough for correcting 
large strains, it'is rather inaccuratefor th®"small 
strains which fall on tho initial curved part of the 
plot'- to ignore results less 
than 100 micrö=strain, -but'this eliminates'so many 
readings* which` üiay` be of its ' that it ias decided just to 
apply` the-calibration factor of 0.97 to all readings and 
-X34- 
then correct the results to the nearest 10 micro-strain, 
bearing in mind that small readings are likely to be 
inaccurate. 
4.6 Calibration tests in Meldon Dust 
The strain cell was tested in 9 in. diameter x 18 in. 
long specimens of Meldon Dust using the same procedure 
as described for the Keuper Marl. Results indicated 
very similar behaviour, the mean slope of the calibration 
plots in tension and in compression both indicating that 
strain as indicated by the cell, divided by true strain 
= 
0.99 compared with 0.97 for the Keuper Marl. The mean 
zero error in compression was 70 micro-strain and in 
tension 81 micro-strain, compared with 21 and 98 micro- 
strain respectively for the Keuper Marl. In both 
materials, tests were carried out on two different strain 
cells, which was a minimum considering the conclusion 
earlier in this chapter that the zero error appeared to 
be a function of the individual cell as well as the way 
it was installed. 
The calibration figure of 0.97 had already been 
used for strain readings in the Meldon Dust by the time 
these calibration tests had been completed. This was 
considered to be near enough to 0,99 to malte correction 
- 
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of strain readings from the two layer system unnecessary. 
The larger zero error in compression was likely to 
cause a greater discrepancy and this was borne in mind 
when discussing the results in Chapters 7 and 8. 
r =ý ý. .. 
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CHAPTER 5 EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON THE TEST PIT 
5.1 Tests on the single layer system 
The philosophy behind the test procedure adopted 
for both systems is described in Chapter 2. The load 
was applied to the surface of the soil in various known 
positions relative to the buried instruments, output 
from those in the neighbourhood of the load being recorded. 
The arrangement of instruments in the single layer system 
is shown in fig. 2.2. A co-ordinate system was used to 
refer to any point where the load may be applied, or a 
cell located. To obtain the results indicated in fig. 
2.5, it was necessary to load the pit in the positions 
shown on fig. 5.1. This involved 53 load applications 
for the 12 in. diameter loaded area, 45 for the 18 in. 
and 36 for the 24 in. 
Toryll. investigated. the effects of contact pressure 
and rate of loading on the measured stresses and strains. 
His conclusions were that stress was virtually independent 
of rate of loading and proportional to contact pressure, 
LL wk 
while strain-was-not--consistently--proportional in either 
case. For the tests~described herein, 
. 
values-at either 
end of the range used by Tory for'both variables were 
used. The upper limit of contact pressure was in fact 
- 
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increased, so that a wider range was covered. Three 
different sizes of loaded area were used and to obtain 
all the combinations of contact pressure and rate of 
loading, 12 tests were conducted, details of which are 
given in Table 5.1. 
The mode of operation of the loading head has been 
fully described by Tory. It was developed so that by 
repeatedly charging a small reservoir with compressed 
air to the same pressure, consistent values were obtained 
for the force exerted by the loading platen for a 
particular rate of loading. This latter variable was 
also repeatable and controlled by two throttle valves. 
A pneumatic circuit diagram is shown in fig. 5.2. 
Trial loadings with the apparatus over the conorete 
floor near the test pit produced a form of-calibration. 
Before each test run, 
-however, the, rate-of loading and 
contact pressure were-checkedýby loading on the concrete. 
Some difficulty was experienced in getting the slow rates 
of loading to the desired.. values while making the pulse 
symmetrical, i. e., the same-; time-to peak load_as. to 
unload, 
- 
The actual. contact°pressures applied. to_the. 
test pit were not exactly the same as the intended values 
which have consequently been termed "nominal". This 
occurred because-of the difference between loading concrete 
- 
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FIG. 5.1 LOADING POSITIONS 
- 
SINGLE-LAYER SYSTEM 
and soil and also because the-trial loading, "traces were 
not measured 'exactly. '. ', 
, 
', The high *-'contact_, pressure' was, - `" , 
sometimes difficult to 
, 
achieve. because of. a; drop' in : the " 
line pressure. on the compressed'air; supply.? Exact-values 
for loading. 
-time were not analysed since 'they, -were not" 
required for this investigation. 
One, column. of, Table` 5. "1` indicates how, far `. the, -actual 
contact area 'departed 
. 
from that assumed from""the'°y platen. 
diameter.: ". Thefunction shown` is` ,n "a 
W l00 
% 
assumed area 
'actual, area where p measured contact pressure 
a. = assumed radius. of' loaded area: and W measured load. 
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TE ST S/A DATE 28-4-64 
{ 
TEST COORDINATES CELLS 
NO. 
1 0,0 4567 12 13 
2 0,1 12 13 
3 0,2 67 12 13 
4 0,3 12 13 
5 0,4 67 12 13 
6 o, 6 67 12 13 
7 o, 8 67 10 11 12 13 
8: 0,10 67 10 11 
9 0,12 67 10 11 
10 0,14 67 10 11 
11 o, 16 678 9 10 11 
12 2,16 ý8 9 -lo 11 
13 446 8 9 10 1 
14 6,16 8 g 10 11 
50 10,8 
51 
. 
12,8 19. 
52 14,8 
53 16,8. 
SOIL SUCTION = 22 cm. Hg 
NOMINAL LOADING TIME =2 sea. ' 
INLET VALVE 3/32 turns open 
EXHAUST VALVE 3/16 turns open 
'NOMINAL 
CONTACT PRESSURE 17 lb/sq in. 
GAUGE PRESSURE (RESERVOIR) = 94 lb/sq'in. 
FIG 
., 
5.3 TYPICAL LOADING PROGRAMME 
-' 
',. 
- 
1l2 
- 
Both this function and the actual contact pressure are 
mean values for each test run. They deviated very little 
from this mean. 
A loading programme sheet as shown in fig. 5.3 
was used for each test run on the pit to provide information 
regarding the loading head position and the cells to be 
used at each load application. As described earlier the 
loading head can be moved in one direction by cranking the 
portal frame along its rails, and in a perpendicular 
ry direction by moving the trolley along the base of the 
portal frame. On the loading sheet, the left hand column 
gives the number of the "test" (one test run consisting 
in this case of 53 "tests" or load applications), the 
centre column the co-ordinates of the loading position 
and the right hand column, the cells whose outputs are 
required for this "test". In addition to the cells 
indicated here, numbers 0 and 1 were always used, since 
they represented the applied load and contact pressure 
respectively. Reference numbers of the other cells 
appear in_fig. 2.2. To-assist in positioning the loading 
head for a point with given co-ordinates, the abscissae 
were marked, on., the portal frame base, and the ordinates 
on one of the, rails 
The control and recording equipment used for the 
3 
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transducers is also described by Toryll but a typical 
circuit diagram is included here in fig. '5.11. All cells 
had identical circuitry, except for the deflection 
gauge shown-in the inset. 19 channels were utilised 
for these tests and they were split between two 12 channel 
balance boxes and two N. E. P. ultra violet recorders. The 
strain cells were confined to one recorder and balance 
box while the remainder of the instruments were connected 
to the others. All cells were kept permanently connected 
to the recorder for the duration of a test run. The 
miniature spot galvanometer connected to each ce'll'provided 
a spot of light on the recorder screen, which could be 
moved in fairly large increments by use of the attenuator 
on the control box. It was thus possible to position 
the spots for the cells, whose output was required for a 
particular test, 
- 
conveniently to avoid crowding and to 
ensure that under load the spot stayed on the screen, 
The procedure,, therefore, for'each load application 
was to position'the-loading head according to the co-or- 
dinates given on the loading'sheet and identify'and 
position the light spots forthe relevant cells on'the 
recorder' screens., , The'-reservoir was then"allowedIto 
charge 
. 
up' to="the required - air , pressure, =while calibration 
resistors were switched`-on' to the 'channels in, 'use and the 
- 
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resulting deflections recorded. The loading head 
control circuit (fig. 5.2) was put in the "reset" position, 
the reservoir pressure adjusted to the correct value and 
the recorders started'by means of-a common remote control 
switch on the loading head control panel. The load was 
applied by operating the"start""-button and the traces 
recorded. 
- 
The recording paper was then removed and pro- 
cessed. For the first few test runs, =Kodak Linagraph 
R. P. 12 paper, which required to be passed througha 
single stabilizing solution, -was used,, -but for later 
tests the newer Kodak Linagraph Direct Print paper 
became-available. 
- 
The image on-this-paper emerged on 
subjection to fluorescent light and remained permanent 
if not left for too long in-bright light or sunshine, so 
was-clearly far quicker and more convenient to use, 
The above procedure-was repeated-. for each loading 
position. Certain additional: information was recorded 
for each test run-and this appears at the end of the 
loading sheet (fig. 5.3). Once the operator was pro- 
ficient, a, test_run,. couldi*be-. completed in about 11 hours. 
The readingof the-Y soil tensiometer.: was recorded 
-before-" 
each= test run: and varied very. little 
--throughout; --the 
series. -of. tests-indicating that the-. moistureý-content.; had 
remained:. sensibly constant. 
-, -, 
. 
The ý'other. information 
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recorded on the loading sheet, refers to the setting of 
the loading head. 
When the new cell layout was installed the central 
deflection gauge was found to be out of position by 
* in. in the "y direction" and l* in. in the "x direction" 
referred to the co-ordinate system used on the pit. 
When taking deflection measurements during a test run, 
the loading head was positioned appropriately to allow 
for this error. Hence, cell 19, which is the deflection 
gauge, is the only instrument featuring towards the end 
of the loading programme. 
At the end of a test run, all the results were in 
analogue form on the paper from the U. V. recorders. These 
traces were "read" with a special trace reader and con- 
verted into digital form on punched tape, prior to pro- 
cessing by digital computer. Details of the data pro- 
cessing procedure, and of. the computer programs involved 
are given in Appendix 1. 
5.2 Tests on the two layer system- 
Two- sizes of loaded'-area were^ used for 
. 
tests on the 
two layer system, and since--the thickness of the upper 
layer remained constant at 12 in, g this meant that two 
different systems-were tested. The measurements which 
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were intended to be taken are shown in fig. 5.5. Because 
of the failure of certain transducers, the following 
measurements were not made: 
1.45° and 135° stress 3 in. below the interface. 
2. Vertical deflection. 
3. Vertical stress at the interface. 
4. Radial stress just below the interface. 
In addition, the strain cell measuring horizontal strain 
6 in. below the surface did not work properly in tension. 
This is discussed later in Chapter 8. Vertical strain 
measurements 12 in. below the interface were in error 
because the transducer was wrongly positioned as explained 
in section 2.2. 
Results were taken at fewer radii than for the single 
layer system since very small results were generally 
recorded at r/a > 1.5. A further reason for this was 
that more two layer results were to be plotted with depth, 
as opposed to radius, so as to investigate behaviour 
near the interface. There was a case for taking more 
measurements of vertical stress and strain near the edge 
of the loaded area (r/a i) where-the gradients were 
steepest. The extra work involved in introducing extra 
loading positions was, however, not considered worth-while 
as these were the first experiments on the two layer system. 
- 
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0 
I 
1 
1 
1 
12" dia LOADED AREA 
NOTE reference coordinates are based 
on a 1112 " square grid. "' t' 
16 
12 
10 
2 
la, 
02ý4-68 10.12.14.16 
`'. ' 
18" dia LOADED AREA 
FIG. 5.6: LOADING POSITIONS -- TWO LAYER SYSTEM 
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The test procedure was similar to that adopted for 
the single layer system, but involved more transducers. 
28 channels were in use as opposed to 19 for the single 
layer system. They were connected to three 12 channel 
balance boxes and three U. V. recorders were utilised 
during the tests. The number of loading positions for 
the 12 in, diameter-loaded area was 42 and for the 18 in. 
diameter area, 44. These are shown in fig. 5.6. 
The choice of contact pressures and rates of loading 
to be used, were arrived at by similar considerations 
to those used for the single layer. The contact pressures 
were chosen so as to produce, approximately, the same 
vertical stress near the surface of the subgrade as 
before, the choice being based on a rough calculation 
using layered-system theory. 
224 (This same procedure had 
been used originally by Tory. 
ll Starting with a5 ton 
wheel load, he calculated the vertical stress at the top 
of the subgrade.: ' This was, however, considered too small 
to give useful readings from, the-transducers and larger 
values were consequently adopted. ) The-values chosen 
were 30 lb/sq. in. and 17 lb/sq. in, and the rates of 
loading were taken; as before. Intermediate values were 
not used, since it was intended: that an investigation into 
the effects `of--contact-pressure"and , rate'of, loading should 
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be conducted at a later stage using fewer measurements. 
Any trends, however, would emerge from the present 
experiments. Eight test runs were carried out on the 
two layer system and details are shown in Table 5.2. 
Readings of both the soil tensiometers were recorded 
during tests, so that any changes in moisture content 
could be detected. By referring to the soil suction/ 
moisture content curves (figs. 2.10 and 2.11) for the 
two materials it was concluded that the change in moisture 
content was of the order of 0.2% and therefore insig- 
nificant. 
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CHAPTER 6 METHOD OF PRESENTATION AND CALCULATION OF 
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
6.1 Stress 
All plots of stress distribution show stresses 
expressed as a percentage of the contact pressure and 
these are termed "normalised" stresses. This approach 
allows stress distributions resulting from the application 
of different contact pressures to be plotted on the same 
graph. Contact pressure varied in two ways. During 
a test run on the pit at one nominal contact pressure, 
there were slight variations between load applications, 
and for different test runs there were much larger and 
intentional differences, 
For this method of plotting to be strictly correct, 
stress should be proportional to contact pressure. 
Conversely, if normalised stress varies with contact 
pressure, lack of proportionality is indicated. Hence 
by plotting normalised stress, results from different 
load applications on one test, and results from different 
4F 
3 
tests can be combined to study distribution and check 
whether stress is proportional to contact pressure. 
. 
._,.. a 
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6.2 Strain 
It was considered desirable to plot strain measurements 
in much the same way as those of stress, but this was 
less straightforward. Strain could not be expressed 
as a percentage of the contact pressure but normalised 
strain was obtained by dividing the strain measurement by 
the contact pressure, the units being microstrain per 
lb/sq, in. 
For strain to be proportional to contact pressure, 
the material would have to be linear elastic and, hence, 
any change in normalised strain with contact pressure 
would indicate non-linearity, and this trend was studied 
for the experimental results. A similar, though less 
marked, effect would result'if the material were not 
homogeneous, since results are taken from different 
locations in the test pit. 
Normalised strain as defined herein differs from 
that used by Tory by a factor of 100, which produced 
needlessly large numbers and, did not perform the same 
function as for stress, which by including the 100 could 
be expressed as a percentage of the contact pressure. 
S- 
r 
6.3 Deflection 
Measurements-of,; vertical surface deflection were 
- 
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only taken for the single layer system and they have 
also been expressed in normalised form for the same 
reasons as stress and strain. 
Normalised deflection is the deflection in 
thousandths of an inch divided by contact pressure, 
the resulting units being thou. per lb/sq. in. This 
differs from the definition used by Tory in the same 
way as strain and for the same reason. 
6, L Equilibrium and Compatibility Corrections 
In addition to the stresses, strains and deflections 
which were directly measured in the test pit, various 
other quantities such as principal stresses have been 
calculated using combinations of the measured effects. 
This process involved superimposing results measured in 
different parts of the test pit and, clearly, equilibrium 
of stresses and compatibility of strains at a point had 
first to be established, before calculations could 
proceed. 
z' 
By superimposing results, stresses on five different 
planes were obtained at a point (fig. 6.1). These 
stresses were: pZ 
- 
Vertical stress, pr = Radial stress, 
pe = Tangential stress, p45 = 45°stress, p135 = 135° stress. 
They form two sets of three orthogonal stresses with the 
- 
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FIG. 6.1ý PLANE 
,,. 
ON 
. 
WHICH MEASUREMENTS, WERE 
" 
TAKEN 
tangential stress (pe)'common'to', both'. For equilibrium, 
the sum of any three orthogonal stresses at-'a point. -should 
be an invariant; ' Since - one, stress is : common-"to both- sets, 
v-.. 
,. 
y. tv. 
i". 
i 
"r "w =4 
Y+': 1#. t 'ä 
.., 
ln"a, 
z_ 
the problem 
-is, reduced to 'a two dimensional -' one 'in 'this 
case$ and the resulting equilibrium: equation: ist` 
'P P z. r 45 l35 
"" -Because"_'of'the, 'inevitable introduction 
. 
of -*errors. in 
. 
the 
-stress 
. 
measurements,, 
"this., equilibrium * condition 'is 
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unlikely to be fulfilled everywhere, and the error has 
been expressed in the form 
(PZ + Pr) 
- 
(p45 +_p135) 
... 
(2) 
where x= equilibrium error. 
The above remarks apply equally for strains which 
have been measured on the same planes, the compatibility 
error (y) being: 
- 
y (eZ + er) - (e45 + e135) 060 
(3) 
in which e= strain with the suffices indicating the same 
planes as for stress. 
The various factors likely to cause these errors are 
discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. In order to use stress 
and strain measurements to calculate other functions such 
as principal stresses and elastic constants, it was 
necessary to apply corrections to them so as to satisfy 
the equilibrium and compatibility conditions at a point. 
These corrections were arrived at by estimating the 
reliability of the various measurements based on the fact 
that some-results-were-the mean of several readings from 
different parts of the pitj_while others were single 
readings. - Full_details, appear in Chapters 7 and 8. 
6.5 Derived Stresses and Strains 
The following quantities were derived from corrected 
-158- 
ELEVATION OF MAJOR 
PRINCIPAL PLANE. 
RELATIVE POSITIONS 
OF PLANES. 
FIG. 6.2 MOHR'S CIRCLE 
stresses -and -strains as indicated' below,,: "the "Mohr'si- 
circle. of fig. 6.2 'clarifying the definitions=. 
l. 
-Major principal 'stress, ' pl, 
" ti 
Pi. C (Pz+"r) + { (2p 5- pz-. prýý (Pz" Pr ýa }] 'ý 
,, 
(k) 
2, Minor principal stress, (p3 t 
P3" 
_ 
11(p , +p 
- 
f{ (2pL - PR P.,; 
+ (P p )ä. 
z 45 Pz rzr... (5) 
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3. Positions of principal planest The angle between the 
major principal plane of stress and the horizontal (ü) 
was calculated as follows: 
CL 
= 
tan 
1L 2p45 Pz pr 
... 
(6) 
pz pr 
A similar expression was used to obtain the positions of 
principal planes of strain. 
4. Maximum shear stress (T max): 
T max = 12 (PI " Ps )""" (7 
5. Major and Minor principal strains: These quantities 
were obtained from expressions similar to those used for 
principal stresses. 
6. Maximum shear strain (y max)s 
Y max = (ei - e3 ) ... (8) 
6.6 Modulus and Poisson's Ratio 
The following method for calculation of modulus and 
Poisson's ratio assumes that the materials are linear 
elastic. A more accurate analysis is outlined in 
Appendix II. The stresses and strains measured in the. 
test pit are such that they form two sets of three 
orthogonal values. By applying the elastic equations 
for each set, five equations in two unknowns, E (modulus) 
and v (Poisson's, ratio)t result, 
- 
16o 
.- 
The first set of measurements consists of 
pZ,.. pr, pe, eZ, er, and ee 
and the elastic equations are 
E. eZ = PZ -v (Pr + Pe) ... (9) 
E" 
er = pr -v(pz+ pe) ... (10) 
E. ee = pe -V (pz + pr) ... (11) 
The second set of measurements is 
P451 P135''pe' e45, e135 and ee 
from which a similar set of three elastic equations 
results. Because of the equilibrium condition one 
equation is identical in each group, and hence there are 
only five independent equations. 
A method of least squares was used to find the "best" 
values of E and V from the five equations above. 
Each equation was written in the following form: 
E- 
pz 
+v 
ýpr + Peý 
_. 
0 
eZ0 
Z 
This equation and the other four like it, are analogous 
to the standard straight line y= mx + c, where in the 
case of the above equation 
pz (Pr: + P6 
y= x=mv, and c E. 
ee 
.. 
Z 
.. 
- 
,z 
For the other four equations x and y will assume 
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similar functions of stresse 
strain. 
The procedure for obtaining a best fit value for E 
and for V from these equations is to perform the standard 
y regression on x and also the x regression on y. This 
yields two values for E (the intercept on the y-axis in 
each case) and two values for v (the slope in each case). 
The best fit value has been taken as the mean of the two 
values thus obtained. In the ideal case of all values 
of x and y falling on a straight line the two regression 
lines would coincide and a single value of E and of V 
would emerge. The amount by which these lines differ 
and consequently the difference between the E and V values 
which they produce is a measure, though not a statistically 
correct one, of the accuracy of the best fit values 
obtained by this method. 
The form chosen. for, the elastic equations is one of 
many ways in which they can be'written,,, It was chosen 
so as to, arrange for the x and y functions to-be of the 
same order of magnitude, making for more accurate solutions 
for E and-v. 
6.7 Theoretical- Results 
, 
One 
_ 
of; 
. 
thei main objects 
, 
of,, this 
, 
work has-been to 
compare". measurede"values of , stress, 
, 
strain and ; deflection 
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with those predicted by linear elastic theory. Thus on 
all plots of stress, strain and deflection, one or more 
theoretical lines have been superimposed for comparison 
with the plotted points. 
For the single layer system, all the theoretical 
solutions were computed from the tables of Ahivin and 
Ulery. 27 These tables were also used to produce the 
Boussinesq distributions shown on some of the two layer 
plots. 
Two layer theoretical results were computed using 
the multi-layer programme developed by Jones. 
28 This 
was run with appropriate data in order to give specific 
results for the systems which were tested in the laboratory. 
Further details of how theoretical results were 
calculated are given in Chapters 7 and 8. 
6.8 Visco-Elastic effects 
ll Two effects, both previously pointed out by Tory 
for Keuper Marl, indicate that the materials in both 
layers behave in a visco-elastic manner. A study of 
strain pulses obtained during test runs on the pit, shows 
that there is a time lag between stress and. strain and, 
since stress follows the applied load without any lag, 
between contact pressure and strain also. The second 
effect is that each strain pulse consists of an apparently 
i 
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elastic portion, quickly recovered and a delayed elastic 
portion which is recovered much more slowly. 
Fig. 6. 
a 
shows a succession of pulses of vertical 
strain in the Keuper Marl taken with the load moving 
away from the cell for successive pulses. Where there 
was difficulty in locating the exact end of the elastic 
portion marked Y, the length of the pulse was made equal 
in time to that of the applied load. The horizontal 
time scale is not drawn to scale, but the strain, 
measured vertically, is. It can be seen that the 
delayed elastic portion does not quite return to the 
original zero before application of the second pulse 
and this is-repeated for the third, fourth and fifth 
pulses. The sixth and seventh pulses represent small 
tensile strains, but it is of interest to note that 
between them the delayed elastic'strain from pulse five 
is still being recovered. 
Strain, measurements have been taken as the height 
of the pulse on its loading side, i. e., from X to the 
peak, no account being taken of what follows , on the 
unloading side. There is 6case for having considered 
only the elastic part of the, pulse, i. eo' the part'which 
is quickly recovered', since this eliminates any residual 
- 
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strains. The peak value has been taken in all cases 
despite the time lag, since it was considered that the 
maximum values of strain are the ones that matter in a 
pavement. 
The magnitudes of the peak values which have been 
used, and also possibly those of the elastic portions of 
these strains, depend on the time interval between 
successive load pulses, If sufficient time is allowed, 
the delayed elastic portion may be fully recovered, while 
at the other extreme if cyclical loading is applied, 
none of the delayed elastic portion is recovered and 
the material will behave in a non-viscous manner. 
The time interval between pulses on the test pit 
was not constant, its mean value being about 3 minutes. 
This meant different amounts of delayed elasticity were 
recovered, but in no case was the interval long enough 
for complete recovery. This could not have really been 
- catered for, because of the length of time needed in this 
case for each test run. 
The situation under a real pavement is likely to 
be even more variable than that in the test pit, although 
many more "preloading" cycles will have been applied in 
the case of an actual pavement. Neither the peak value 
nor just the elastic part of the pulse is the reading 
- 
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which should ideally be taken, but since peak values 
were measured before this detailed analysis took place 
they are the strains reported herein. An analysis of 
some typical results has, however, indicated that the 
elastic portion is of the order of 25% smaller than 
the peak value and hence yields values of modulus 25% 
larger than those reported in later chapters. 
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CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS FOR THE 
SINGLE LAYER SYSTEM 
7.1 Modulus and Poissonts ratio 
Values of in-situ modulus and Poisson's ratio were 
calculated for both layers as described earlier. Fig. 
7.1 shows the variation of modulus in the subgrade clay 
with major principal stress and demonstrates clearly 
the non-linear nature of the soil, the modulus increasing 
sharply at low stress levels. The superimposed line 
represents the results of several unconfined compression 
tests on 9 in. dia. x 18 in, long remoulded specimens of 
clay. Considering the different conditions under which 
the results were obtained the correlation is considered 
satisfactory. 
Since the problem is a three dimensional one, it 
was thought that the variation of modulus-=should be plotted 
against a more appropriate stress function. In fig. 7.2 
modulus is plotted against the ist stress invariant J1 
which is the'süm of'the three-principal stresses, and in 
fig. 7,3 it is plotted against the 2nd deviator stress 
invariant 12 which is'defined as: 
12 
'11(P1 SY 
where s- Ji/3 and J% 
pi 
t 
Pa+ P3 Pi+ 
PB 
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This function is analogous to deviator stress in three 
dimensions. Both figs. 7.2 and 7.3 are on a log-log 
basis and incorporate a "best fit" straight line through 
the experimental points. Despite the scatter on fig. 
7.2 it is clear that modulus decreases with increasing 
stress level. 
Variation of modulus for a clay is more commonly 
referred to deviator stress, but in fig. 7.2 there is 
r less scatter of points that fig. 7.3 where 2nd deviator 
stress invariant is the parameter. 
Although strain and to some extent stress measure- 
ments were influenced by the rate of loading, there is 
no conclusive evidence that modulus is affected, Any 
trend that may have emerged is swamped by the dependence 
of modulus on stress level. 
Seed, Chan and Lee 
34 
carried out an investigation 
to study the factors influencing the modulus of clay 
as measured during repeated load triaxial tests. One 
of their conclusions was that for deviator stresses less 
than 10 lb/sq. in. modulus increased sharply with decreasing 
stress. This result is in line with the findings herein, 
based on in-situ values of modulus. 
The variation of Poisson's ratio for the clay appears 
to be quite random, most values falling between 0,2 and 
- 
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0.6 with a mean of 0.41. The values greater than 
0.5 are of interest and since there are several of 
them, they cannot be dismissed as freak results. The 
indications are that the soil is dilating and hence 
bulk volumetric strain should be negative at the points 
concerned. In fact this is not conclusively the case, 
and the reason is probably found in the error introduced 
by superimposing results from different parts of the test - 
pit, since the soil is not perfectly homogeneous. 
7.2 Theoretical Results 
In using the tables prepared by Ahlvin and Ulery27 
to calculate theoretical stresses, strains and deflections, 
appropriate values of modulus of elasticity and Poisson's 
ratio need to be chosen. However, for vertical stresses 
neither of these quantities is required and for horizontal 
stresses only Poisson°s ratio is needed. 
It was clear from a study of the-values of the 
elastic "constants, " calculated from experimental measure- 
ments that the soil was non-linear and therefore a unique 
value of modulus did not exist. Poissonis ratio also 
varied and in a somewhat irregular manner. 
Most single, layer results have been plotted to show 
variations of the measured, or. derived effect.. with radius. 
- 
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To superimpose a theoretical line, it was desirable to 
have one value of modulus and of Poisson! s ratio for a 
particular plot. This meant that while variations of 
modulus with depth could be catered for, variations with 
radius would have to be compromised. The procedure adopted 
was to take the mean values of modulus and Poisson's 
ratio obtained from experimental results-at a particular 
effective depth (z/a) and use these to calculate theoretical 
results at that depth. The values adopted are shown in 
Table 7.1, and it should be noted that those for Z/a = 1,0, 
1.33 and 2.0 are based on calculations carried out before 
the error in position of vertical strain cell 13 was 
discovered. This error meant that vertical strains at a 
radius of 12 in. were the only useful ones at these depths. 
Consequently instead of a number of values of modulus and 
Poisson's ratio, at various radii, only one result was 
obtainable for each test. By comparing correct cal- 
culations with those carried out originally, it-appears 
that the values quoted in Table 7.1 for the lower three 
depths are correct to within 20%, and they have, therefore, 
been retained. 
The calculation of theoretical surface deflections 
could not be carried out on the lines indicated for stresses 
and strains, since representative values for the elastic 
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"constants" could not be calculated from experimental 
results. As the soil modulus varied considerably, it 
was difficult to specify a value representative of the 
soil mass as a whole, so-the procedure adopted by Sparrow 
and Toryl1,17 was used. This involved calculating that 
value of modulus which produced a theoretical deflection 
on the axis equal to the mean of the imeasured'ones. 
Poisson's ratio did not vary so much or so rationally 
as modulus and was thus taken as 0.41, the mean of the 
values used to calculate theoretical strains at various 
depths. The elastic constants used for theoretical 
surface deflection calculations are shown in Table 7.2. 
7.3 Equilibrium and Compatibility Errors 
The equilibrium error (x) defined in section 6.4 
as: x= (pz + pr)- (p45 + pi35) was found to be exclusively 
positive, i. e., (pz + pr) > (p, + p135). This seemed 
rather remarkable and an investigation of the factors 
likely to influence this error was conducted. 
An estimate of-the magnitude of the various errors 
which were possibly incurred during the experimentation 
and interpretation of individual results is as follows: 
1. Position of transducer in plan and elevation } in. 
2. Orientation of transducer ± 5° 
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TABLE 7.1 VALUES OF MODULUS AND POISSON'S RATIO 
USED FOR THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 
(SINGLE LAYER SYSTEM) 
Effective- 
Depth 
(z, ) 
Modulus 
(lb/sq. in. ) 
Poisson's 
Ratio 
0.25 5700 0.35 
0.33 7600 0.1+0 
0.5o 8500 0.1+1 
1.00 9700 o. 43 
1.33 12100 0.44 
2.00 18000 0.44 
I 
TABLE 7.2 VALUES OF MODULUS 
USED FOR THEORETICAL SURFACE DEFLECTION 
CALCULATIONS (SINGLE LAYER SYSTEM 
.,:, ý ... 
Radius of Modulus loaded area, 
((a) (lb/sq. in. ) 
6 3600 
9 kooo 
12 5200 
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3. Position of loaded area in plan ± i- in. 
Trace reader errors ± 2% 
5. Transducer calibration errors ± 5% 
The percentage errors caused by wrong positioning 
of the load and the transducers will depend on their 
relative positions. In particular for vertical stresses 
under the edge 'of the loaded area where the stress 
gradient is steep, the errors incurred are likely to 
be higher than elsewhere. 
To assess the contribution of pressure cell cross- 
sensitivity, an analysis similar to those. carried out 
in Chapter 3 can be used. 
X= (PZ + Pr) 
- 
(P45 + p135). 
Denoting corrected stresses by a prime. 
Corrected 
x pZ + 0.05 (J1 
- 
pZ') + pr + 0.05 (11 
- 
pr, ) 
- 
p45 
- 
0.05 (J1 
- 
P45') 
- 
p135 
- 
o. 05 (J1 
- 
p135') 
pz + Pr 
- 
P45 
- 
p135 
- 
0.05 (PZ' + Pr' 
- 
P45' 
- 
P135') 
aX 
:. Pressure cell cross-sensitivity has no influence on 
equilibrium error. 
Items 1 to 5 above could possibly introduce an error 
of 1 10%, bearing in mind that values of vertical and 
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radial stress were taken as a mean of four and three 
measurements respectively, thus reducing the errors due 
to bad positioning of load and cell. 
The errors discussed, so far could provide only a 
relatively small contribution to the equilibrium error 
(x), particularly in view of the fact that they are 
"plus or minus" errors. There are two other important 
factors which need to be considered before an explanation 
of the nature of the equilibrium error can be provided. 
Errors in orientation of the pressure cells measuring 
vertical and radial stresses were largely eliminated by 
loading either side of the cells and taking mean values. 
450 and 1350 stresses, however, resulted from single 
readings on one cell and both these stresses were measured 
by the same cell, loading on either side of it. 
If there was an error in the orientation of this 
45° cell so that it made an angle of (45 + O)° with the 
horizontal, the resulting Mohr's circle for the four 
measured stresses at a point would be as shown in fig. 
7.4. It can be seen that, the'error is magnified because 
45 °and 1350 stresses-were measured from the same cell.,. 
and-that-if pz-> pr then 
(Pz +ý'Pr) '>"(p45 '+ p135) 
_,; 
> o-' i. e., xY "" 
- 
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Pr 
P45 
45°. A 
-7i` .. Pz 
I'IVE POSITIONS 
' PLANES 
1, 
FIG. 7. k MOHR'S CIRCLE' SHOWING EFFECT OF-ERROR 
-., 
IN POSITION OF. 
--45 , -CELL 
This. cannot fully, explain= the ; exclusively: positive 
. 
equilibrium'error ý since by, this;; analysis it', only, ` occurs 
when vertical - stress:. rvis-, larger: than ', radial`ostress, , but, - 
. 
it" may swell contribute to 
. 
it. 
: The real >reason' for-`the positive : -equilibrium error. 
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can probably be explained by studying the distribution 
of pressure cells in the test pit. As explained above, 
the chief difference between pZ and pr measurements and 
those for p45 and-P135 is that the former have, by 
taking means, had some superposition errors removed. 
The largest superposition error is likely to be caused 
by the variable nature of the soil in different parts 
of the pit. The portion of the pit used to obtain 45° 
and 135° stresses is remote from that used to measure 
the other stresses (fig. 2.2) so it is thought reasonable 
to assume that the soil around the 45° cells is likely 
to yield consistently lower (or higher) stresses. than 
elsewhere. It should be born in mind here that there 
are two layers of cells at the 311 and 12" depths and that 
the equilibrium problem is the same in both cases. 
Before the four stresses at a point can be used to 
derive other stress functions, the equilibrium error 
has to be eliminated by correcting each stress by some 
appropriate amount. Since vertical and radial stresses 
are more reliable than those at 45° and 1350, any 
corrections should be suitably weighted. This has been 
done in Table 7,3, by an approximate method based on the 
number of cells and the number' of readings of each effect. 
Corrections have been weighted in inverse proportion to 
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TABLE 7.3 EQUILIBRIUM AND COMPATIBILITY 
CORRECTIONS-(SINGLE LAYER SYSTEM) 
Measurement Correction 
pz pr - O, lx 
p45 p135 + O. 4x 
e e 
- 
0.17Y 
z r 
045 e135 + 0.33Y 
the sum of these factors. No positive information exists 
to suggest any substantial error in the orientation of 
cells in the test pit, so the angles of 45° and 9Ö 
between cells have been assumed correct, resulting in an 
equal correction for vertical and radial stresses on the 
one hand and 45°'and 135" on the other. 
No mention has yet been made of the magnitude of the 
equilibrium errors, discussion having revolved around 
their sign-. To give some idea of the magnitude, each 
error has been expressed as a percentage of the sum of 
the major'-andiminor principal stresses. This sum is 
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equal to that of vertical and radial stresses and also 
of X50 and 135° stresses after correction. Taking the 
mean value, 
xx 100 
Pi + Ps 
A study of the compatibility error, y, for strains 
at a point shows almost exclusively negative values. 
The magnitude of the errors has been expressed in the 
same way as for stress and again taking the mean value, 
yx 100 
= -30% @, + @3 
which is comparable with the stress error, though of 
opposite sign. 
The distribution of strain cells in the test pit 
(fig. 2.2) shows, as for stress, that the 45 ° cell is 
remote from those reading radial and vertical strains. 
Since the soil is almost certainly not homogeneous, it 
is reasonable to suppose that the soil around the 450 
cell will be less stiff than around the others, thus 
producing higher strains for the same applied stress. 
The difference in reliability between vertical and 
radial strains and the diagonal ones is not so marked as 
for stress. Vertical strain results from 2 readings 
on one cell, radial strain is a single reading and, as 
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for stress, 45° and 135° strains result from single 
readings either side of the same cell. Weighted 
corrections have been applied as shown in Table 7.3. 
7.4 Stresses (Figs. 7.5 to 7.13) 
Normalised stress has been plotted against radius 
at various depths. The symbols used to indicate 
experimental results follow the code shown in Table 
5.1. A theoretical line has been superimposed for com- 
parison, its derivation having been explained in section 
7t. 2. 
Stress distribution plots in general show close 
agreement with the theoretical Boussinesq calculations. 
In particular, vertical and 45 stresses, of those directly 
measured, are close to theory. The horizontal stresses 
agree less well, radial stress being everywhere higher 
than theory, though showing a similar variation with 
radius. Tangential stress, while agreeing with theory 
well under the loaded area shows tensile values at greater 
radii which are not predicted by theory. It should be 
pointed out that the pressure cell is not designed to 
measure tensile stresses, but because of an initial pre- 
stress caused by overburden pressure, same tensile 
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transient stress can be recorded. The quantitative 
value of tensile stress measurements is therefore 
unlikely to be accurate. The remarks for tangential 
stresses apply similarly to those at 135°. 
Of the derived results, major principal stress 
agrees well with theory while minor principal stresses, 
where they are influenced by radial values are higher 
than theory, i. e., beneath the loaded area. Maximum 
shear stress which is of importance from a design point 
of view, does not show very close agreement with the 
theoretical line, though the discrepancy is on the safe 
side. The maximum shear stresses occur beneath the 
edge of the loaded area. 
By plotting stresses in normalised form, trends with 
contact pressure and rate of loading can be studied as 
outlined in Chapter 6. In the highly stressed regions 
it is clear that normalised stress increases with rate 
of loading and with contact pressure, the former effect 
being less marked than the latter. The trend with 
contact pressure indicates that stress is not directly 
proportional to it and the reason for this is the non- 
linear nature of the-soil. 
The variation of stress with contact pressure is 
analogous'to that-produced in layered systems when the 
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modular ratio changes. Since modulus is stress 
dependent, the variation of modulus with position in 
the soil will vary with contact pressure and hence stress 
would be expected to vary also. The trend with rate of 
loading is more difficult to explain. Pressure cells 
measure total stress. For a fast rate of loading high 
pore pressures are produced, while for slower conditions 
when pore pressures are able to dissipate, more of the 
stress is transferred to the soil structure in the form 
of effective stress. The total stress in each case, 
however, should be the same for equilibrium, unless a 
different distribution with radius occurs. For vertical 
equilibrium, vertical stresses at a particular depth can 
be summed to equal the applied load. If, for a slow 
rate of loading the stress is lower near the axis as appears 
to be the case, there should be an opposite effect at 
greater radii so as to produce equilibrium. Trends 
outside the loaded area are, however, not apparent, where 
the stresses are very small. 
Fig. 7.13 shows vertical stresses on the axis of the 
load. The results of earlier tests on the same layout 
and from-Tory's installation areincluded. The indi- 
cations 
. 
are. 
- 
that repeatable results can be obtained for 
vertical stress at-least. 
-. 
_. 
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agreement for vertical and 450 stresses, but their 
horizontal stresses were far more at variance with the 
theoretical lines and they showed stress to be inde- 
pendent of contact pressure. 
- 
In the tests reported. 
here the range of contact pressure was slightly larger 
and although there are no plots of contact pressure against 
stress, because only two nominal contact pressures were 
used, a study of the stress distribution plots clearly 
shows the trend in the areas of high stress. 
Sparrow and Tory showed that stress was independent 
of rate of loading within the range studied. The current 
results show a slight increase of stress with rate of 
loading, although this trend is less pronounced than that 
for contact pressure. 
7.5 Strains (Figs. 7.14 to 7.21) 
Normalised strains have also been plotted with radius, 
the experimental points being represented by the symbols 
of Table 5.1 and the theoretical line on each plot having 
been derived in the manner described in section'7 2. 
The most striking thing about the strain distribution 
plots is the large scatter of-experimental results. This 
scatter does, however, form some logical pattern and can 
be explained in terms of trends with contact pressure and 
.. 
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rate of loading. Because of the non-linear stress/ 
strain relationship for the soil, a high contact pressure 
producing a high stress level, and hence a low modulus, 
will cause a high strain. 
for a low contact pressure. 
The converse will be true 
This trend of: increasing 
strains with contact pressure can-be easily seen on most 
plots. 
The trend with rate of loading is for strain to 
decrease as, the rate increases. This trend is the con- 
verse of that for stress and is considered to be caused 
by-pore pressure dissipation. At fast rates of loading 
little pore pressure dissipation has time to take place 
and hence low strains result, while at slow rates, of 
loading, a larger amount of dissipation causes higher 
strains. Because of this affect, it should follow that 
modulus increases with rate of loading, and this is 
generally accepted. This conclusion does not, however, 
emerge from the results herein, because any trend for 
increasing modulus with rate of loading is swamped by 
its stress dependence see fig. 7.1). 
Despite the large scatter of experimental points, 
there is tollerably good agreement, with_the theoretical 
lines, particularly if a mean experimental line is 
imagined on the plots. This has in fact not been included 
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so as to avoid crowding. 45 ° Strains are higher than 
theory and show a large amount of scatter under the 
edge of the loaded area. At this radius (r/a = 1) the 
45° strain is approximately equal to the major principal 
strain, and hence is large. The trend with contact 
pressure also happens to be particularly marked at this 
radius, as the stress level has fallen to the steep part 
of the modulus/stress curve (fig. 7.1) i. e., pl s 10 lb/sq. in. 
The derived results show poorer agreement with theory 
than those directly measured. The plots of major and 
minor principal strains show that maximum compressive 
and tensile strains at each of the depths investigated 
occur under the edge of the loaded area. The maximum 
compressive strain measured in the soil was about 3,000 
micro-strain and the maximum tensile strain, 1500 micro- 
strain. These values were'450 and 135" strains at 
r/a 
=1 and the shallowest depth (z/a = 0.25) and they 
were equal to the major and minor principal strains at 
this point. 
The derived values for maximum shear strain show 
considerable scatter, again with'the maximum value 
occuring under the'edge'of the loaded area at all depths. 
The increased scatter occurs because maximum shear strain 
is the sum of the`majorand'minor principal strains 
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(see equ. 8) since these were always of opposite sign while 
showing an increased magnitude with increasing contact 
pressure. 
With the exception of Sparrow and Tory11917 there 
has been little or no useful information published on 
the subject of "in-situ" strain measurements. The W. E. S. 12 
used a rather large strain cell in their sand-test section 
without very much success., 
Sparrow and Tory produced a limited number of strain 
measurements, which showed good agreement with theory, 
based on values of modulus arrived at by different means 
from those adopted in the present work. The values of 
strain measured by Sparrow and Tory are approximately 
twice as large as those reported herein, at corresponding 
depths. The same discrepancy is also evident in 
deflection measurements. Their theoretical lines are, 
therefore based on correspondingly lower values of modulus. 
This large discrepancy is presumably a function of 
the difference in the two installations and indicates 
that repeatable strain results are not so easily obtainable 
as those for stress. The smaller values of strain 
reported herein indicate a stiffer soil, resulting from a 
combination of slightly lower moisture content and, 
possibly, better compaction. Sparrow and Tory's con- 
- 
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clusions regarding dependence, oflstrain. on contact 
pressure and rate of loading are the same as those of 
the Author. 
7 6. 
, 
'Principalplanes 
The elevation of the major'principal plane from the 
horizontal was 'calculated from ' stress measuremments and, 
independently,. fromstrains. The' individual results 
from strain measurements are shown in fig, 7.22, with 
Z/a=0.33 
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the range of stress results superimposed, and they are 
compared with appropriate theoretical lines. The two 
sets of results show very good mutual agreement, although 
results based on stress measurements show more scatter. 
Agreement with theory is good, and the fact that prin- 
cipal planes of stress and strain are coincident indicates 
that the soil is isotropic. 
There is a noticeable lack of scatter of principal 
plane positions for strain in view of the large scatter 
found generally on strain distribution plots. The 
reason for this is that the angle, of elevation is inde- 
pendent of modulus (see equ, 6) 
7.7 Surface deflection 
Variation of vertical surface deflection with radius 
is shown in fig. 7.23 for each of the three sizes of 
loaded area used. The theoretical lines have been 
derived so as to provide agreement with measurements on 
the axis as described in section 7.2. Table 7.2 shows 
the values of modulus which were used, all being less 
than those of Table 7.1 for-calculating_, theoretical 
strains at the 3. in. depth. 'Vertical deflection must 
be a summation of vertical strains at various-depths, or 
if vertical strain. is plotted against depth, the area 
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under, the resulting curve. The low 
. 
values of, modulus, 
needed to predict defj-ections on"the"axisindicate'. that' 
these deflections. are mostly,: caused by vertical, strains " 
, 
at, and' just below, ' the, surface' where- the `- stress 'level is 
" high. 
'A check-. was made ; to' see'. whether measured vertical 
E.. 
strains when summed, agreed with measured vertical: surface 
deflection'. Fig 724, shows the, 'variation of {vertical ,-" 
strainrwith deptht for, a =6 in. This" is 
M1obtained'by 
superimposing all- 
. 
six' effective depths and- the values: 
of, strain are. taken as, the mean beneath- the loaded are, 
Q=041 
a sl2ins. 
V=0.41 ' 
a=9in$. 
E=3600 lbJsq. in. 
11=0.41 
a=61*. 
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i. e., the mean of all values for 0ss1. The lower 
ä 
three values are theoretical strains, because no expert- 
mental ones were available. It was clear from this plot 
that strain increased rapidly near the surface, but for 
an initial calculation the dotted line extrapolations 
were added to a straight line approximation of the actual 
strain variation. The area under the resulting figure 
gave a value of 0.7 for the mean normalised deflection 
beneath the loaded area. This was much smaller than 
the measured value of about 2.3. There are two possible 
explanations for this discrepancy. Firstly the deflection 
gauge, being less accurate than the strain cell could 
have been over-registering vertical deflections. 
Secondly, the assumed extrapolation to the surface, very 
much under-estimated the magnitude of strains at this 
level. This second argument supports the idea mentioned 
above that vertical surface deflection is caused very 
largely by vertical strains at and just below the surface, 
in this case in the top 3 in. 
The appropriate value of modulus for theoretical 
deflections increased with radius of loaded area. An 
explanation for this follows from aconsideration of the 
theoretical expression for vertical surface deflection, i. e., 
wZ = Const. x(1 
- 
v2) 
"p" 
a/ 
E 
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where p= contact pressure, a= radius of loaded area. 
:. Normalised deflection wz 
«a 
for p= constant. 
pE 
"Eaa 
w ýp 
The values of the function a/( wz) increase with 
p 
increasing a$ indicating an increase in E also. If 
there were a unique value of E for the soil this function 
would remain constant. 
The trends with contact pressure and rate of loading 
are the same as for strains and occur for the same reasons. 
Duplicate readings taken at the same radii but on different 
sides of the transducer (see fig. 7.23) show close 
agreement and a mean line through all experimental points 
would agree with the theoretical lines beneath the loaded 
area. At greater radii the measured deflections are 
much smaller than theory, indicating possibly, a higher 
value of modulus to be relevant in these areas having 
lower stress levels. This illustrates better than the 
strain distribution plots, the difficulty in taking one 
value of modulus for a particular depth, since modulus, 
being stress dependent, increases with radius as well as 
depth. It also indicates that to assume a variation of 
modulus with depth beneath the loaded area may be valid 
- 
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i. e., for r/a 1, this matter being dealt with in the 
next section. 
The pattern of comparison with theory shown here 
agrees with that obtained by Tory 
11 
and the W. E. So 
13 
who also showed the same trends with contact pressure. 
7.8 Multilayer approach 
The following analysis is based on the original 
calculations for modulus, but actual values are not 
likely to be very different as indicated in section 7.2. 
From the foregoing discussion it is clear that modulus 
varies with stress level. In obtaining theoretical 
solutions for strains using Ahivin and Ulery's tables, 
27 
one value of modulus has been chosen for calculating 
strains at each depth. This implies that the soil mass 
as a whole adopts the chosen value of modulus, whereas 
in fact the modulus varies with location for a particular 
stress distribution. 
If the variation of modulus is thought of in terms 
of position rather than stress level, it is apparent that 
it-varies both with depth and radius since stress levels 
generally decrease with distance from the applied load. 
If the radius is. restricted to that of the loaded area, 
the modulus may-be'considered to vary with depth alone. 
- 
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In fig. 7.25 an approximate set of contours of modulus 
have been shown within this range of radius to indicate 
that the change in modulus with radius at a particular 
depth is not too great. This approach could'be made 
more accurate by further restriction of-the radius. 
Although the system resulting from this approach 
has modulus varying continuously with depth, the curve 
may be approximated to a series of steps. If this is 
done, Jones' multilayer computer programme28 can be 
used to analyse the system by considering it as a number 
of layers, each layer having a different constant value 
of modulus. - 
Different contact pressures give rise to different 
stress levels at a particular. point and hence two- 
separate systems have been considered for the two nominal 
contact pressures which were used. For each system the 
variation of modulus with depth has been determined 
taking mean values of modulus at r/a s1 for each depth. 
Six effective depths resulted from measurements using 
three different--sizes of loaded area. These were super- 
imposed, so as to convert them to absolute depths by 
considering one value of radius of loaded area. This 
was takenas 12 in. and the resulting depths at which 
measurements were taken are 3,4,6,12,16 and 24 in. 
205 
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Fig. 7.26 shows the variation of modulus with depth 
for both systems. The lower contact pressure producing 
low stress levels results in higher values of modulus. 
By treating a homogeneous soil mass as a'series of 
layers, discontinuities are introducedat# the assumed inter- 
faces. 
. 
It was therefore arranged that the interfaces 
should be away from the depths at which strains were 
required. The discontinuities can be reduced, and the 
stepped system can better approximate to the curve if more 
-layers are taken. However, with a large number of layers 
the computing time was prohibitive and so the systems 
were each divided into four layers, the top three being 
10 in. thick in each case. It can be seen from fig. 7.26 
that the depths at which strains were required fall 
approximately in the centre of a layer. This means that 
the value of modulus from the stepped function is approx- 
imately equal to that from the curve. The future devel- 
opment of Jones' programme at the Koninklijke-Shell 
Laboratorium in Amsterdam is concerned with the consider- 
ation of a continuously varying modulus with depth. If 
the particular function can be matched with the actual 
variation, then. a very significant step forward will have 
been achieved. The present programme has only been 
recently developed, however, and is itself a big advance 
_ 
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TABLE 7.4 MULTILAYER SYSTEMS FOR 
CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL 
SINGLE LAYER SYSTEM RESULTS 
Layer Modulus 
(lb/sq. in. ) 
Layer Thickness No. (in. ) System 1 System 2 
1 10 5000 9000 
2 10 8000 15000 
3 10 13000 23000 
4 CO /2 25000 4oooo 
Poisson' ratio 0.46 0.35 
Nominal contact 
Pressure (lb/sq. in. ) 17.0 7.5 
ý... Q= 12 
on previous theoretical solutions. 
The variation of Poisson's ratio with depth was also 
investigated, and the two systems had a different, but 
approximately constant, value with depth as can be seen 
in fig. 7,27. The values of modulus and Poissonts ratio 
used in both systems are shown in Table 7.4. 
The computer programme was run with this data to 
produce a complete'description of stress and strain at the 
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required depths and radii and also values of vertical 
surface deflection. The values of 'stress were almost 
identical to those predicted by Boussinesq using Ahivin 
and Ulery, 
27 
since they only depend on modular ratios 
which in this case were relatively near to and less than 
unity, which is the Boussinesq case. 
Strain distributions have been plotted in figs. 
7.28 to 7.30 for vertical, radial and tangential directions 
and they are superimposed on the experimental points and 
also the Boussinesq line. The dotted line for system 
no. 1 representing the high contact pressure-should be 
compared with the appropriate experimental points (see 
Table 5. i) as should the chain dotted line of system no. 
2. The values of modulus and-Poisson's ratio used in 
the Boussinesq case are marked in fig. 7.294as a guide 
to explaining the relative positions of the three linos 
on each plot. 
The immediate conclusion from this exercise is that 
the multilayer results do not; prodict stress orýstrain 
measurements-any more, accurately-. than; Boussinesq, which 
is much simpler to calculate..., 
- 
The. two multilayer lines 
do not. consistently-agree4;. better with the-experimental 
points for. the. contacts, pressure which-, they represent, 
,. 
Vertical surface_deflection. calculations for, the- 
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multilayer,, programme 
-indicate,., 
lower, 
"values \than those .. 
measured. > (fig. ý 7.31 .< The difference between , the >: two 
lines, is, howeverabout, 
-the ; 'same as-that between' 4 
,.. . 
experimental-., points, for the 
,, 
two.,,, contact'ýpressures. This 
,, low prediction-may be caused by'assuming too high'a 
modulus near the surface: ' -. In'_ section 
-7,7 'a-low- value 
of deflection wasýalso obtained by ' summation. of strains. 
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In both cases extrapolation was relied on to predict 
behaviour in the top 3 in. of soil. The variation of 
modulus near the surface was, however, based on stress 
level and is thought to be the more reliable. 
If the variation of modulus with depth is not so 
steep as to cause discrepancies between Boussinesq and 
multilayer stress predictions, then the following pro- 
cedure may be adopted to calculate strains in the single 
layer system. 
1. Assume a value of Poisson's ratio. 
2. Calculate the first stress invariant, which is the 
sum of three orthogonal stresses, at the required 
point using Ahlvin and Ulery. 
27 
3. Read off the value of modulus at that point from 
fig. 7.2. 
Calculate strains from Ahlvin and Ulery using this 
modulus and the assumed Poisson's ratio. 
If a reliable relationship between modulus and stress 
level such as fig, 7.29 can be obtained from triaxial 
tests fora particular soil, then this procedure could 
be extended to cater for any homogeneous soil mass. 
- 
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CHAPTER 8 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS FOR THE 
TWO-LAYER SYSTEM 
8,1 Modulus and Poisson's ratio 
Values of modulus and Poissonts ratio were cal- 
culated from stress and strain measurements in the two 
layer system in the same way as for the single layer. 
In this case there were two materials to consider, since 
computations were again performed on results taken in the 
Keuper Marl, now forming the subgrade. layer. 
Because of the failure of a 45° pressure cell the 
complete set of stresses could not be obtained 3 in. 
below the interface. Results in the Keuper Marl were, 
therefore, originally confined to the lower depth, i. e., 
12 in. below the interface, but these had to be abandoned 
because of the vertical strain cell error (see section 
2.2). The few values of modulus correctly calculated 
at this depth are comparable to those from the single 
layer system and in fig. 7.2 they have been included in 
-the plot -öf mödülüswäg6tinst'`lst-stress'`invariant. it 
;, would have been possible, with the available information 
to calculate values of elastic constants 3 in. below 
the interface, but they would not have been consistent 
with those obtained elsewhere. This is because the 
- 
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equilibrium check could not be carried out as a result 
of the lack of 45"and 1350 stresses. 
The variation of modulus with stress level in the 
upper layer of granular material is shown in fig. 8.1. 
Although the range of stress is somewhat limited, it is 
clear that the modulus increases with increasing stress 
level, which is the opposite effect to that observed 
for the Keuper Marl (fig. 7.2). 
The stress dependence of modulus for clay and also 
for granular materials has been indicated by others and 
particularly in the context of pavement design by Seed 
et al. 
6 
It is of interest to compare the results 
obtained for the Meldon Dust with those reported by Seed 
et al for a dry gravel. Their results were based on 
repeated load triaxial tests aiid` showed the" same trend 
of increasing modulus with stress level. The equation 
of the straight line relating modulus-to Ist stress 
invariant was: 
E, 
= 
1900:, _J, o. 61 
while the equation of the "'best fit" straight"line through 
the results in fig. "8.1 iss 
E= 2040 J10.57 ,., 
-'Thi's correlation is 'remarkably close _esp'e'cially, when 
considering how the results were obtained. `The Meldon 
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dust "had 'a smaller particle size't'(8 ' in. maximum) and 
total_ stress 'as"'opposed' to "effective', stre'ss was used 
in the " calculations' of moduli'. « Understandably, scatter 
of' results from `in=situ ' tests 
. 
was? con'sideräbly, 
, 
greater. 
than for'the controlled ` laboratory, - specimens. 
Poissöni s ratio "for' the 
' Meldon' Dust' appeared red-'to 
vary 
. 
with stress level. 
-', 
In figs-. 8.2"it'is' plotted' 
against 
. 
lst 'stress invariant 'and clearly , decreases':, with 
increasing ' stress 
,' whereas ' no 'noticeable.. trends 'were 
evident'. 7for, Poisson9 s 
, 
ratio of the Keeper ; Marl in the 
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single layer system. 
8.2 Theoretical results 
Theoretical results for the two layer systems were 
obtained in two ways. Firstly, Boussinesq solutions 
were calculated with the aid of Ahlvin and Ulery's 
tables27 in exactly the same way as for the single 
layer system and secondly, Jones' multilayer computer 
programme 
28 
was used to compute various two-layer 
systems. 
The values of modulus and Poisson's ratio used for 
these theoretical solutions are those originally cal- 
culated before the error in vertical strain 12 in. below 
the interface was discovered. Corrected calculations, 
which were less complete, indicated values of modulus 
within 30% of those used. 
The problem in using Jones' programme was that of 
choosing ; the appropriate values of modulus and Poisson's 
ratio to use for each layer. This was resolved in- 
almost the same way as for the single layer system. 
For the upper layer, the mean value of modulus calculated 
from experimental result s' in" the'-centre'-of-the layer-was 
- 
taken. In the lower layer, 
-two values of modulus were 
used, one resulting from stresses and strains 12 in. 
- 
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below the interface and the other was obtained indirectly 
from measurements 3 in. below the-interface. An 
indirect approach had to be used here because, as explained 
in section 8.1, values of modulus were not calculated at 
this depth owing toa pressure cell failure. This 
approach was based on fig. 8.3 relating mean modulus at 
each depth with Ist stress invariant. All the values 
used for the single layer system fell on the straight 
line, so the two layer results were correlated on this 
plot. This meant that for one two-layer system, two 
theoretical two-layer systems were computed, one with 
a value of E2 appropriate to measurements 3 in. below 
the interface, and the other to those 12 in. below. As 
two sizes of loaded area were used, two actual systems 
were tested and, therefore, four theoretical systems 
were computed. Details are shown in Table 8.1. The 
values of Poisson's ratio are the means of all calculated 
values for each material respectively. 
The modular ratios resulting from these choices of 
moduli varied between 0.5 and 1.3 and since they were 
very near to unity, the theoretical stresses and strains 
resulting from the two layer computations differed very 
little from the Boussinesq calculations. None the less, 
on most plots, two lines calculated by two-layer theory 
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and a Boussinesq distribution have been included for 
comparison with each other as well as with experimental 
points. 
Fig. 8.4 shows the positions at which theoretical 
results were calculated. To facilitate plots with 
depth, additional results were computed at r/a =0 and 1. 
The number of positions was kept to a minimum so as to 
reduce the computing time which for the four systems 
amounted to 51 minutes on the IBM 7090 machine. 
8.3 Equilibrium and Compatibility errors 
The equilibrium and compatibility errors for 
measurements in the upper layer, consisting of Meldon 
Dust, were much smaller than those obtained in the single 
layer system of Keuper Marl. These errors are expressed 
in the same way as for the single layer system (section 
7.3) to give an idea of magnitudes. 
xx 100 
= -1.7A Pi + Pa 
and 
Y 
(e + e3 x 100 -25.2% 
The values of x were not exclusively positive as was 
the case for the single; layer. results, neither were the 
- 
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values of y exclusively negative. Following the 
argument presented in section 7.3, this indicates that 
the'Reldon Dust was more homogeneous than the Keuper 
Marl. 
If strain readings beneath the loaded area are con- 
sidered alone the magnitude of the mean compatibility 
error is greatly reduced, viz. 
yX 
100 
= -2.5% @l + @37 
which is considerably better than for the Keuper Marl. 
The Keuper Marl results were not improved particularly 
by confining attention to points beneath the loaded area. 
Results in both layers were corrected in the manner 
described for the single layer system (section 7.3), 
before proceeding to calculate derived results. 
8.4 Stresses Figs. 8.5 to 8.11) 
Stresses have been plotted in normalised form against 
radius, and in some cases, depth. Fewer results are 
presented here than was the case for the single. layer 
system; the trends and comparison with theory not 
suffering in any way as a result. 
Experimental points have again been represented 
according to a code as shown in Table 5.2 which allows 
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FIG. 8.9 MAXIMUM SHEAR STRESS WITH RADIUS 
` 
ýWO-LAYER SYSTEM 
for any trends with rate of. loading and contact pressure 
to be identified. 'On most plots. three-theoretical 
lines are superimposed, one being'; a"Boussinesq distribution. 
and the other two ; are 
based, 
- 
on--two-layer theory- as ex- 
""plained 
in., section 8.2. There 
, 
is' hardly any. difference 
'between these theoretical lines, `: except for radial stress 
near the interface which would appear to be very sen- 
sitive. to modular, 
-ratio changes. "- 
. 
. 
There is; goodagreement between theory anci'experi- 
- 
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FIG. 8.10 VERTICAL STRESS WITH DEPTH,; 
- 
TWO-LA iE'R SYSTEM 
mental-points in the lower layer. 'for all stresses. The 
comparison is very similar-`to'thatEobserved in the single 
layer tests; ä lthough''there are 
-no 
-depths common`; to-both 
sets of results for 
. 
direct "comparison; The"trend, för 
radial stress °to, be -higher, 'than-'theory is noticeable 
again, -. as is : that for 'tangential 'stresses 
" 
to 'be., ttens'i, le 
at, '-and "outside the °'loaded °area. ;.. 
Stress measurements ? in the, tipper, layer-` show poorer' 
agreement' with 'theory. "than `those down below. '`Vertical 
-. -ý-- 
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stress in the centre of the upper layer is slightly low 
beneath the loaded area, and radial stress is every- 
where higher than theoretical predictions. Tangential 
stress is considerably higher than theory at all radii 
and this comparison is significantly different from 
that observed in the single layer system at a comparable 
depth (fig. 7.7). Major principal stress shows 
generally good agreement with theory although it does 
reflect the influence of vertical and radial stress com- 
parisons beneath and outside the loaded area respectively. 
The variation of maximum shear stress with radius is 
similar to that for the single layer system, showing a 
maximum beneath the edge of the loaded area in contrast 
to the theoretical line which shows the maximum to occur 
on the axis of the load. 
The variation of radial stress with depth is of 
interest, particularly since this indicates values at 
the interface. Slight tensile stresses were measured 
just above the interface indicating qualitatively rather 
than quantitatively, the presence of such stresses at a 
point considered critical for design purposes. Despite 
the fact that the pressure cell cannot measure tensile 
stresses larger than the prestress caused by overburden 
pressure, comparison with one of the theoretical two- 
- 
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layer lines is very close, particularly on the axis of 
the load. The relevant line was calculated for 
E1/E2 = 1.1 (1.3 in the lower plot) which is based on 
E2 at a depth of 3 in. below the interface. 
There is less scatter of experimental results than 
at similar depths in the single layer system, consequently 
no consistent trends emerge to show variations with , 
either contact pressure or rate of loading. The former 
effect is caused by smaller changes in modulus, as a 
result of applying the two contact pressures used in these 
tests, than occurred in the single layer system. If the 
mean values of Ist stress invariant (J1) are taken 
beneath the loaded area at the shallowest depths for 
tests first with the high contact pressure, and then 
with the low one, the corresponding variation of modulus 
can be read off figs. 7.2 and 8.1 for each material 
respectively. For the Keuper Marl in the single layer 
system, the change in modulus is 76% of the lower value, 
while for Meldon Dust in the two-layer system, the 
change is only 39p. 
. 
In the first case it is a decrease 
and in the second case an increase with increasing con- 
tact pressure. Details are shown in'Table, 8.2. 
Comparison'withýresults obtained`by other workers is 
difficult because only vertical, stresses in the subgrade 
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TABLE 8.2 VARIATION OF MODULUS WITH 
CONTACT PRESSURE 
Cd Contact 1st stress Modulus Change in E 
0 aý Pressure invariant (E) as %% of (lb/sq. in. ) (ib/sq. in. ) (ib/sq. in. ) lower value 
17.0 26.3 3,800 
1: 4 ;4 76% 
7.5 10.5 6,700 
ö 
-p 30 32.2 16,800 10 W 39% q 17 19.8 12,100 
have been previously measured in comparable experiments. 
Under static loading conditions Sowers and Vesicl6 have 
shown that the Boussinesq distribution predicts subgrade 
stresses better than layered system theory, if the base 
layer consists of unbound material. Since the results 
obtained-by the-Author indicated modular ratios very 
near to unity, there has been no real check on these 
findings.. This. very fact may have some, bearing on the 
poor comparison with two-layer theory which Sowers and 
Vesic report, since they used, a modular ratio of four, 
this figure being based. on. tests conducted on specimens 
- 
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of the pavement materials. The same argument applies 
against the modular ratio of ten used by McMahon and 
Yoder. 14 
. 
This was arrived at by plate bearing tests 
and calculations using Burmister two-layer theory. 
Heukelom and Klomp4l report low modular ratios between 
unbound bases and subgrades under dynamic conditions. - 
This is in keeping with the findings herein since they 
explain 
_the 
low values in terms of tension developed at 
-the-bottom of the base layer, a fact measured and dis- 
cussed above. If the-contact pressure was increased, 
it may be possible to obtain higher modular ratios. 
This follows from a study of the opposite stress 
dependence of modulus-in the granular and-clay type 
materials. An increase in stress level generally would 
increase the base layer modulus and decrease that of the 
subgrade. It remains to be seen whether the maximum 
value of 2.3 or theoretically 3, suggested by Heukelom 
and Klomp can be realised with this apparatus. 
The stress°resultslobtained, in the two-layer system 
agreed with Boussinesq equally as well 
"as with two-layer 
theory, which is: not to say that agreement was particularly 
good in either. case: °> -There was, however,. one important 
exception. ý. Tensile}radial stresses just above-the, 
interface:, could never-be,,, predicted, by Boussinesq, and 
- 
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since their magnitude is important from a design point 
of view, two-layer theory should be used to predict 
stresses at the interface. This theory is only as 
good as the value of modular ratio allows its for stress 
determination. The higher the modular ratio, the greater 
the tensile radial stresses above the interface, so if 
the suggested limiting value of between two and three 
can be confirmed then this would be the proper value to 
use. Further work at Nottingham is likely to clear 
this point up. It should be emphasised that, because 
of the stress dependence of modulus in the pavement no 
unique value of modular ratio exists. The idea of a 
constant value of modulus for each layer may disappear 
as theoretical solutions based on avariable modulus are 
developed. In the meantime,. the required value should 
be the-one which predicts, critical design stresses most 
accurately. 
8.5 Strains Figs. 
--8.12 to 8.18) 
All strains'have been plotted in normalised form as 
defined in section 6.2. On most plots with radius three 
theoretical lines, are shown, one Boussinesq and two 
calculated by two-layer theory. Plots with depth just 
show the layered theory lines since it would be necessary 
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14? STRAIN WITH RADIUS 
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to. show 
, 
three.;, Boussinesq 
, 
lines,; for. 
"the edifferent values 
of '-modulus -adopted' at-_the three '. depths 
. 
at. which ;_ full ' 
sets pof measurements were made see 
, 
section' 8.2) 
-The -scatter `of 
,` 
results',, 'i, s ý less on these ' plots. than''-,. 
on 
.: 
single layer 'strain* distributions p but= is-again. 
-caused 
-by;. di"fference,, in. contact pressure - and rate ' of"loading 
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between tests. As can be seen from fig. 8.1 modulus 
increases with stress level in the Meldon Dust, and 
hence normalised strain would be expected to decrease 
with increasing contact-pressure. This is in fact the 
case and the trend is noticeable on the plots of vertical 
and 45°-strains. This effect is reversed-in the Keuper 
Marl subgrade, where normalised strain increases with 
contact pressure in the, same way as it did for the single 
layer system. The smaller amount of scatter for results 
in-the Meldon Dust indicates that the modulus is changed 
less by differing contact pressures than was the case 
for the Keuper Marl. 
- 
This effect is discussed in 
section 8.4 when dealing with stresses. 
The trend with rate of loading is the same as noted 
in the single layer tests and is noticeable here for both 
materials. A fast rate of loading produces lower strains 
than a slow one, in keeping with the argument put forward 
in section 7.5 concerning pore pressure dissipation. 
Before analysing the comparison between two-layer 
measurements and the theoretical predictions it should 
be pointed out that tensile radial strains 6 in. below 
the surface are likely to be in error. The instrument 
recording this effect was not working properly in tension 
although compression results were considered satisfactory. 
N 
- 
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The error became apparent when using the same instrument 
to measure tangential strains which were exclusively 
negative, but clearly not of sufficient magnitude. A 
study of the traces produced by this cell when subjected 
to tensile strain indicated that the maximum reading was 
not being reached. This conclusion was based on the 
time lag between strain pulses from deeper cells, and the 
offending one when attempting to measure tensile strains. 
The time lag, if present, should have been the other way 
round with the shallow cell responding first, and this was 
in fact the case when measuring compressive strains. This 
failure to record tensile strains accurately may have 
been caused by the instrument being at the end of 'its 
travel. During installation care was taken to keep the 
instrument about at its mid-travel position, but sub- 
sequent compaction may have "opened it out". Another 
possibility is that this strain cell may have had a large 
zero error in tension, but this is unlikely to have been 
the sole cause of the very small readings. 
The plots of strain with radius showý^ver. tical strains 
to be lower than theory beneath the loaded area, but in 
agreement elsewhere, the reverse to-be true of 45°. strains 
and radial strains to be in acceptable agreement with 
either of. 
-the theoretical lines. Where the Boussinesq 
- 
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line is not apparently shown on these plots it can be 
taken as coincident with the line for a modular ratio 
of 1.1 or 1.3. The divergence of vertical strains from 
the theoretical values near the axis appears to get larger 
at lower effective depths. The tensile radial strains 
which are in error. are those at Z/a = 1.0 and 0.67. 
Just above the interface, the predominantly tensile 
radial strains show good agreement with theory. 
In the subgrade, vertical and 45° strains agree 
best with the appropriate theoretical line i. e. the full 
line at the shallow depth and the chain dotted one lower 
down. Vertical strains are in good agreement, but 450 
strains are higher than theory 3 in. below the interface, 
as was the case in the single layer system at a comparable 
effective depth. (of Z/a = 1.67 fig. 8.140 and Z/a = 1.33 
fig. 7.17). Radial strains in the subgrade compare well 
with the theoretical line based on the lower modular ratio 
at both the depths shown. These are just below the 
interface and 3 in. below, compared with 3 in. and 12 in. 
below in other plots. Looked at""another way, radial 
strains are lower than theory since, to be consistent, 
the appropriate line at 
Z/a 
='=2.5 and 1.67 is based on 
the higher modular ratios-of 1. lýand-l. 3 respectively, 
arrived at by calculation: 
-, 
of moduli at these depths. 
-24,5 - 
The plots of vertical strain with depth (fig. 8.15) 
show, what is not always obvious, that there is theor- 
etically a discontinuity of vertical strain at the 
interface. This is apparent when it is realised that 
there must be equilibrium of vertical stress across the 
interface and because of the change in modulus, a dis- 
continuity of vertical strain. 
The two sets of vertical strain measurements just 
below the interface are not mutually consistent, the 
indication being that there is a slight increase in strain 
with depth. This may have been caused by the non-homo- 
geneous nature of the soil, since results immediately 
below the interface were obtained from a different location 
in the test pit from the others. The main object of 
measurements just below the interface was to determine 
the maximum subgrade strain, a factor considered critical 
in design. 
- 
The inconsistency of results in this area 
makes a definite conclusion difficult, but from a design 
point of view the maximum strains appear to be predicted. 
by the larger modular ratios based on local values of 
E2 
-viz. the full line in fig. 8.15. 
Fig. 8.11-'. shows radial'strain with depth and its-- 
main-purpose is toý, investigate,, whetherthe assumed con- 
dition-of perfeotýroughness-at the interface is-valid. 
- 
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This is proven if the plot is continuous across the inter- 
face. In general, experimental points show better 
agreement with the chain dotted lines i. e., those for 
the lower modular ratios. In particular the experimental 
points agree well with these lines just above and below 
the interface, indicating continuity. A further indi- 
cation that the interface is perfectly. rough is that the 
trend with contact pressure just below the interface is 
repeated just above, whereas it should characteristically 
be reversed. This indicates that the subgrade is 
influencing the magnitude of the radial strains in the 
base at the interface, and, this could only be possible 
if there were continuity. 
Major principal strain in the upper layer compares 
poorly with theory, especially beneath the loaded area 
where the influence of vertical strain is greatest. 
Measurements indicate a maximum value of compressive strain 
beneath the edge of the loaded area. Minor principal strain 
suffers, near the axis, from the unreliable tensile radial 
strain readings reported above. Again the maximum value 
of strain, this time tensile, appears to be at 
a=1. 
The problem over theoretical calculation of strains 
in the two-layer system is the same as for the single layer, 
namely the appropriate choice of modulus. Strains depend, 
- 
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in particular, , onrthe, value of ýmoduit 9" point 
concernedThis can be, determined; ' if Rtlýe ° atress ': `level 
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stressk invariant. on the-'evidence : presented'-in' section 
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of measurements were taken. The superimposed- line 
represents the'Boussinesq theoretical distribution which 
is much'the same as'layered. theory in this case. In 
the upper layer the comparison is not good, experimental- 
points lying above the theoretical line but in the- 
subgrade agreement 'is close. -. If -, the theoretical: values, 
of ist stress invariant were used-to obtain modulus, the: 
correct values would emerge for the; subgrade; ""while, lower. ' 
values would result in the, base. This would be on the 
- 
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safe side for design purposes, since higher strains would 
result. 
8.6 Principal planes 
Fig. 8.20 shows the elevation of the major principal 
plane above the horizontal, calculated from stress and 
from strain measurements independently. The range of 
stress results have been superimposed on a plot showing 
individual strain results and comparison betseen them is 
n 
quite good. The Boussinesq theoretical line coincides 
wk. 
with the two-layer one on = At of 
these plots. 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
9.1 Validity of Elastic Theory 
The main object of the work described in this 
thesis is to assess, by experimentation, the validity 
of the theory of elasticity solution for multilayer 
pavement systems, or in this case more specifically, 
the single and two layer problems. The Boussinesq 
theory and the multilayer approach both assume that 
the materials are homogeneous, isotropic and linear 
elastic. These assumptions are not generally true 
for road making materials and the experimental results 
confirm this. While the inaccuracy of these assumptions 
was well known at the outset, there was the possibility 
that under dynamic loading conditions, theory of 
elasticity calculations would provide solutions 
which were sufficiently accurate for design purposes. 
In addition, since a great deal of time and effort by 
other workers had gone into the development of rational 
design methods based on the theory of elasticity, it 
was considered important to check the validity of this 
theory by experimentation. 
- 
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An important variable in pavement design is that 
of moisture content, particularly in the subgrade. 
This has been intentionally kept constant in this 
project, so as to elliminate one of the many variables 
involved. Conclusions from these tests, therefore, 
may only be valid for the particular materials which 
were used. Extrapolation to other materials under 
other conditions must only be performed with caution 
at this stage. 
Two materials were included in the model pavement, 
a clay subgrade of Keuper marl and a granular base layer 
of Kieldon dust. - The following conclusions can be 
drawn about the behaviour of these materials: 
- 
1. The in-situ secant modulus of the clay increased 
with decreasing stress level, particularly at 
the low stress levels expected in subgrades. 
2. The in-situ secant modulus of the granular material 
increased with increasing stress level. 
3. For the Keuper marl, stress increased and strain 
decreased with increasing rate of loading, the 
effect being more marked for strains. 
- 
In the 
Meldon dust the trend was observed with strain 
only. 
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These conclusions show behaviour at variance with 
the theoretical assumptions, and explain a good deal 
of what follows. Stresses and strains were affected 
to the extent that the following conclusions were 
drawn: 
- 
4. Strain was not proportional to contact pressure 
in either material. 
5. Stress was not proportional to contact pressure 
in the clay, where there was a greater stress 
dependence of modulus. 
Triaxial tests were carried out on large samples 
of the clay during strain cell calibration tests 
resulting in the following conclusion: - 
6, Realistic values of modulus, applicable to the 
soil mass in the subgrade, appear to be predicted 
from triaxial tests. 
This conclusion is somewhat tentative, since a 
thorough investigation of triaxial specimens is needed 
to form a proper conclusion. Also see Appendix II. 
Other conclusions regarding the validity of the 
theory of elasticity are: 
- 
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7. The materials appeared to be isotropic but not 
homogeneous. In this latter respect the granular 
material was better than the clay. 
8. Stresses in the subgrade and the single layer were 
predicted well by theory. 
9. Vertical and maximum shear stresses were predicted 
adequately for 
shear stresses 
loaded area, m 
theory. 
10. Strains in the 
were predicted 
design purposes. The maximum 
occurred under the edge of the 
)t on the axis as predicted by 
subgrade and the single layer 
quite well provided-that the 
appropriate value of modulus was used. 
11. The appropriate-value of modulus for strain 
calculations is the value existing at the required 
location. 
12. Maximum values of surface deflection are predicted 
adequately provided the appropriate value of 
modulus is used, in this case the value near the 
surface. 
13. Tensile stresses were measured at the bottom of 
the base layer in. the radial direction, and also 
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tangentially in the single layer system, but their 
magnitudes were of doubtful reliability, since the 
pressure cells were only designed-to measure 
compression. 
14. The tensile horizontal stresses at the bottom 
of the base layer were well predicted by two 
layer theory, although the remarks in conclusion 
13 should be noted. 
15. The two layer system modular ratios were all 
near to unity so that Boussinesq theory predicted 
most stresses equally as well as layered theory. 
16, Further tests on the two layer system with higher 
contact pressures are required to see whether there 
is an upper limit to modular ratio for an unbound 
1 
base as predicted elsewhere , 
17. Measurements of radial strain either side of the 
interface indicated that the theoretical assumption 
of perfect roughness at the interface is valid. 
18. Provided a reliable relationship exists between 
stress level and modulus for a single layer system 
strains can be predicted by Boussinesq theory using 
an assumed value of Poisson's ratio. 
-1 
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19. Poisson's ratio for the Keuper marl varied in 
an irregular manner showing no relationship to 
stress or strain. Tho mean value was 0.41. 
20. Poisson's ratio for the Neldon dust decreased 
with increasing stress level. The mean value 
was 0.35" 
From the work done with instrumentation, the 
following two conclusions emerge: 
- 
21. Strain can be successfully measured in a soil 
masse 
22. Diaphragm typo pressure cells are liable to be 
cross-sensitive, and should thus be carefully 
designed and calibrated to ensure that this defect 
is not present. 
9.2 Summary of the main findings 
In many respects, experimental work is lagging 
behind theoretical developments in the evolution of 
a rational structural design approach to the design 
of flexible pavements. The work described in this 
thesis is part of an attempt to fill the gap on the 
experimental side. 
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The ability to measure in-situ strains in the 
pavement structure was of primary importance in this 
work, not only for the actual strain values, but 
because in conjunction with stress measurements, 
values of in-situ modulus and Poissonts ratio could 
be calculated. Previous attempts to assess the moduli 
of the various layers in a pavement had been carried 
out by indirect methods as outlined in Section 1.3, 
and some of these seem to have indicated reliable 
values for the calculation of surface deflections. 
The method of calculating modulus and Poissonts 
ratio outlined in Section 6.6, while using actual 
stress and strain measurements, is based on the 
assumptions of linearity. This-was necessary if the 
material was to be described in terms of a Youngts 
modulus of elasticity (effectively a secant modulus) 
and a Poisson's ratio. This assumption did not affect 
the results qualitatively and even quantitatively, 
average values of modulus at average stress levels 
were probably as close as was possible with a quasi- 
linear approach, i. e. using only two elastic constants. 
A more refined method for analysing the stress/strain 
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relationships for the two materials which were used, 
is presented in a preliminary way in Appendix II. 
This analysis indicates that the soils cannot be- 
described simply in terms of a "modulus" and Poisson's 
ratio if a rigorous solution is required. However, a 
first step would appear to be the assumption of a 
"modulus" which varies with position, followed perhaps 
by a successive approximation method taking account of 
the stress dependence of the modulus. 
The stress dependence of modulus for both materials 
was an important confirmation of other work, since the 
values herein were genuine in-situ results. This 
emphasised the problem of applying layered system 
theory, which assumes a constant modulus for each layer, 
to a structure, where within certain limits, the 
modulus varies approximately with depth. Moreover, 
for a two layer system of granular and clay type 
materials, the variation with depth shows a decrease 
down to the interface followed by an increase in 
the subgrade. There will usually be some discontinuity 
at the interface, but under-certain circumstances the 
modular ratio at this depth could be unity or less. 
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The main problem in applying linear elastic theory 
is the choice of appropriate values of modulus for each 
layer. The conclusion from the present work is that 
this appropriate value depends on what is being calculated, 
and where. Stresses depend only on the modular ratios 
between layers, but strains depend on the actual value 
of modulus at the point concerned. The best solution, 
therefore, would appear to be to take values of modulus 
in each layer at what may be considered the critical 
points. The interfacial values suggest themselves in 
this context, although no results were calculated on 
this basis since only a few measurements were taken 
at the interface. 
Further work is required to establish the "best" 
values of modulus for each layer and also to investigate 
whether an upper limit for modular ratio exists when 
using an unbound base. Seed et alb and Trollope et a115 
have pointed out that the linear log-log relationship 
between modulus and confining stress only exists when 
failure is not imminent. It may well be that as the 
modular ratio approaches 2 or 3, the limit suggested 
by Heukelom and Klomp41 failure does occur, presumably 
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at the bottom of the base layer, thereby upsetting 
the modulus/stress relationship. A computer programme 
is at present being developed at the Koninklijke-Shell 
Laboratorium, Amsterdam to deal theoretically with a 
multilayer system in which modulus varies with depth. 
If the chosen variation with depth is realistic, then 
this program comes closer to the experimental findings 
than past efforts, although it must be remembered that 
the variation with depth is itself an approximation 
which is only valid for a restricted distance from 
the axis of the load. The problem will be better 
solved if modulus could be expressed as a function 
of stress, but this involves complications, since 
stresses themselves in a multilayer system are functions 
of modular ratios. A successive approximation solution 
may be possible here. A variation of modulus with 
radius as well-as depth would be a further step towards 
stress dependence, but this could only apply for a 
particular contact pressure, producing a unique 
variation of modulus with position as well as with 
stress. 
From the point of view of supporting existing 
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rational design suggestions, this thesis alone, probably 
does not contribute greatly, since further work on 
the main project is likely to deal more rigorously with 
layered systems and in particular the three layer 
system, not dealt with herein. Evidence collected so 
far suggests that the theory of elasticity is probably 
adequate, provided some knowledge of the stress/ 
modulus relationship for the pavement materials exists, 
There is some doubt, however, as to whether with an 
unbound base, the elaborate multilayer theory is 
necessary, since Boussinesq solutions appear adequate 
as a result of the very low tensile strength of the 
base layer. One important exception to this occurs 
either side of the interface, where Boussinesq values 
are not accurate. 
Much of the project to date has been concerned 
with instrumentation as discussed in Chapters 3 and 
4. Several problems have been overcome, in particular 
that of pressure cell cross-sensitivity, while others 
such as the strain cell zero error have been unearthed, 
but not yet solved. A number of pressure cells failed 
relatively soon after installation and others after 
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longer service. This is still being investigated, 
as is the failure of the deflection gauges. Until 
the instruments are made rather more reliable, they 
must be regarded as still in the experimental stage, 
but the work described herein indicates that they 
can give satisfactory results. 
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NOTE ON AUTHOR'S PUBLICATIONS 
Some of the content of this thesis has already 
been published, or is due for publication. 
A paper dealing with instrumentation and tests 
on the single layer system can be found under the 
following references- 
Brown, S. F. and Pell, P. S., "Subgrade stress and 
deformation under dynamic load", Journal of the 
Soil Mechanics and Foundation Division, A. S. C. E., 
vol. 93, No. S. M. 1., Jan. 1967, PP 17-46. 
A paper presenting both single and two layer 
results is to be presented at the Second International 
Conference on the Structural Design of Asphalt Pavements 
to be held at Ann Arbor, Michigan in August 1967. 
This reference at the time of writing iss 
Brown, S. F. and Pell, P. S., "An experimental 
investigation of the Stresses, Strains and Deflections 
in a Layered Pavement Structure Subjected to Dynamic 
Loads", Preprint Vol. of 2nd Int. Conf. on Struct. 
Des. of Asph. Pavements, 1967, pp. 384-403. 
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NOTATION 
a= Radius of loaded area 
e Strain with suffices having the same meaning 
as for' stress 
E- Secant modulus ý. ' 
El` ay Secant modulus of ° upper' layer 
E2 Secant-modulus of lower' layer` 
h= ýTThickness of upper layer 
I2" 
_ 
}""Second"deviator stress invariant- 
Ji- First'stress invariant' 
p= Contact pressure 
pl = Major-principal stress 
P3- = Minor principal stress 
pz, Vertical Stress'-(see fig. 6.1) 
Pr' Radial stress -(see fig. 6.1) 
Pe _ Tangential stress-(see fig. - e6.1) 
P45 _ 45° stress (see, fig. 6.1)f - 
p135= 135° stress (see fig. 601) 
r= Radius 
z Depth. 
CL Angle between major principal.. plane-and horizontal 
y Shear strain 
V Poisson's ratio 
Shear stress 
I 
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APPENDIX I DATA PROCESSING 
I. 1 Primary Results 
Tory 11 solved the problem of interpreting a large 
number of traces by devising a trace reader and encoder 
unit, which, coupled with a paper tape punch converted 
experimental readings from analogue to digital form. 
Once on punched tape, the results could be analysed 
by a suitable computer program.. 
This apparatus was originally designed to produce 
5-hole paper tape which was the system used by Tory,. 
and was later changed to the 7-hole system as new 
computing facilities became available on the Atlas 
machine at Manchester University and subsequently on 
the KDF9 at Nottingham. The trace reader equipment is 
shown in Fig. I. 1. 
The first program developed for work described in 
this thesis was used to analyse experimental data 
produced by the trace reading equipment.: This 
program determined contact pressures, total loads and 
all the stresses, strains and deflections for a 
complete test run. This basic program was used, with 
slight modifications, to analyse all the single and 
- 
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FIG. I. 1 TRACE READ-'R, ENCODER UN LT 11 .: T. ý. N! : ti `; C" 
reading 
pulse 
calibration 
pulse 
FIG. 1.2 TYPICAL TRACE 
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two-layer system results. 
A typical trace for one channel of output is shown 
in fig. 1.2. It consists of a square calibration pulse 
and a pulse representing the reading being taken. One 
loading position in the test pit produced at least six 
such traces. In reading each pulse the paper is held 
on a movable table by air vacuum and the table moved 
relative to a microscope eye piece fitted with cross- 
hairs. The movement of the table, and hence the height 
of the pulse, is monitored by a special rev. counter 
connected to the screw which moves the table along. 
To complete the reading of one trace, the microscope is 
focussed at. the top and bottom of. each pulse, and a 
number punched out. each time. This means four numbers, 
two for. the calibration= pulse and two for the reading. 
Full details of. the mode of operation of the trace 
reading equipment have been given by Tory11. 
Each number produced. by the equipment consisted of 
8 digits which provided-labelling information as well 
as the rev. counter reading and, under certain 
circumstances,, othererelevant data. When reading a 
trace the. number, was of=the following forms- ABCDEFGH. 
- 
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where A= Label to determine whether a calibration 
or reading pulse was involved. 
B= Label to determine whether the top or bottom 
of a pulse was being read 
CD 
= 
Channel number of the trace being used. 
EFGH = Rev. counter reading. 
A= 6 for a calibration and 5 for a reading 
B a. 0 for the bottom and 2 for the top of a 
pulse. 
C and D could be any digit from 0 to 9. 
Each test run consisted of several applications 
of load or "tests". The data for each test was, there- 
fore, proceeded by a punched number which took the formi- 
1000AB00 where AB referred to the "test" no. 
When all the traces for a particular test run had 
been read and put on punched tape, a terminating number 
was punched, viz: - 30000000. 
Each number was followed by a pair of space symbols 
and after every fifth, a newline symbol as well. This 
made the print out of the numbers easy to read, as can 
by seen in fig. I. 3 which shows a small portion of typical 
test data, for the first two "tests", or loading 
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10000100 60000745 62000669 60010659 
62010590 52000458 52010478 500 0658 50000742 
50130734 52130709 50120694 50250644 52120586 
52250514 62250417 6220446 62130466 60250646 
60120693 60130733 10000200 60000797 62000722 
60010709 620io641 52000508 520 0523 50010708 
50000791 50130783 52130759 50 20744 50250696 
52120641 52230578 50230574 52250572 52070477 
50070477 62070185 62230324 622504 9 60070480 
621204 7 62130516 60230573 60258 60120743 
60130784 10000300 60000780.62000704 60010691 
Fig. 1.3 PORTION OF TYPICAL"DATA FOR PRIMARY 
PROGRAM K., 
positions, of, a test - run. ' The' first number -is 
10000100 indicating "Test"2".. This, is followed by 
10 numbers starting with, 6, indicating, calibration., pulse 
information and 10 with 5"indicating. reading: pulse 
data, The data for test 2 
. 
follows proceeded- by., the 
number' 10000200. 
In producing 
,a 
data tape, , from 
, 
the 
, 
analogue traces 
, 
'the possibility of human. error 
clearly 
arose. Some 
- 
.", y.. ., 
I 'ý' 
, -. 
r y"y"r`, ". i: 
-', < 
,= 
likely mistakes were easily, checked, by, studying the, 
print out of thef data 
. 
tape, 
. 
The test ; numbers 
. 
were 
located and underlined forT clarity and then the' 
number of "numbers" ' for' each- test was'quickly, ' counted. 
This was checked against:, the'required-number,; being- 
four times the, number'of channels involved#, and: varied 
from test' to,, test. '. This procedure occasionally showed; 
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omissions, but the possibility of punching one number 
twice and leaving out another remained. Experience 
showed this to be most unusual, but if it did happen, 
the error became obvious after the data had been 
processed by computer, when any unusual results were 
investigated, to see if they originated from a data 
tape error. 
It would have been possible to incorporate in the 
computer program a routine to chock the data for errors, 
but since a print out of the data was required anyway, 
and the procedure above took very little time, this was 
not considered necessary. 
The computer program-ýwritten to produce primary 
results from the data tapes is shown in detail in 
figs. I. %+-to 1.12, where test D/A has been used as the 
example. Primary results consist of applied contact 
pressures, a check on whether the assumed and actual 
contact areas were, equal and all the stresses, strains 
and deflections directly measured in the test pit-. 
These latter were calculated in their appropriate 
units as well as in normalised form (see chapter 6). 
A typical print out of results is-shown at the end of 
zrs3 ýýý 
Road, identify and store data 
Calculate load, contact pressure, 
stresses, strains and deflections 
Print out test no,, contact pressure, 
and ratio of assumed to actual 
contact area 
Print out stresses, strains and 
deflections in normalised and 
absolute form 
FIG. 1.4 MAIN SUBDIVISIONS 
, 
OF. PRIMARY PROGRAM-, 
-' 
the program details 'in"fig. ` ýI. 12. ' 
The. basic calculation ? in the program is`very 
simple and ' oonsists 'of `the following , equations-» 
" 
dmncmn 
mit xkn b nn 
" _, 
a m, n 
where,., f (m gin) refers ', to' the stress, ; strain, surface 
deflection',, load or contact ' pressure: being, calculated. 
-a, -, 
'b, 
-',, 
c, and d, with -appr'opriate, sufficos, refer-to'-the,. 
rev* counter, readings 
- 
for, ', the " top and bottom of calibration 
and 
-reading 
. 
pulses.: Thus. (d " -'c) ,, is `the , height of ; the , 
reading, pulse' and'--- (b -. ' a) r that -. of. ` the'; calibration., 
The , suffices. (m, n) : are used to label each* rev., counter: 
reading; where-"m test - number, -and; n, =' cell- number.., ' 
Thus a(i, 3)"refers''to-the rev. counter reading of. the 
Sc 
-S 
--- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
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bottom of the calibration pulse for channel 3 in test 
1. The suffices are required in order to store all the 
data in the computer, so that it can be subsequently 
printed out in the correct order. k(n) is the 
calibration figure for the channel (i. e. transducer) 
being used, and is the value of the calibration 
pulse obtained-when the instrument was calibrated prior 
to installation (See section 3.1). 
Tables 1.1 and I. 2 have been compiled with the 
aid of a loading programme sheet (fig. 5.3) and a 
knowledge of the relative positions of load and cells 
for each load application. They indicate the values 
of m'and n used to identify the stresses and strains 
measured for this particular test run on the pit. 
The significance of, Tables,, I. 1 and 1,, 2 is that they 
indicate roughly the way in which the computed results 
need to be printed out. Table 1.1 shows tests numbers 
for each, measurement and the channel numbers of the 
cells involved. All combinations of cell number and 
test number-produce a-result, e. g. for vertical. stress 
with cells 27 and 3, results are as shown in Table 
1.2, A knowledge of the depth of each cell is1requiredg 
- 
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TABLE 1,1 IDENTIFICATION OF RESULTS FROM THE 
PRIMARY PROGRAM 
Test No's. (m) 
Measurement Cell (n) Radius (in. ) 
0 3 6 9 
Vertical 21,8,9 13 14 15 16 
Stress 13 12 11 10 
Vertical 27,3 25 26 27 28 
Stress 25 24 23 22 
Radial 26,4,5 29 30 31 32 
Stress 29 28 27 26 
Radial 
Stress 20,10,11 9 10 11 12 
Tangential 
Stress 20,10,11 9 8 7 6 
45 Stress 23,7 5 6 7 8 
135° Stress 23,7 5 4 3 2 
Vertical 25,12,13 1 2 3 4+ 
Strain 1 32 31 30 
Radial 
Strain 22,16,17 17 16 15 14 
Tangential 
Strain 22,16,17 17 18 19 20 
45° Strain 24,14,15 21 20 19 18 
135° Strain 24,14+, 15 21 22 23 24 
- 
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TABLE 1,2 PRIMARY PROGRAM 
- 
RESULTS FOR TWO 
' TYPICAL CELLS 
Radius (in. ) 
ll N C o. e 
.0 3 6 9 
(25, 
-27) (26,27) (27,27) (28,27) 
27 (25,27) (24,27) (23,27) (22,27) 
(25,3) (26,3) (27,3) (28,3) 
3 (25,3) (24,3) (23,3) (22,3) 
and this is provided by a convenient rule of thumb. 
All cell numbers greater than 20 refer to the centre 
of the base layer, other even numbers to 3 in. below 
the interface and odd numbers to 12 in. below the 
interface. Results at the interface are not includod 
in the table, but have been catered for in the program. 
Surface deflection measurements do not appear in Table I. l 
since none were taken for test. D/A but the procodure 
for labelling was identical to that indicated for 
stresses and strains. 
Fig. 1.4 shows the four main sub-divisions of the 
computer program. 
- 
At the_end of the first two all 
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measurements are in the computer store, then the print 
out of results follows in two parts, as indicated. A 
detailed flow diagram for each of these subdivisions 
is shown in figs. I. 5 to I. 9, and this is followed in 
fig. I. 10 by a print out of the actual program in 
Atlas Autocode, the computer language which was used. 
In the flow diagrams, autocode representation has been 
kept to a minimum, for the better understanding of 
readers not well versed in Atlas Autocode. The 
abbreviations used should be self. explanatoryg but 
the instruction "switch L(x)" needs explanation. This 
indicates that control passes to the instruction 
labelled L(x), where x takes its current value. This 
provides several possibilities as can be seen, 
in this case L(2), L(4), L(6) or L(7), these suffices 
being the only values which x can assume at this stage. 
A full list of the notation used in the program is shown 
in fig. I. 11. 
A print out of a typical output is shown in fig. 
1.12. 
P_ contact pressure x assumed contact area 
T means applied load x 100 
= assumed contact area 
x 100 
actual contact area 
- 
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YES 
read z 
. 
x-- 2 
y=z/x x=x+1 
is y>10 7 YES 
NO ti 
switch L(x) 
L(2)z m=(z-1017)/100 
L(6): = is (z-5x1Ot7)>1OP6 YES n-intpt[(z-52xio#6)xio#- ) 
= 
n=intpt[(z-5x10#7)x10#-4] id(m, n)=1O1'4xfracpt[(z-52x1ot6)x10t-4]_ 
c(m, n)=1ot4xfracpt[(z-5x1ot7)x1ot-4] 
L(7)i is (z-6xioI7»1o16}--YEs n=intpt[(z-62x1o#6)xlot- ] 
1, ýf -? n=intpt[(z-6x1o#7)xlot-4] b(m, n)=1ot xfracpt[(z-62x1o16)x1oj-4] 
a(m, n)=10t4xfracpt[(z-6x10t7)x1Ot-4] 
L(4): 1 
FIG. 
,, 
I, 5`. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR. FIRST PART OF PRIMARY PROGRAM. 
- 
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is b(m, n)-a(m, n)=0 YES 
NO 
m, n)] If(m, n)=[d(m, n)-c(m, n)]k(n)/[b(m, n)-a( 
is n=0 YES T(m)=ß(m n) 
NO 
P(m, n)=f(m, n)/P(m) 
,, ý,,... 
_... _. 
- 
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m=o 
is 
nowlin© caption TEST 
w=1 
switoh Q(w) 
q(1); print m is m=. 18,36 or 42 NO 
YES 
Q(2): print P(m) 
Q(3),: print 5,04P(m) fl(m) 
newline 
T switch 
S(w) 
S(1)3 caption P w-w+1 
::: HPti0n_P/TH. L 
switch R(m) 
- ý" 
R(36) : mýý9 
newline 
FIG. I. 7 
- 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR' THIRD ' PART ' OF -PRIMARY, PROGRAM 
- 
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V=0 
ion NORMALISED STRESS AND STRAIN 
caption VERTICAL STRESS 
results (13,21,1) etc. 
captions and calls to results routine results routiz 
for all stresses and strains 
is v=1 YES 
caption STRESS IN P. S. I., STRAIN IN MICROSTRAIN 
newlin©.. 
' 
V=V+1 
strip .. 
FIG. 
- 
1.8, ""FLOW DIAGRAM ' FOR LAST PART OF PRIMARY PROGRAM 
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m, n, t set by call instruction 
N=O 
is V=1 NO is V=0 YES 
YES NO 
print f(u, v) print p(u, v) 
N=N+1 
-Lii) 2 is t=1 YES 
is v=12,13 or 25. YES 
NO U=3 
L(2) u=u+t 
L(3)t is X32 YES 
NO 
1spaces (8) 
L(4)t spaces (3) ' 
label each line 1,2,3 or 4 
' is na factor oß 82 
or. is n-2,8 or 1 YES 
-" 
tatet 
," 
return 
FIG. I419 FLOW=DIAGRAM FOR "RESULTS! " ROUTINE 
PRIMARY PROGRAM ;, ý. 
,.. 
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ben 
arrýa a, b, e, d, p, 1(lt 2,02 ), k(Oi ), T, P(1i 1) 
_Z 
4 33 33 4 
cation RADIAI4STRR86 
roeults(29,26,1) integer x, a, n, s, w, V rasulta(g, 20,1) 
tt h L(2s7), 6, Q(1t3), R(18t42) r. sulte( -1) 29.44,. 1) 
routine spoo results(intaasr ., n, 0 r. sults(9,10,1) 
cycle ri, 1,42 r. sults(2g, 5,1) 
°L ß. I, 33 results(9,11,1) 
s(>a, n). 0{b(s, n). Oie(ý. n). 0{d(ý, a). O{k(n). 0 caption TANOE)TIAL3aTRR66 
repeat re ults(g, 20, 
-i) 
repeat r. eulis(g, lo, 
-1) 
cycle n"0,1,33 results(g, 11, 
-1) 
r. ad(k(n)) 
repeat 
caption 45. t$O. 6TRR66 
2trsad(s) results(5,23,1) 
resu2ts(5,7,1) 
x w2 
827-a/x caption 135 Isß0.6TRZSS 
j >>ia7 then -si r. sults(5,23, -1) rwsults(5,7, 
-1) 
-I-L(x) 
ltx x+ii->8 
caption YZRTICAIb6TRAIN 
L(2)sm (a-1a7)/100 r. sults(1,25,1) 
r. sults(35,32,1) 
-'2 
L(6)su (s-5c7 iah then 
-a9 
r. sults(1,12,1) 
rasults(1,13,1) 
n intpt(la 4(2-5a7)) 
o(w, n) ia4fraopt(ia 4(s-Sa7)) caption RADIAIISTRAIN 
-3-2 
r. sults(17,22. 
-1) 
9: naintpt(ic-4(s-52a6)) rasults(38,28,1) rosults(42,2g, 
-1) d(a, n) la4fraopt(la-44-52a6)) rasults(17,16, 
-1) 
-12 
L(7)sif (s-6a7)>la6 then 
-s1O 
r. sults(1 1 7.7"-1) 
caption lIAu6TRA1N 
n intpt(ia-4(s-6a7)) 
a(a, n) 1a41rscpt(1a 4(s-6a7)) 1722 r. sults(17,22-1) r. sults(17,16.1) 
-»2 1 
lOin-intpt(ta-4(s-62a6)) r. sults(1 171) .. 
b(m, n) ia4fracpt(la-4(s-62a6)) cation 5 A1N 
resuls. 
ý(21,24Z4, 
-i) 1> 
-»2 
L(4)2=-l r. sults(21,14, -1) 
lgtn O raaults(21,15, -1) 
20sif D(a, n) 
- &(m:: )-0 then -s 17 
1(ö, n) <d(n, n)-o(n, n))k(n)/ b(n, a)-a(n, n)) 
caption 133 IZtG-STRAIN 
"caption 
if n O then T(s)"f(zi, s) i 
T. sults(21,14,1) 
rosults(Zi, 15,1) if 
n-I th n P(s)"f(u, n) 
IF f(a, n)>le4P(a) then 
-3117 
It V-1 then 
-122 n pta, n) f(n, n)/P(M) captio tiTRE68/IN/P. 6.2", 67ItAIN/IN/MICAOaTRAIN{nswllttO 
17: n n+1 
- 2+l 
23 if "33 then 
-sib 3 rosstop 3,20 
18ss, 
 s2l 
routine rwsults(intscor a, n, t) 
if 1»42 then 
-3121 ß 
in lager N, u, v "" 
switch L(124) 
a19 n-wlina 21SO 0 
8(3)tit 1-42 then 
-3180 1a 
newline 
2u. 
  
N-c .., 
caption TUT 41if V-1 then prlnt(f(u, v), 3,3) wi 
828m-e+i !f Y"0 the print(p(u, v), 3,3) 
-)Q(w) 
l: N. N+l 
-sL(N) Q(1)1print(i, S, 0) 
84 f a18 Or 1-36 or n-42 then a81 
L(i)t if t. l then 
-12 8i If iZ_v_i3 or r 25 than w 
_ ., 
33 Lt ) 
Q(2)tprint(P(a), 3, l){->84 
' 
2 
-3,1 
L(3)t !fw. 32 thin 
-3114{-312 Q(3)tprint(S, 04P(n)/l (n), 5,0){-3184 14tspäoss(8) 8%a(Ww) ina 
-aa() L( 4)t spaoas(3){s3 
a(i)taaptien ///p 
831w-"L ai 
21U-a4  
31if 2o4v-427 then 
-s+s ! ! r 28 or v. 33 thq 
-»6 
soa lion pp/T 6(Z) l( 
!f 
v-29 or 3147132 then 
-317 f intptrv/2) (r/Z) then ßs8 
R(N) ts. 1{-sQ(w) (5) caption 
R(36)t>a iq{->Q(w) 10sprint(., 3, o){nswlinet-319 
R(42)sa371-1Q(w) ioa tion (1)1- 0 
otnawlina S 11 ioa 
lion (2){-)110 
VWO 7i0a lion (3)1-110 
caption NORM %6TR=661ANDi6TRAIN{newlin. s ou lion 
(q)1.110 
9211lntpt(8288/u)"(8288/u) then 
-ell ZRTICA 23toa eion V IA6TRE6a 132return 
sssults(13,21,1) 11th u Z or u-8 or Ua4 1 then 
-113 
-3 = 
sasults(13,8,1) 
t- tiý11 
end 
r. sults(13.9,1) ink of program 
results($, 3,1) 
FIG. I. 10 PRIMARY PROGRADj IN ATLAS AUTOCODE 
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na cell number 
ku calibration constant 
z= any number on data tape 
L= label 
- 
ma test number 
intpt = integral part of 
fracpt = fractional part of 
a_= bottom of calibration pulse 
b= top of calibration pulse rev. counter 
c= bottom of reading pulse readings 
d= top of reading pulse 
f= stress, strain, deflection, load or contact pressure 
T= applied load 
P= applied contact pressure 
pa normalised stress, strain or deflection 
(for stress, loop is the correct normalised form) 
Q, g, R = labels 
va current value' of m 
u= current value of n 
x, y, w, V, N, t symbols used to'fasoillitato programing, 
eg., Counters, current values, etc,. 
=, to the power of... (usedin. 
_flow 
diagrams only) 
FIG. 
- 
1. ". 11 NOTATION' USED IN, PRIMARY : 
, PROGRAM 
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The mean contact pressure and value of the area ratio 
have been calculated separately. In this case mean 
p 
y= 90% i. e. assumed contact area = 0.9 x actual area. 
This value of 90% is not typical and it indicates that 
the actual area was larger than that assumed, which is 
difficult'to conceive unless some load was transmitted 
through the metal rings around'the loading platen. 
The stresses and strains appear in four columns 
representing radii of O, 3 in., 61n., and 9 in. from 
left to right. Each line is followed by a number in 
brackets indicating the depth and also the cell number. 
The interpretation of these depth numbers is shown in 
Table I. 3. Normalised stresses are 100 times less 
than the definition given in section 6.1, bringing 
them into line with normalised strain and deflection 
since all effects are calculated from the same equations. 
1.2 Derived results 
Several duplicate results emerged from the primary 
program, and these were averaged in order to produce 
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TABLE 1.3 IDENTIFICATION OF DEPTH NUMBERS ON 
OUTPUT FROM PRIMARY PROGRAM 
No. Depth (in. ) Location 
1 6 Upper layer 
2 ±10+ Just above interface 
3 ±131 Just below interface 
4 15 Subgrade 
g 24 Subgrade 
unique values of all, the measured stresses and strains. 
A new data tape was then made with values of vertical, 
radial, tangential, 451 and 1350 stresses and strains 
for each point and in addition the mean contact pressure 
for each test. Three of these data tapes were producod 
for the single layer system, and two for the two layer 
system each containing information on four test runs, 
whereas the primary results were processed for one 
test run at a time. Each tape contained results from 
tests with the same size of loaded area. 
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begin 
array an(otl) 
real ez. er. eo. ed, eP. Pa. Pr, Pd. PP. Pc, X, y, A. B. C. D. E. ut. u2, w1. V2, a, b, c, P, P, P1, P3. a1. a3 
integer q. r, s, t. u 
switch L(-112), M(114) 
caption1i1x11i1/P1li11P366TE UOU441014 61e116 111e346 4dAMAMAXIan(P)lan(e) 6414641111412144 6E1446$016444 u111enujnewline 
Caption S/A; newline 
eyele r-1.1,4 
read(p) 
e als e. 1,1e. 10 
read es, er, a, ed, ep, ps, pr. pd, pp, pc) 
x"ps+pr-pd-pp 
y. eswr-ed-ep 
Pm.. ol(pa-. lx) 
pr-. 01(pr-. 1x) 
pd-. O1(pd+. 4x) 
PP.. 01(Pp+. 4x) 
er... i(es-. 177) 
*r.. 1(er-. t77) 
ed.. i(ed+. 337) 
eP-. 1(ep+. 337). 
pc.. Olpo; ec.. 1eo 
a-ps; b`pr; c-pd; q-O 
3: t. 1 
an(q). 28.6arotan((a-b), (2o-a-b)) 
2tP". 5((a+b)+t*ogrt((2o-a-b)'+(a-b)')) 
u. t+q 
->L(u) 
L(1)tp1"Pi-)1 
L(-1): P3. Pi-07 
L(2)t. 1"Pt-3-1 
L(O)e. 3"Pt-s4 
1: t--It--1,2 
7taes=b. erroadiq. l 
-'3 
4tprint(. 012.2,2) Sprint(p1,1,3)tprint (p3.1.3)sprint(. S(P1-p3), 1.3)iPrint(. 17,4,2)Iprint (e1,3,2)1print(a3,3,2) 
print ((e1-e3), 3,2); print (an(o), 3,1)1print (an(1), 3,1)$print(p1eP, 3.1); pri at(p*(pl+p3+po). 3,1) 
print(. 33p3"(P1'+po'+P3'-p1"Pa-pa"P3-P3"P1). 3.1) 
A ia6(((pc+pr)ps)+((po+ps)/er)+((PP+pc)/ed)+((pa+pr)po)+((pd+po)pp)) 
B"1a6( (psps)+(pr/er)+(pd%od)+(pcpo)+(PPNp) ) 
C. 1a12(((pa+pr)Ms)2 +((ps+pe)%or)3 +((po+pp)/ed)'+((ps+pr)/*a)'+((pd+po)/sp) 
D. 1a12((ps/. z)'+(pr/er)'+(pd/ed)'+(po/eo)'+(pp%op)') 
8.1a12((pa0 (pr+po)hs2 )+(pr*(ps+po)/er')+(pd0(po+pp)/ad+(Po(Ps+pr)/e0 
+(pp*(pd+pe/ep' 
u1-("I-A*B)/(SC-A') 
u2-(SD-B')/(5S-A*B) 
v1"(B*C_B*A)/(SC A') 
v2"u2S(B+B-A*D)/(5D-B1) 
print(. S(. 1+v2), S. o): print(SOI(v1-vz)I/(. S(v1+v2)), 3.1) 
print(. S(u1+u2). 2,2)sprint(5oI(ut-u2)I/(. 5(u1w2)), 3,1) 
newline 
if s. 5 then 
->S 
=a6 
Nssnewline 
r. 
 t 
->M r) 
M(1)rea Lion a/B: 
->M(4) 
M(2), o. tton s/ct-2'M(4) 
303)tca tion i/D 
M(4): newlinO 
re at 
SUM 
end of program 
FIG. 1.13 PROGRAM FOR DERIVED RESULTS 
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Read in datal 
Calculate x and y 
Correct stresses and strains 
Calculate p1, p3, e1,03, a(e) 
and a( p) 
Print out x, p1, P3, 'r max, y, 
e1, e3, Y max, a(e), a(P), 
p1(in lb/sq in), J1 and 12 
Do least squares calculation 
for E and V 
Print out V, error in V,, F. 
and error in E `.., _ 
FIG. I. 14ý'ýFLOW DIAGýAM'FOR DERIVED RESULTS-PROGRAM 
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From the data on these new tapes, all the 
derived results mentioned in section 6.5 were computed 
as well as certain other useful information. The 
,, 
program used for the purpose is shown in fig. 1.13, 
and' ä' flow diagram in fig. 1.14. The stresses and 
strains are first corrected to eliminate the equilibrium 
and compatibility errors as shown in section 7.3. 
Various derived stresses and strains are then computed 
and printed out. Finally the least squares calculation 
for modulus and Poissonts'ratio is carried out and the 
results printed. The approach adopted for this least 
squares calculation is outlined in section 6.6. The 
error in E has been expressed as: 
- 
F12 
KTX 100% 
where E1 and Ea are the two values obtained by 
performing the two regressions., A similar expression 
has been'used for_ V. 
Output from this program is shown in Fig. 1.15, 
where 3- with, the- exception of the right hand value 'of 
pi°, :° and-°alsö J' 1- and 12t-all-stresses and strains 
. 
are 
in. normalised_, form, stress again differing from' the 
original definition as explained in I. 1 above. 
` 
_. 
1 ' ý. 
- 
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1.3 Other computer programs 
While not coming. strictly under the heading of 
data processing, two other programs were developed-to 
calculate theoretical results, and a third program was 
used, but not developed, for the same purpose. 
Fig. 1.16 shows the program developed for 
calculating theoretical stresses and strains from the 
tables of Ahlvin and Ulery27. The data in this case 
consisted of-values of the constants from the tables 
and also values of modulus and Poisson's ratio appropriate 
to the depth being considered. This program was used 
. 
for producing-Boussinesq solutions for both the single 
and the two layer systems. In addition to the stresses 
calculated by Ahlvin and Ulery's formulae, derived 
results for comparison with similar measured values 
.: 
were also computed. Typical output is shown in fig. 1.17. 
The program which was used, but developed elsewhere, 
was that for solving the multilayer problem. This 
program was:; written. in 
. 
Fortran- IV and was ' on 
. 
punched 
.-<. 
cards, facilities for which did not exist at Nottingham. 
Data cards had to be prepared elsewhere and the program 
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begin 
begin; 1112,0,0,1OO, 
array A, B, C, D, E, F, O, H(1: 9) 
real Sm, nu, Z, g, v, p, t. z, r 
integer &, q, l 
caption ýr1feLF/ýelYPýFe6fýPlfedli/ePiF/ßs1! /0e3lýiýgýýPPzýIýFPrFlý/ ýpX/Pdýp/APP/Iýrý'P11ýlr/rP3K//tnax/r 
/anglejrwz; newline 
read(a) 
q=0 
3: read(Em, nu)seaption B'=print(Sm, 5,0)=oe tion pynu-; print(nu, 0,2); newline 
cycle 1=1,1,9 
it q-1 or q=3 then -3-1 
read(A(1), B(l), C(1), D(1), B(1), F(1), G(1), H(l)) 
1: z=1c6(1+nu)((1-gnu)*A(1)+B(1))/Elk 
r-106(1+nu)((1-2nu)*7(1)+C(l))/Sm 
9-2a6(1+nu)*O(1)/Em 
print(z, 4,0)iprint(r, 4, O) 
print(la6(1+nu)((1-gnu)*E(1)-D(l))/80,4,0) 
print(. 5(a+r+g), 4,0) 
print(. 5(z+r-g), 4,0) 
print(. S(z+r+sgrt((z-r)'+g')). 4,0) 
print(. 5(z+r-sgrt((z-r)'+g')), 4,0) 
print(sgrt((z-r)'+g'), 4,0) 
v-(A(1)+ß(1))1a2 
P-1a2(2nu*A(1)+C(1)+(i-2nu)*F(1)) . 
t=1a20(1) 
print(v, 3,1)iprint(P, 3,1) 
print(14T2(2nu*A(1)-D(1)+(1-gnu)*8(1)), 3,1) 
print(. S(v+p+2t), 3,1)iprint(. s(v+p-2t), 3,1) 
print(. 5(v+p+sgrt((v-p)'+4t')), 3,1) 
print(. 5(v+p-agrt((v-p)'+4t')), 3,1) 
print(. 5sgrt((v-P)*+4t2), 3-1) 
_ print(cgoarotan((v-p), 2t)/s, 4,1) 
print(1a5(1+nu)(1-nu)*H(1)*a/Bm, 4,1) 
newline 
repeat 
q=q+i 
ii q=4 then 
->2 
newline 
->3, 
2: stop 
100: 111,85, 
-, ag; newline; oa tion 085-iprint(g, 3,0) 
stop 
end 
end of program 
FIG. '1 16 PROGRAM FOR BOUSSINESQ 'THEORETICAL- RESULTS 
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ss or 00 .d sp **1 03 ¢max Pr pr Pa pd pp P1 P3 tmax /anale wz 
zu 8465 nu" 0.41 
76 
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, 
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was run on the IBM 7090 computer at Imperial College in 
London. This program produced just sufficient information 
to obtain the complete description of stress and 
strain at a point. Some of the information required 
for comparison with experimental results had, therefore 
to be calculated. The output from the main program 
consisted of vertical, radial and vertical-radial 
shear stress and strain. These values were used as 
data for a program which calculated all the other 
stresses and strains required for comparison with 
measured and derived experimental results. The 
program and typical output are shown in figs. 1.18 
and I. 19. 
Finally a relatively simple program was written 
to determine the best fit straight lines on the 
various log-log plots used in Chapters 7 and 8. 
- 
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begin..,.. .,. 11. 
real ez, er, g, a, b, o, q, pz, pr, j integer 
x, t, m, n 
switch L(1: 4) 
caption ADDITIONALATHEORETICAIARESULTS, 62AIAYZR6SYSTEM. nolwlin4o 
caption POSxdleill! lIE45! l/d1/E3ldd! lE135! ldGA11A1ýA7uila(E)! ldlPld!!! lP45d/dddiP3dldldPi35d! lTORMAZIdd 
a(P); newline 
caption A-6,6E1.135oO, 6NUl-. 35, lE2=127oo, dNU2=. 41=newline 
m°O 
5: n-8 
6: cycle x-1,1, n 
print(x, 2, O) 
read(ez, er, g) 
awez; b=er; cýQ; q=1 
. 3=t-1 
4: print(. 5((a+b)+t*sgrt((a-b)s+os)), 4,2)" 
print(. 5(a+b+t*c), 4,2) 
if tal then 
->1 
print(q*sgrt((a-b)2+c1), 4,2) 
print(goarctan((a-b), c)/w, 3,1) 
if q-. 5 then ->2 
sead(pa, pr, J) 
a'pz; bmprica2j; q-. 3 
->3 
---, 
2: newline 
if m<1 and x-4 then newline 
if 2<m<3 
and z 3 then newline 
repeat 
newline 
mmm+l 
L(m) 
L(1): caption Aa6, dz1-135oo, iNU1.. 3s, öE2-2S000,4NU2... 41; newline; 
->S 
- 
L(2): ca tion A9,611.11500,6NU1-. 35,4E2-9300, öNU2., 41; newlill* 
7: n-i0; 
->O tk,.: I. -. . 
- L(3)*caption A-g, 411-11500,6NU1n. 35,4 2=1650o, iNU2.. 41l; newlinej->7 
L(4):. top 
end of program 
FIG. `I. 18 PROGRAM FOR ADDITIONAL:: 
r'ýMULTILAYER RESULTS 
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APPENDIX II STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS 
FOR PAVEMENT MATERIALS 
11.1 Introduction 
The procedure for relating stress and strain 
measurements, described in section 6.6, assumes that the 
materials are linear elastic. The simple elastic 
equations (9-11) result from linear superposition of 
strains in three orthogonal directions. As a result 
of these calculations, it has been shown in Chapters 7 
and 8 that the materials are in fact non-linear, and 
that the secant modulus is stress dependent. Because 
of this conclusion, the initial assumption of linearity 
is clearly inaccurate, although it was adequate in the 
context of checking the validity of linear elastic 
theory, which was the main aim in Chapters 6,7 and 8. 
The value of secant modulus calculated at a point was 
roughly the mean of the values at each stress used in the 
calculation. Hence the correlation between J1, which 
is approximately proportional to the mean of the stresses 
at a point, and the resulting mean secant modulus shown 
in figs. 7.2 and 8.1. 
The object of this appendix is to relate stress and 
strain without assuming a linear relationship between 
- 
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them, in an attempt to indicate more accurately how the 
materials actually behave under load. This analysis 
is by no means complete, but does indicate the sort 
of approach that may be worthwhile pursuing in the future. 
11.2 Definitions and Notation 
The following expressions are used extensively 
in this appendix and are, therefore, defined here for 
convenience. 
Shear stress 
T= P3. - Ra 
2 
Shear strain 
Y= el 
- 
e2 
with similar expressions for other pairs of principal 
stresses and strains. 
Octahedral shear stress 
T Oct I (PI 
- 
P2)2 + (P2 
- 
P3 )2 + (P3 P1)3 
Octahedral shear strain 
Y Oct =* 
.I{ 
(e1 
- 
e2 
)2 
+ 
(ea 
'- e')2 + (e3 - el 
)3 )^. 
Mean normal stress, (or confining stress) 
s (P1 + P2 + P3 
Dilatation 
= 01 + 02 + e3' 
- 
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Deviator stress 
si = Pi -s 
with similar expressions for other directions. 
I1.3 Analysis of results 
Since the stress system is three dimensional and 
the materials are non-linear, a simple relationship 
between uniaxial stress and strain, required to define 
secant modulus, is difficult to obtain. It is not 
particularly useful either, since secant modulus and 
Poisson's ratio are insufficient information to define 
the behaviour of the material. The procedure which 
follows consists of a check on isotropy and, this proven, 
goes on to relate stress and strain in each of the three 
principal directions. 
At a general point in the material, the three 
principal stresses are pl, p2 and p3 and the corresponding 
strains el, e2 and e3. In section 7.6 and 8.6 
principal planes of stress and strain were shown to be 
coincident, although the correlation was not consistently 
good: ' In'figs. II. 1 and 11.2 a further check for isotropy 
has been carried out by considering shear stress and 
strain, which are proportional to principal stress and 
strain-differences respectively. Thus (pi 
2 
PR) has been 
- 
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plotted against (el 
- 
e2) and the relationship compared 
with that obtained by plotting the other two differences. 
The common factor in each plot is the line fitted to the 
points on figs. 11.2 and II. 3 of octahedral shear stress/ 
strain. The relationship is almost the same in each case, 
although the intermediate and minor principal values are 
so close as to render this plot of little use and it is 
not, therefore, included. It was decided that the 
materials exhibited something close enough to isotropy 
to proceed using this assumption, which greatly simplifies 
the calculations. 
The stress and strain system has been divided into 
two parts, one producing volume change, and the other, 
deformation. These two parts are then analysed to 
produce expressions for the three strains ei, e2 and e3 
in terms of the three stresses pl, p2 and p3. The only 
assumption is that the stresses producing volume change 
do not cause any deformation and vice versa. 
Figs. II, 3 and 11.4 show plots of octahedral shear 
stress against strain, for 
, 
each material, and since the 
materials, are isotropic these relationships are valid- 
for any corresponding shear-,. Stresses and strains. These 
plots thus describe the deformation characteristics of 
the 
_ 
two materials. 
. ý,.,.. R.. ý-ý.,..... ý 
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The volume change characteristics are shown in- 
-figs. ' II55, and 11.6-where., mean normal stress,, 
.; 
s= (pI +' p2 + p3) is plotted against the -' dilatation: 
A"_ ej +', e2 + e3 . On the ' s' 
- -t 
. 
plot , for Keuper, Marl', 
: dilatations le ss than 200, 'microstrain have been ignored, 
-since small ' st rain, readings were shown to be unreliable 
(Chapter, %). Curves, or straight lines, have been 
fitted to the experimental points and are as follows: 
- 
- 
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For Keuper Marls 
A= 153s 
... 
(12) 
Y= 175 T2 + 50T 
... 
(13) 
For Meldon Dust: 
10009 
= 
1Ot + 
loon 
oo'ý 1it 
y 242T 
., e 
(ýs) 
where all strains are in microstrain. 
She volume change and deformation characteristics for 
each material are described by these equations. The 
relationship between confining stress (s) and dilatation 
(A) is the bulk modulus (K), while that between the 
shear stress (T) and strain (y) is the modulus of 
rigidity (G). It should be noted that, at this stage, 
K is a constant for the Keuper Marl, and that G is 
likewise for the Maldon Dust, the other two relationships 
being quadratics over the range shown. 
The strain in each direction is made up of two 
components, 
A from the volume change, and C from the 
n.. 3- 
deformation. Hence 
e1 =3, + ell " e2 =3+ E2 and e3 =3., * C3 
... 
(16) 
Using equation,,. (12).;. for Keuper Marl 
= 
51s-= 17(pl<+ pa + P3) 
""" 
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The deviator stresses are: 
Si=PI-s, s2 = p2 
-- 
s and s3 = p3 
-s 
These cause the deformation, resulting in corresponding 
strains C1, e2 and E3 
. 
From equation (13), 
E1 
- 
¬2 
= 
43.8 (s1 
- 
82 )a + 25(s3, 
- 
sa) 
... 
(18) 
E1 
- 
e3 = 43.8 
(sl 
- 
S3 )2+ 25(81 
- 
s3) 0* 9 
(19) 
A third relationship for e2 
- 
e3 is not included since 
its accuracy is low. This is because 
(c2 
- 
c3) «< (CL 
- 
E2) or (el 
- 
e3) and therefore the 
assumption of a second order equation for strain 
difference may introduce significant errors. 
As el, ea and e3 produce zero volume change, 
el + e2 + e3 =0 (20) 
Solving equations (18) to (20)' for C1, E2 and e3 gives 
E1 11.6[(81-s2 )2,, + (S1 
- 
83)2,1 + 8.3 281-83-83 ) 
e2 
= 
14.6[ (s 
_s3)22(s, 
-s2 
)2 ]+8,3(282-81-s3 ) 
E3 
= 
l4.6[(81'. s2 )3 
- 
2(81-83 )2 ]+8.3(283-81-82 ) 
Since (Sl-82) (p 
-p2) and (281-s2-83) 
_ 
(2p%-P2-P3) 
equations(16) become: 
el =' 14.6[(p', --p2 )2' + (P1-P3 )21 + 33.7 P3. +8.7(P2 +P3) 
... 
(21) 
01, = 14.6[(Pi-P3 )2 
-2(Pi-p2)2] + 33.7 P2+8.7(Pi+P3) 
... 
(22) 
e3 = 14.6[ (Pl_P2 )2 
-2(p3-p3 )2 ]+ 33.7 P3 t8.7(P1+P2) 
""" 
(23) 
- 
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An expression relating stress and the resulting 
strain in the same direction is required in order to 
obtain an expression for secant modulus, thus correlating, 
this approach with the linear elastic method, and with 
triaxial results. This can most easily be done by 
considering the "unconfined" case, i. e. p2 = P3 =0 
hence 
QL = 29.2 Pia + 33.7 Pi 
... 
from (21) 
.. 
1 '01 
= +33.7== 
11 ,E Pi 
The relationship between E and pl is shown in fig. 11.7, 
from which. it is clear that the earlier calculations 
indicate, 
-a- stiffer soil. This-comparison may not "bo ' 
entirelyxaccuratesince a; three dimensional problem 
has been artificially reduced to a uniaxial one, a case! 
%which never occurs "in"the"soil: --' """ý 
If theý! 'unconfinod" case is again considered an 
expression for-, Poisson's'ratio can also be obtained, 
e2 = 
-14.6 p1 . + 8.7Pi 
..,... 
from (22) 
and 
sf 
V 
02 
oý 29.2 p, + 33.7 
p! L --0.6 or V Pj t, 
. _.. .,. -ý,. ý... ý. _....,.. _. ma,.. ý. ý, ý_...... 
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This expression has been plotted in fig. 11.8. 
There is no obvious physical explanation for the negative 
values of Poissonts ratio at stresses less than 0.6 lb/sq. in. 
This peculiarity may be a result of the various approx- 
imations involved, in deriving the expression for V, 
especially the imposition of uniaxial conditions, as 
discussed above. The mean value for Poisson's ratio 
obtained from the linear elastic calculations was 0.41 
which compares favourably with fig. 11.8 except for stresses 
less than about 5 lb/sq. in. 
A similar analysis has been carried out for the 
Meldon Dust, using equations (14) and (15). The resulting 
expressions for strain are as follows: 
ei = 4O. 3 (2P1-Pa 
-P3) + 27.8 
,f 
[lOO+8 P3. +p2 +P3) ]- 278 
with symmetrical expressions for e2 and e3. 
Considering again the unconfined case, i. e., 
P2 = P3 =0 
el 80.6 pl + 27.8 
, 
J(100 
+8 pS) 
- 
278 
and 
e2 = -40.3 P1 + 27.8 
J(ioo 
+8 P1) 
- 
278 
:. E 80.6 +2 
[AJloo 
+8 P1) 
- 
10] 
and 
v=1.45 Pl, - 
j(ioo 
+8 pl) + lo 
2.9 PZ + 
J(ioo 
+8 P1 )- 10 
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The variation of E and V with pl is shown in fig. 11.9, 
where it is clear that both functions are almost inde- 
pendent of stress, for the unconfined case. This indi- 
cates that for the granular material, secant modulus is 
independent of the stress causing deformation, i. e., 
the deviator stress, a conclusion supported by the fact, 
that the modulus of rigidity is constant (see fig. II. 4). 
The bulk modulus of the granular material varies with 
confining stress (fig. 11.6) indicating that secant modulus 
6' 
also varies, a fact reported by Seed and others. 
i5 
The Keuper Marl shows a converse effect; constant 
bulk modulus indicating secant modulus to be independent 
of confining stress, and variable modulus of rigidity 
indicating, that secant modulus varies with confining stress. 
This effect is again in line with the findings of Seed 
et al. 
34, 
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-Discussion 
The-. above. analysts is an attempt; to, correlate the 
measured stresses-and strains, or rather the principal 
values-derived--from them, without making the assumption 
of linearity used', in-th©°main part, of thethesis. 
The-equations for strain as functions of stress at a 
point, derived above, only apply for the materials usod 
- 
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in this project at the moisture contents which were 
used. Thus they are restrictive, but are perhaps 
descriptive of the sort of behaviour to be expected from 
a silty clay and a crushed stone of small particle size. 
The analysis has shown that an exact theoretical 
solution based on the actual behaviour of soils such as 
have been used here, is likely to be extremely complicated. 
It is difficult to compare the results of this 
analysis with those based on linear elastic calculations, 
because this very assumption makes the two approaches 
quite different. The approximate comparisons carried 
out for the unconfined case indicate that the Keupor 
Marl is less stiff than was indicated by linear elastic 
calculations. 
- 
The actual value calculated for the 
Meldon Dust is quite hypothetical since with zero con- 
fining stress, its secant modulus is clearly very low. 
The fact that it is almost independent of stress is, 
however, interesting as noted in 11.3 above. 
This analysis does not presume to be complete by 
any means, but is presented as the basis of a possibly 
more accurate means of determining the behaviour of the 
materials in which the stress and strain moasuroments 
were taken. 
